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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
Volume Number 62

Welfare Again
Confronts

Our

The News His Bees
Constructive Booster lor
Holland Since 1872

Number 2

Holland Mtchigan Thundoy, January 5, 1933

Meet Coal And

CORP. SULLIVAN WILL

ADDRESS MERCHANTS

Grocery

FORMER PRESIDENT
DIES OF HEART FAILURE

Don’t Believe

Men

Fires

Man Drowns
Attempting

Were Set

To

The monthly meeting of the HolSave
land Merchants’association will
be held Monday evening at 7:30
o'clock in the city hall. Corp. Ray
ICE CRASHED; RESCUER UNSESSION IS SHORT; MATTER Sullivanof the Grand Haven post MR. DREGMAN MAKES ARLOCAL FIRE INSURANCE COMABLE TO SWIM, SANK IN
OF DIRECTOR DECIDED BY of the Michigan state police, will RANGEMENTS WITH BOTH
PANY HAa SKVKitAL FIRE
WATER OF BAY
JOINT MEETING OF WEL- discuss the apprehensionof the
UNITS ON ALiOOKiuLOSSES DU KING YEAR
FARE AND COUNCIL
ER DIFFERENT
(nodern criminal with chalk illusThe heroism of Henry Bolthouse.
BASIS
trationsand charjs. For the past
Spring Lake, when he attempted
Question of Re-ZoningRiver Ave- two weeks CorporalSullivan has
The Zeeland Record of this
to rescue a nephew, Clarence Denue Is Again Brought Up.
been in charge of the police exhibiweek gives a very enlighteningreMr. C. J. Dregman, businesscolWitt of Muskegon Heights, from
tion at DeVries A Dornbos store.
view
of
the Ottawa and Allegan
lege man and able accountant,wno
The council meeting last evening
drowning while skating on Smith's
It will be decided at this meetMutual
Insurance company. Durwas large in numbers but short in ing whether the association will is putting in a thorough system
bayou Monday afternoon coat his.
ing the past year many barns
session. Some 500 gathered in the
as this relatesto welfare work in
life as he sank into the icy waters
give an annual dinner this year.
were
burned and several incidents
council room and lobby, mostly to
Holland with the welfare commitof the bayou. The thin fee broke
Election of officerswill also take
connected with these fires had the
see some "fire works" which they
tee, held a meeting with the coal
away as he struggledto get a hold.
place.
earmarks
of being of an inccndiarv
expected as this relates to the weldealersof this city, and these men
Mr. Bolthouse was in company
nature. ^ From tno report, which
Present
officers
are
William
fare arrangement of the City of
have pledged to sell coal to the
with Clarence and Marvin DeWitt,
shows
an
ixtessive
tire
toll,
it
Holland. No such "fire works" Brouwer,president;Jacob Lokker, city welfare at only a small marnephews of Muskegon Heights.
is indicated th«: the ofliciaiso.
were forthcomingand that was vice president;Charles Van Zylen, gin of profit to themselves,and in
He was skating with his wife and
the company do not hold the incensecretary,
and
Kenneth
De
Free,
sensible. Whatever differences
this they have shown a loyal spirMarvin DeWitt was with a young
diary
view.
Anyway,
the report
treasurer.
there may be as to policy can well
it and have cut profitsto the bone
lady when Clarence struck a thin
as given in the "Record” follows:
be taken care of between the comand because of their attitude Holspot
and crashed through. Mr.
"The Farmers’ Mutual Fire Inmon counciland the welfare comland will materially benetit uurBolthouse and Marvin DeWitt lay
surance
Co.,
of
Ottawa
and
Alle"SQUADS
RIGHT"
IS
mittee in a joint session and this
mg these stressfulperiods.
on the ice and extended their feet
gan counties has just closed anABOLISHED BY ARMY.
was so arranged, on motion of AlMr. Dregman also called in all
As The News goez to pres* the out to the lad who was out from
other
year
with
a
very
respectable
COMPANY D LEARNS the grocery merchants and disderman Kleis.
shore about 20 feet Marvin sucbalance in the treasury in spite oi report has arrived stating that
’ There are some who are quick
cussed plans with them ai headceeded in catching hold of the
former
President
Calvin
Coolidge
excessive losses that are greater
in offering suggestions and much
quarters at the city hall. Many
skates of hia brother and was
died suddenly of a heart attack.
Capt. “Heinie" Geerds of Comby
46
per
cent
than
during
the
last
quicker to criticixe. Those well
plans were suggested and at last
His body was discoveredby Mrs. dragged toward the shore. Mr.
pany
D. National Guards, Holland,
preceding
calendar
year.
meaning folks do not know the
a basis of sale cost plus a prom
Coolidge when she returned from Bolthouse crashed through. As he
received word of a new war deHolland’s first motorcycle club ate they'. Surely, according to
whole story and what the welfare
"This company is one of the
was agreed upon as saiisiucioiy
a shopping tour. Mr. Coolidge was could not swim he itruggled and
partment
regulation
abolishing
the
committee has planned will unto all the merchants present and when this city only had a "hand that cop’s helmet the picturemust strongest mutual fire insurance believed to have been dead about sank. The coast guards brought
doubtedly come out at a joint meet- old squad formation which has been there were at least sixty of them. full” of these noisemakers. Who bp at least a score of years old.
companies in the state, while its 15 minutes when found.
up body in about three-quartersof
ing of the common council and this in use for years.
assessment rates have always been
We understand that the milk
Mr. Coolidge went to his of- an hour. The sheriff's officers
The
most
revolutionary change
committee when it is called by
several points lower than most
men, doctors, drug men and otners
fice Thursday morning, but re- and state police also assisted.
in regulationsin recent years, acother companies. Five years ago
Mayor Bosch.
are also co-operating; however
The party had gone to the bayou
turned home accompaniedby his
cording
to
Capt.
Geerds,
will
reDr. Thomas W. Davidson, pasit was unnecessary to levy any asfood and fuel constitute the two
at about 4:00 p. m. The ice was
secretary about 10 o’clock.
tor of Hope church, gave a little place the old four man column with major items in welfare and these
Items
the Files of sessment at all, the surplus funds Mr. Coolidge hsd complained of reportedto be about six inches thick
impromptu talk to tne members a marching column of three men have been settled satisfactorily unon hand being great enough to indigestionin the last two or three and it was believedto have been
wide.
Mr.
Geerds
says
various
of the council which was rather
offset the estimated losses.
less changed conditions make a
Holland
City
Fifty,
Twenty-five
veeks, but had not consulteda phy- perfectly safe. The family sdid
cheering, and council members need changes may be needed before the different arrangement necessary.
"The losses during the year Just sician in the last month.
today that the ice was safe but
that more than criticism. He also new regulationis in perfect form
closed were rather excessive and
In the nine months just closed
p. ------there was one thin spot Skaters
and Fifteen Years Ago Today
but
it
will
result
in
greater
flexioffered prayer, which together
the most unfortunate circumstances
welfare aid totals $62,648.50.The
had been going over ft all day.
ZEELAND SCHOOL TAX
with the saluting of the flag has bility of movement for large bodies food item of $34,209.9/did not inis its coincidence with the lowest
Bolthouse was born in Ferryibunr
CUT
IN
HALF
become a semi-monthlyinstitu- of men as well as simplifytraining clude $2,801.76 for milk. Among
dip in the depression.The of34 years ago. He lived there until
FIFTY
YEARS
AGO
TODAY
A
reunion
of
the
last
four
classes
soldiers in marching order.
feel certain, however, that
tion.
the larger divisions of expenses
about five yean ago when he waa
$ Holland High school was fea- ficers
The iward of educationannounces
The common council authorized Formerly the smallest unit for were $6,869.47 for rent; $7,215.4/
the increase is merely circumstanmarried to Miss Anna Kruisenga,
The
boiler at the Star Mills at tured at Maccabee hall, acouircd
maneuvering
was
that
the
tux
rate
has
been
lowered
the
squad
comthe signing with the State ot
tial, and thoroughinvestigation
for fuel, $5,137.49for hospital and
a daughter of Mr. and Mra. Peter
Fillmore
Center
exploded
last Tues- fbr that evening. About 60 alumni
from
$20
per
$1,000
In
1925
to
Michiganof the trunk line main- posed of eight men, with a corporal i ^caT' care,'’ and $2,674.81 for
has proved no incendiarism nor
Kruisenga of West Spring Lake.
day
killing C. Teleman, the 18- were present and not only enjoyed
$10.93 in 1932. The high rate in The couple had no children.
tenance contract, whereby it re- stationed as number one man on i,ght and water. Each of the items
evidence in that direction.
______
_____________
Thtr
year-old
son
of
the
senior
propriea
fine
social
hour
and
refreshments
ceives $7,795 to keep the trunk the left of the front rank. ThelWl,|^ ^taken up as the new sys"Although the losses increased 1925 was due to the erection of the had a charming home in Spring
tor. Others who were nearby were hut an excellentprogram as well.
high
school
building.
regular
formation
of
squads
in
batlines through Holland clear oi
by 46 per cent in value the numtern gets under way.
Lake. Mr. Bolthouse was a carThe budget for the present year penter and was well known among
snow. This will add materiallyto tle array was the section, composed Lmier the new arrangementof also badly scaldedby hot water and The numbers given were violin ber of increaseis only 10 per cent
steam. A. De Free, a farmer from solo, Mable Oakes, 07; vocal solo,
is
$63,421.
Of
this
amount
$29,700
the welfare source of funds and of three squads, each fronting the fooif special healthful menus for
over the previous year, the sum
business men in the community.
Laketown who was eating his lunch Helene Koppol, 06; "stunt," Ben
line and making two ranks of 12 every-day rations will be applied.
being increased through larger in- is raised by direct taxes in the lo- He was a member of the Reformed
work.
at the noon hour, was badly burn- Van Eyck, ’07; reading, Ethelyn
The Michigan Gas and Electric men each.
dividual losses. During the year cal school district.The average cost church at Soring Lake.
A food ••layout" that will not only
company gave a report of their The new section is also composed give full nourishment for tne fam- ed. G. Barkel, saw mill man, re- Metz, ’05; piano solo, Hazel Wing, 1931 the number of losses was 117 per pupil for the present year is
Coroner VanZantwickwas called
ceived a fractured leg and C. P. (15; budget, Henry Rottschaefer,
$72.65. Sixteen per cent of the
test of gas during the last month of 24 men but the squad will form ily but will save doctor bills as well
Zwemer
of Overisel and Martin 1H5. Toasts were given by Kay Had- involving $46,362.52 of property budget is for bonded debt service. to the death scene and announced
and were found to be high, and in a single line of 8 men with the —for the city must not only susLooyengood were also severely den, Ernest Kramer, George Roest, destroyed by fire. In 1932 these The valuation of the district is $2,- no inquest was necessary.
approved by the board ot public corporal at the right end. Three tain those on the welfare list with
figures stood at 129 losses and
scalded. The long boiler was thrown George C. Van Durcn and James
$67,860.55 in destroyed property, 990,528.
works.
of these lines, forming ranks three the proper elements of food bui
SPRING LAKE TRAGEDY
about 600 feet from the mill, the Deto. Tom N. Robinson was official
The special committee, which deep, compose the new section. For must keep them healthy to save end being blown out. Defective announcer.
an increase of $21,498.03in propRECALLS DROWNING OF
has in hand the question of Hol- ordinary marching, the section will expense to the city and well-being
erty loss.
VICTIM’S UNCLE IN ’W
safety valve is given as the cause.
land gas rates, is reporting prog- simply right, left, or about face as to the welfarer.
"The company today has a memNote: Boilers blowing out in the
Born— To Mr. and Mrs. Bert
ress. The committee is composed the situation may call for and
bership of 4,670, an increaseof 131
Another feature incidentto wel- early days was rather common,
The drowning tragedy on Monof Mayor Bosch, City Attorney march away in a column three men fare was the naming of investiga- largelybecause in the saw mill day Vander Poel, East 16th St., a son. during the year. During that time
day, Jan. 2, which took the life of
Rev. Henry J. Veldman, pastor
Clarence Lokker, ways and means wide, a corporalleading each group tors in six wards of the city. These
506 memberships were canceled
Henry Bolthouse, recall* to mema green hand and not an examined of First Reformed church, was the
committee,Henry Prins, Andrew of 24 men.
while 637 new membershipswere
will canvass their respectivewards
ory the tragic death of the young
engineer was in charge. Some 40 recipient of a generous New Year’s
Hyma and A1 Kleis.
entered.
These
4,670
members
While this is true for the rifle to see what the real needs of the years ago a boiler blew up in the token in the form of a puree of
man’s uncle. Henry Bolthouse,
Dick Homkes, who has worn an companies, it must be modified con- indigents of their wards are. If
carry $20,070,670.00insurance on
which occurred Christinasnight in
Zeeland mill on the main street and $100. The congregation also gave
"officer’s star" as long as Holland siderablyfor the machine guns. A there are any doubtful cases retheir real and personal farm prop- WEATHER MAN
1895.
not only was a large part of the him a raise in salary from $1,000
folks can remember, has received section of machine gunners is made ported these will be turned over
erty, an average of $4,297.00 ptv
Henry Bolthouse,in company
QUEER TRICKS DURING
mill destroyed but two stores across to $1,200 annually. The church
his credentials from the city as up of two squads of ten men and to Miss Elsie Gumser, qualified
member,
a
decrease
of
$225
from
with another young man, Porter
MONTH OF DECEMBER
the street had their fronts demol- debt has been cancelled and the
constable of the first ward. The a corporal each, so the new regu- through a college education and
that of one year ago.
Thayer, left Spring Lake in a
ished and a boiler had to be hauled ehurch pledged $600 annually
first ward is now safe with Mr. lations will not greatly change the experience in social service work to
"The greatest loss experienced
December was marked by queer rowboat on Christmasnight preout of one of them where it rested toward the support of Miss Minnie
H&mkes, the guardian of the law. drills for them, but will eliminate take up this task. She has been
its flight across the street If WflteWink,missionary In Arabia. during the year wax that of. il. quirk* -U -the waathu .man, ac- sumably to go up the lake to AtThe vexing question of John the unsatisfactoryconditionof the appointed as a “visitor,” and will after
Stroven’s barn and contents at cording to the Ottawa county tend a party. They were never
our memory is right one man was
Knapp’s building on the northeast old drill based upon the eight- investigate these doubtful cases,
killed in that explosionand his body
Lokker Rutgers Co. is again put- $5,337.28. Other large losses were weather bureau* when tempera- seen again and for days the anxcorner of Fifteenth street and Riv- man squad. It certainlyis a step in addition she will make regular
was found hanging over a pump ting on one of those popular "Green William Keefer, $2,878.80;H. J. tures ranged from 1 below zero ious relativesand friends scanned
er avenue, presumablyfor a drug in the right direction, as the new calls upon those obtainingaid from
handle,where it was blown by the Ticket" sales. Those were the days. Sterenburg, $2,036.80; G. J. Alofs, to 56 above on the twenty-fourth, the shores of the lake in hope that
store, came up again in an indi- drill greatly increases the flexi- the city to determine their actual
$2,260.80; Ben Velthouse, $3,524; the last equalling the record for some trace of the bodies could be
explosion.
rect way through an applicationbility of the co mpanies, and tends needs from week to week, reports
• • •
N. Sebright,$2,311.40; J. Colts, that month made in 1893. The found. Later Thayer’s hat was
FIFTEEN
YEARS
AGO
TODAY
asking for the rezoning of River toward increased control of the of which will be placed in files
$3,501.07;R. Boonstra. $2,263.95; low temperaturewas the first found on the lake and it became
Rev. N. M. Steffens will be inavenue between Twelfth and Sev- squads and sections.
in which each family will be list- stalled as the first pastor of the
Mayor Isaac Van Dyke of Zee- E. Elzinga, $2,897.70;R. Burgess, time since February, 1929, that a certain they had both been
enteenth streets, having it changed
ed.
new First Reformedchurch congre- land made public a request received $2,717.36;C. Podurgiel. $3,119.01. sub-zero temperature has been re- drowned.
from a residentialto a commerMayor Bosch, who is really at gation. The installationwill take from Richard M. Hurd, American The total losses for the year ex- corded here. Christmas Day, DeIt was not until April 6, 1896,
cial street covering those blocks.
the head of all welfare work, wants place at the "Old Hope College Defense Society,urging citizens to ceeded the total receipts from fees, cember 25, the temperature reach- that Thayer’s body wa# found by
The matter will be considered at
it understood that this system is Chapel." Those in charge will he organize local vigilance corps to premiums, penalties and assess- ed 44, the warmest for that date Tom Trotter of Spring Lake near
the next meeting of the common
not inaugurated to take from the Rev. Dirk Brock of Third Reformed stop German propagandaand pre- ments by $10,666.85. The respec- since 1895. The greatest daily the dock* of J. J. West On April
Car
council and before’ anything is fineedy but to give to the needy church. Rev. G. J. Nykerk of Ny- vent further enemy activity. The tive sums being: Losses, $67,860.- range in temperaturewas 23 on 13 the body of Bolthouse was
nally done a legally called public
everything they need without kerk church and Rev. B. Van Ess. mayor called in existencea commit- 55; receipts $57,193.70.The gross the first and seventeenth. The found near the shore of the old
Is Cleared
hearing must be held of all the
waste. Mr. Bosch states that the Dr. and Mrs. Steffensand family tee of three to work this matter receipts, includingbalance on hand least was 3 on the fifteenth. The Water’* place by Henry Vanderproperty owners on that street
needy must not suffer. They must will live in the Dr. R. A. Schouten out. All residents in the city will of the previous year, were $114,- average temperature for the Kolk of Ferrysburg.
covering this aectionand those on YOUNG MAN CONFESSES RUN- be given first consideration but
It was believed at the time that
home on East Ninth St. This branch be classified as follows: 1, loyal; 902.62, and the gross disburse- month was 28.8 degrees or slightly
immediate abutting streetsin that
NING CAR IN RIVER; NO
not at unnecessaryand wasteful of the church has not had a pastor 2, disloyal; 3, doubtful;4, unknown. ments were $77,947.45,leaving a below the normal of 29.3 degrees. the young men attempted to
section.
BODIES IN RIVER
expense of the regular taxpayers, since Rev. Roelf Pieters died three A second classification are; 1, alien net balance on hand at the begin- There was a severe cold period change seat* in the boat and capThe putting in of a welfare syswho foot the bill. That is why the years ago.
enemy; 2, pro-German; 3fc anti- ning of the present calendar year from the seventh to the eighteenth sized, and that icy water made it
tem as this relates to the ouesThe mystery concerning the car welfare committee is endeavoring
but temperatures were above nor- impossible to survive.
government.Note: Again we must of $36,955.17.
tionaire,was fully approved by that plunged into Grand river at to install a system that eliminates
TWENTY-FIVEYEARS AGO remind you that the “big war" was "Gerrit J. Veltman of Holland is mal on all other days except the
the common councilat last night’s the foot of Clinton street Dec. 27, waste and overlapping. A system
TODAY
ANNUAL SESSIONS TO
on. A similar organization was president of the company, Henry thirty-first.
meeting. Other detailson which belonging to T. McMahon, was of economy will help rather than
BE HELD AT BANK
Precipitationtotaled 2.83 inches
formed in Holland and elsewhere. Weber of Door, vice president, and
there is not full co-ordinationare cleared up today when a young hurt the needy person in the end,
Gerrit Yntema of Forest Grove, compared to the normal of 2.49
The inventoryof the estate of the It was a national movement.
matters to be taken up by the wel- man, Holcomb by name, confessed he states.
secretary-treasurer. The other inches. Measurable amount* of
late I. P. Griswold of Allegan is
The stockholders of the First
fare committee and the common he had taken the car from the gadirectorsare L. J. Mulder, Coop- precipitationoccurred on nineteen Stole Bank and Holland City State
Mr. Dregman states that this filed in probate court and totals
The News is filled with interest- ersville; C. C. Zeerip, East Holcouncil jointly. Undoubtedlywith rage and abandonedit on the brow system is not perfect yet and un- $238,970.10.Note: It is the widow
days of the month. The greatest Bank will hold their annual meetsane, thoughtful discussionby both of the hill on Clinton street lead- doubtedly changes will have to be of the 1. P. Griswold who before ing lettersfrom the front. This land; W. Kooienga, Byron Center;
precipitationin 24 hours was 0.93 ings Tuesday afternoon.This is
week
messages
are
published
from
the aldermen and the committee ing to Harbor avenue and the riv- made here and there, but if folks her death donated $100,000to build
G. F. Brower, North Holland; Fred inches on the twenty-fourth. The in accordance with the state bankthe differences can be ironed out er. He was arrested yesterday are only patient an equitableand Allegan'scommunity hall, a beauti- Elmer P. Burgh, PrivateE. Vanden Berens, Blendon; Al Scholtcn,Holrain on the twenty-fourth was ing laws, which set the second
satisfactory to both and to the morning by the state police and just distributionto all who need ful and serviceable structurethat Bosch, Corporal Bemie Mulder, land; H. F. Knoper, Allendale; Al
much like a summer rain, with a Tuesday in January for such sesHarry
Soulen,
son
of
Prof,
and
benefit of the City of Holland as made a written statement to them will surely follow.
Schrotenboer, Holland, and Gerrit rapid rate of fall at times. Snow- sions.
is proving the civic center of that
Mrs.
Philip
Soulen:
Dan
Kruidea whole, for there is not a man on as to his part in the mystery. He
J. Brower, Hamilton."
city. Attorney Orian S. Cross had
Boards of directorswill be sefall totaled 11.4 inches compared
the welfare committee who does was arraigned this afternoon becharge of that fund and Frank nier, Orrie Brusse and others.
to the normal of 18.1 inches. The lected at each of the bank*. 'Hi'
HUGH
LILLIE GETS
not have the good of all the citi- for Justice Easterly and bound
greatest snowfall in 24 hours was directors likely will convene imLANSING APPOINTMENT Dyke, Holland contractor,erected
GEORGE F. GETZ IN NEW
zens— with emphasis on the "all" over to circuit court.
the building. It is Allegan’s greatNews publicity on Red Cross:
3.5 inches on the fifteenth,and mediately after the meeting of the
YORK
TO
MEET
DEMPSEY
—at heart, and that also goes for
Holcomb said he had been drink"Supposing John Vandewoude,
the greatest depth on the ground stockholders for organization
Frank D. Fitzgerald,secretary of est public asset.
the aldermen.
ing with a party from this city and state, announced the appointment
“Marsh" Irving, Willard G. Leenwas 6.2 inches on the eighteenth. naming a president, vice president
RemembUr this welfare situa- had frequented several local of Hugh E. Lillie of Grand Haven, Martin Palmbos of Forest Grove houts, "Jack" Riemersma,Norman
George F. Getz, Chicago sports- Thunder was heard on the sixth. cashier and assistant*for each of
tion is new to everyone. It has places and also some in the counformer assistantattorney general, was killed as the result of sparrow Cobh, Ben Rutgers, Carrol Van man, who aided Tex Rickard in the
Wind movement was somewhat the respectiveinstitutions.
more angles than "the man in the try where they got liquor. He said as chief enforcement officer of the shooting with an old muzzle loader Ark, Elmer Poppe or anyone of promotionof the second Tunney- above normal. The total movestreet" has any idea of. It is one he had had about three quarts of
200 other boys from Holland re- Dempsey fight, will arrive in New ment was 10,152 miles, or an av- APIARISTS GATHER
malt, gasoline and motor vehicle • 8un*
of the most perplexing questions beer and about a half-pint of tax division. The appointment was
turned home wounded, how could York tomorrow to discuss the pos- erage of 13.6 miles nn hour. The | 30.000.000POUNDS OF HONthat Holland has ever been called moonshine whiskey, when he was
EY FROM HIVES IN 1932
made bccausq of Mr. Lillie’s fa- The members of Hope church you greet them without a Red sibility of bringing the Max maximum velocity was 32 miles
upon to solve and at least a little made to po after more liquor by miliarity with the work with which congregation pi
•resented Rev. and Cross button? Note: The need is Schmeling-Max Baer match to per hour from tho southweston
tolerance and patience are due the remainder of the party. He
Michiganhoney bees hummed a
he had been
een engaged in his former
former Mrs. John M. Vander Meulen with just as great today, 15 years later, Chicago next summer, Jock Demp- the twenty-fourth and the twentythose who give of their time to had no car and started out on foot.
$3,000,000 tune in 1932. That is
post. His work will involve follow- a handsome chest of solid silver on only in a differentway. Do not sey said today.
fifth.
solve this problem justly to the As he went past the McMahon
Sunshine averaged 22 per cent the amount of money the indtfltriMr. Getz is chairman of the Chiup of cases- to the point of prosecu- Christmas; showing their esteen for forget the Red Cross, what ever
city as a whole, and especiallyto house he saw the garage and tried
js little insect* returned their
tion with closer investigationof the pastor of the church and his you do. They are the angels of cago committee arranging the of the possible amount or about
the taxpayers who are paying that it He found it open, he said, and
benevolence and mercy.
sports program for the world’s normal. Cloudiness was slightly keepers in the last year. The apiminor law violationsthan has been estimable wife.
added burden.
the car unlocked.He rode around heretofore possible.
fair. While no definiteoffer has above normal. There were two ary division of the state departin it for some time and then left
been made Dempsey said he would clear, two partly cloudy and 27 ment of agricultureestimates the
the car at Clinton street when it HENRY PRINS IN CHARGE
’
h. Stratus 1932 honev crop at 30,000,000
discuss the situation with Getz, al- cloudy
days in the month,
ANOTHER JUDGE WILL
ROOSEVELT LANDSLIDE
OTTAWA SUPERVISORS
was
going
about
15
miles
an
hour,
HEAR M’KAY-KOUW
OF LICENSES AT HOLLAND
WAS’NT PARTY VICTORY, though one of the most serious ob- clouds were prevalent. Light fogs pound*. Figured at the average
MEET
MONDAY
price of 10 cent* a pound* at the
CASE, JUDGE STATES he said. He said the car was in
IS WARNING OF M’ADOO stacles as far as boxing in Chicago were recorded on four days.
gear. He saw it strike the curb in
apiary the honey yielded approxiHenry Prins, aldermanfrom the
is concerned is the Illinoislaw setfront of William Noanty’shouse first ward of this city, has been I The Ottawa county board of suWilliam G. MrAdoo of Califor- ting 10 rounds as a maximum for OTTAWA COUNTY JURY VER- mately $3,000,000.
Judge Fred T. Miles stated to- and supposed it would strike some
DICT AFFIRMED
appointed manager of the Holland pervisorewill convene on Monday, nia declared today the Roosevelt non-championship matches.
day that it was the desire of the other object. He stated he never branch office of the state automoVerdict of an Ottawa county cir- ALLEGAN CONTINUES ITS
Schmelmg, who with Baer signed
Jan. 9, at 10 a. m. for the short landslidein November was not "a
attorneys in the Isaac Kouw vs. expected it could possibly reach the bile license bureau by Frank D.
FAIR— TO SHOW LATER
session of the year. The usual party victory" and voiced his opin- articlesrecently for a match un- cuit court jury before Judge Fred
Frank D. McKay and Corie C. Co- river without crashing into some- Fitzgerald,secretary of state. Mr.
length of the sessionis three days. ion that the Democraticparty is der Dempsey’s promotion in June, T. Miles, in Grand Haven, awardburn accountingcase, scheduled thing on the way down.
Prins succeeds Alfred C. Jolders- Before the state auditing system
insist*that the bout be for 15 ing Miss Gertrude Gegiio of Grand
Officers of the Allegan County
trial.
for Thursday, Jan. 5, that another
The sharp decline in Clinton ma, who served as manager here was in force it used to be neces- onSpeaking
before Californians rounds. Dempsey said he already Rapids $3,000 judgment against Agriculturalsociety have set Sept.
judge be allowed to hear the case. street to Harbor avenue and the the last two years. As a result of
sary for the board to audit the delegated to vote today as mem- had received offers to take the John Huizenga, in a suit growing 19-23 as the date for the 1988 fair.
Judge Miles will oblige the con- even steeper decline from Harbor the appointment, the branch office
Saturday will be Boy Scout day
treasurer’s accounts. Since the bers of the electoralcollege for bout to Cleveland,Denver, Salt out of an auto accident near
testants,he said yesterday morn- avenue to the river probably gave was moved yesterday from the
monthly audit was put in force this Franklin D. Roosevelt for presi- Lake City, Los Angeles, Agua Ca* Coopersvilleabout two years ago, and Wednesday school children’*
ing, and step from the bench. the impetus to the car which sent Holland City State bank to Mr.
is no longer necessary.
dent, the former treasury secre- liente and Philadelphia. He will was affirmed.The plaintiff was day. No admission will be charged
Judge Miles is a long-time resi- it out into the river so far.
Prins’ grocery store on East Eighth
It
is
anticipated
that
one
of
the
^ry am* Democratic United States leave here within a month on a represented by the Grand Rapids childrerwomin^t^^i^fatoon
dent of Holland, the same city
He stated that when he aban- street. The bureau will be open
questions
to
come
before
the
board
senator-electinterpreted the gen- "shopping"tour of the proposed legal firm of Linsey, Shivel A school floats. Prizes will be given
where the plaintifflives. Judge doned the car he went directly from 8 p. m. to 5 p. m. daily.
O'
......
Phelps. Two other suits are pend- for the best floats.
will
be
the
matter
of
reinstating
e™1 election result as
great
James E. Spier of Mt. Clemens home. In his statement he said,
©
MANAGEMENT CHANGES AT ing in the same accident.
General admission at the gate has
the agriculturaland home demon- progressive revolt.
"I drove to Clinton street to the VAN HARTESVELDT
will preside,it is stated.
WARM
FRIEND TAVERN
i>een lowered to 25 cents and the
stration offices. There has been L- He predicted destructionof the
top
of
the
hill
near
Harbor
avenue.
-oAlthough State Senator George entrance fee previouslychargyd exCASE AIRED AGAIN agitationfor both sides since the Democratic party unless it relieves
There I don’t know what the heck
Leland
of Fennville,now at Lan hibitors has been abolished. A feaconditions
which
he
attributed
to
A
policy
of
economy
resulted
in
GRAND ^^8rCevUlCANTING into me, but I jumped out of Attorney Clarence Lokker was board took action last October and
sing, was left off the highway ture will be made of school exhibabolished both officesas an econ- a "diseased economic system” and the release of George Dauchy as
the car, gave the wheel a twist and
in Grand Haven yesterday making
"stupid, stand-pat, reactionary manager of the Warm Friend Ta- committee, of which he wa* chair- its and an effort will be
omy measure.
Rev. J. Lanting, pastor of the left it in high. I let it go down argument before Judge Fred T.
leadership
of the Republican vern, Arthur W, Wrieden,chair- man the past two session*, he did have every school in
The vote at that time was largeImmanuel church of this city, has the hill. I cut the wheel over so Miles relative to a retrial of the
party."
man of the board of directors, an- win several other committee ap- participate.Schools
received a call from the Church that It would run into the curb.” alienationsuit of Philip Van Har- ly in favor of abolishing the ofo
nounced yesterday. John Hafner, pointment* in the state senate, an- counties will also be
The course of the car down tesveldtagainst Dr. William Wes- fices. One of the supervisorssaid
of the Open Door of Grand Rapids.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Tanis and chil- who has been chief clerk of the nounced yesterday. He was placed exhibits.
through
the
cross
street,
around
today
that
the
matter
is
controThik church has been without a
trate.
Races
dren of Muskegon and Mr. and hotel since it* opening,will succeed on the agricultural,election,fipastor since the death of its for- the warning sign and between the
Judge Fred T. Miles took the versial and there are many for and Mrs. Al Barveld and baby of Hol- Mr. Dauchy. Mr. Hafner also will nance and corporations comirflmer pastor, Rev. A. H. Waalkes, I piles at the wharf is one of those argument* under advisementThis against the question.
land spent Monday evening at the serve as clerk. Mr. Dauchy, who tees. Senator Gordon F. Van
things that just happen, it is bewould be the third trial in case
home of Mr. and Mrs. W. Mover came to Holland in 1930 from the Eenenaam of Muskegon wa* placed
lieved.
Due
to
the
time
of
night
,RMr. £antingr has been pastor of
a new trial is granted. In the
Zeeland Literary club has been on East Main street.— Zedand Rec- Medinah Athletic club in Chicago, on the college of mines, conservathe local church for three and one- there was little or no traffic But second the verdict was reduced invited by Holland Literary club | ord.
will return to Chicago. He has tion, judiciary, military affaire,
ap accident might have resultedas
half years. During that time the
from $15,000 to $8,000 against the to attend a joint meeting with the
o ------------been a fine help to Holland in all public health, state hospitals,
the car crossed the street, said the
congregation has grown from 13
doctor.
Holland
club
Jan.
10
at
the
Holland
•
Arthur
E.
Oudemool,
son
of
Mr.
it* civic projects,never failingto transportationand universitycomofficers in speaking of the occurto 125 families.
club rooms. Prof. Joseph R. Hay- 1 and Mra. M. Oudemool, 47 West do hi* full share of the work and mittees.
ence.
The French . Pastry Shoppe, den of the University of Michigan, | Fifteenth street, has received a he was called upon often. He took
which was located at Washington extension professor in the depart- call from ML Marion, New York, a special interest in the "Tulip
Square for seven years, has moved went of political science, will pre- Mr. Oudemool is a senior at New Time Festival.”Mrs. Dauchy had
to its new quarters at 58
it a lecture on American interBrunswick seminary, New Bruns- also become quite active in social
Eighth street
are miles away.
esta in the
wick, N. J.
affaire.
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THE HOLLAND CITY
GOODRICH CO. TRUCKS
AGAIN ARE OPERATING

NEWS

)LIAND CITY

(EstaUiihad 1872)
82 W. 8th St

A Toast

announced today that trucks of the
company have been placed in operation again under the name of
the Goodrich Trucking Line. This
action was taken in an attempt
Cheaper Than Chanty to retain a business footing in
Holland during the winter with the
• • *
hope of reorganising a boat schedThis in Addressed to the millions ule between Holland and Chicago
of Americanswho have jobs and in the spring.
With the resumption of activiincomes and money to spend. Per‘TT""; -ties, which were suspended Friday
baps they havenT as much income pen(jjn8: completion of the new
as they did a few years ago— but i schedule,trucks leave Holland
the chances are that drops in the , each evening for Chicago and
t rucks from Chicago will arrive
cost of living have compensated for
here each morning.
their salary cuts and lowered divio

7

to the

New Year

to those other millions who are
unemployed, and are facing a win-

O

-

Henry Nobel, skipper of Sea
Scout ship No. 18, was chosen gen-

chairman of the historical
be pattially-but pageant to be given by Holland
only partially— met by contribu- scouts and leaders during scout
anniversary week in February. He
tions to charity.Of greater mowill be assisted by Lem Harris,

obligation can

ment is the obligation to give their Eswin Johns, Ike De
leas fortunate fellows jobs.
Chester LaShagway.
All over the country there are

homes in need of repair. In Hol. land alone one man who knows
ventures to say that there was
8(0,000 in house painting necessary

right now. Surely our homes do
not look as fresh and

new

as even

three years ago— just glance

them

over.

People everywhere have

l>een

K

raker and

GRAND HAVEN MALPRACTICE
VERDICT IS SET ASIDE
The supreme court set aside a
$4,000 judgment against Dr. Cornelius Addison of Grand Haven,
awarded Fiank Vayda, a laborer.
The appeal was brought on a
charge of malpractice. Vayda was
treated for a broken arm in 1930
by Dr. Addison when he was hit

holdingback and refusing to spend

by an appliance on a dredge.

—waiting for better times. And

ANNUAL REPORT GIVEN
BY REGISTER OF DEEDS

yet it's as obvious as the multipli-

cation table that better times will

The annual report from the reg-

never come until money again

ister of deeds office in the county
flows through the businessarteries, building shows a total of 3,149
and into channels of trade. Today transactionswere made in the ofwe can do some needed re-roofing, fice daring 1932. Of this number

repair the bathroom, build a new

the largest was 1201 deeds. The
balance of the work was divided up
among the following transactions:
350 mortgages; 351 district mortgages; 252 probate cases; 291 assignments; 291 rights of way; 110
miscellaneous; 22 decrees; 127
chattels; 8 mechanics’ liens; 5 attachments;9 certifiedcopies; 6
patents; 13 Lis pendens; 11 levies;
52 district oil and gas leases; 9
plats; 4 contracts;12 oil and gas
leases; 9 powers of attorney; 90
sheriff's deeds; 12 assignments of
oil and gas leases; 29 partialreleases and three redemption mortgages.

room, repaint the home, fix

the

i

heating plant and a hundred other
necessaryimprovements for a frac-

what they

cost in the past

a fraction of what they will

cost in the future when better
tfrnea actually do appear. By doing
thoee things now,

we

are putting

money into our own pockets— as
well as into pockets that are empty.

Increased purchasingpower

is

the vital need of the hour. More

more employed workers

-

— more busy industries. Look

-

-

cheaper and better than charity.
o

Toma torn

Diet, which Is one of the favorite
obsessions In these days of dlscon
tent, has given us many a luugi
at the expense of the calorie
bounds,but one cannot help feel Ini:
a wee bit sorry for the lad who

wrote to the Times medical de
partment the other day. He said
"Bly mower says I am a him
blood. She Is on a diet for some
thing 1 can't spell. She says diet
will cure

anything.What

diet will

-

If persons interestedin particular lakes wish to assist in removing noxious fish from these waters
they should get in touch with the
nearest conservation officerwho
will supenise them in spearing
carp, dogfish and garpike, the Conservation Department advises.
Officers in the regular employ of
the Departmentmay organize and
supervise noxious fish spearing
parties at any time of the year.
With an officersupervising,the
three noxious species may be taken
with a spear and an artificiallight
Thousandsof noxious fish are re-

hmMi
Extension of time for tax payments without penalty was author-

Grand Haven city counregular meeting last
night The time will be extended
ized by the
cil at the

-

twenty guests were present, A social evening was enjoyed.

-

o

Mrs. Rosa Haight and Mrs. Hannah Vanden Brink were hosUases
Tuesday evening at the weekly
card party of the Royal Neighbors.
Prize winners for the women were
Mrs. Anna Gesbeck and Mrs. Nellie Kleis, and for the men Henry
Kleis and W. Haight. A party is

being planned for next Tuesday

from Jan. 10 to Feb. 6 at 8 p. m. evening.

Arthur Van Woerkom,

city treas-

moved from Michigan waters in

urer, appeared before the council to
Mrs. Kate Herrick of West
ask permission to grant a longer Twelfth street will entertain the
time to local taxpayers, in paying Past Noble Grand club at her
home today, Friday, at 2 o’clock.
NESTS OF THEIR OWN the state, county, school and road She will be assistedby Mrs. Rose
taxes now due.
La Chaine and Mrs. Alma James.
The cowbird, remarkable for its
Following the businessmeeting 500
Application
for
marriage
was
habit of laying its eggs in the nests
will be played.
made
to
the
county
clerk
by
Corof other birds, never builds a nest
of its own nor takes any care what- nelius Dykstra, 27, Grand Rapids,
Miss Jean Herman and Miss
ever of its young. And rarely, or- and Ruth de Jonge, 21, Holland.
nithologiststell us, does it make This is the first license of the New Martha Slowinski entertained on
Monday evening with a party at
the mistake of depositingits eggs Year.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Milton
in deserted nests where they are
Jacob Baker, HO, attempted to L. Hinga on West Twelfth street
not likely to be incubated by other
end his life Wednesday when ho in honor of Miss Virginia Coster,
birds.
slashed his wrists and throat. He student at Michigan State college,
o
was found lying near some sand East Ijinsing, wh ospent the holiHAWKS ARE DEFENDED
hills by several children. He was days here. Games were played and
taken to Hatton hospital,where refreshments were served.
All hut a very few species of
hawks and owls are bein$ vigorous- his condition was reported critical

iso so as not to be a bine blood
this manner every year.
but have it nice and red like the
rest of the boys?"— Los AngeletCOWBIRDS NEVER BUILD
Times.
l

Not So Muck

Interest

I have observed In rending tha:
Is frequently said of (he hero tha:
be “knows books." and Is able to
talk about them. This being ad
mltted, It Is at once concluded ht
Is • man of eduealion and charac
ter, and worthy of all confidence
The most Interesting people I know
do not talk much shout books, ot
mention them; I have never been In
• bookish atmosphere, except whei
occasionally In company with puh
Ushers or writers —
W. Howe’»
It

E

Monthly.
Volcano’* Temperature
In tbo volcano of Kilauea Ho
temperature at the surface of
lava Is In the neighborhood ot
tjDQO degrees Centigrade.Basalt
which Is the molten rock In KHauex
aad many other volcanoes, ma)
melt at ettber higher or lower tern
peratures. depending on their com
position. Thus the melting poim
of sandstone would be very high
probably In tbe neighborhood o<
1,600 to 1,700 degrees Ccctlgrad'
depending on their purity.

-

-

ly defended by investigators of from loss of blood.
feeding habits of birds. The only
Bernard De Free, who has been
outlaws are the Cooper's and sharpshinned hawks, the goshawk and in Sioux City, la., since summer,
the great

homed

has returned to Holland.

owl.

at the Holland Rifle club shoot held

P. S. Lovejoy’s statement that Tuesday: William Dyken 171, H.
Ewrlisn sparrows are not nearly as Prins 170, Howard Working 170,
numerous in Michigan as they used Russell Dyke 166, Bud Prins 165,
to be is refuted by Prof Frank G. Huizenga 165, Don Prins 163,
Smith, of Hillsdale, who states that Dick Wiersma 163, Simon Helmus
these birds are a ^reat pest in that 161, Joe Mieste 160, E. Vande158,
section. Mr. Lovejoy is directorof Vusse 160, L. Michmershiuzen
game resources of Michigan and J. Kammeraad 156, Charles Loyer
does not believe that the English 155, Roy Smith 153, Ira Antics
sparrow has migrated in any large 151, C. Ver Meulen 151, George
numbers from the city to rural dis- Vrieling 147, Ted Wyma 145, M.*
DR. J. G. HUEENGA
of Grant k Huizenga, Gd. Rapid* tricts but that they have naturally Klomparens 144. Shud Althuis 143,
Bye — Ear— N ose — Throat
grown less in numbers during the Jack Vanlloff 143, Stanley Loyer
past few years. Prof. Smith claims 143, L. Van Ingen 140, Robert
Peoples State Bank Building
the sparrows are so numerous in Hume 140, William Woldring 135,
Holland, Michigan
Hillsdale that he has advocated II. Meppelink 136, John Jonkers
HooraHO to 12 and 2 to 4:30
Phono — Office 3669; Residence 211 trapping and destroying them, 134, Dad Wiersma 132, George Tunits is oeing done on a rather ex- bergan 133, Garry Prins 127, Don
have become so obnoxious that Hop 125, George Louwsma 124,
James Van Landegend 124, V. Giltheir control is essential.
o
lette 121, H. Schaap 119, C. Van
Andel 116, Alex Barnum 115, John
*
Lot*’* Beginning
Experts say that nineteen for Kleis 113, George Woldring 109, N.
men and seventeen for girls are Otting 107, C. J. Tubergan 105, K.
Woldring 105, J. Vruggink 98, A.
normally the earliest ages at which
Van Putten 97, Sam Althuis 95, F.
re*l love can be felt and given.
Van Slooten 85.

.

stop fur-

nace trouble

SAVE
MONEY

and
Ym Ma

do

if.

End your fumae* troubl#*

- -

-

jot tt.
,

CENTURY ENGINEERING

C*d*r Rapidi. lowo.

2.

fire

3.

Expert information and instructicn is offered
free. It will yield splendid results in a properly designed heating plant.
Being free from smoke and dirt it does not
qlog pipes and chimneys with soot.

5. Furnaces can be used over a long period with
infrequent cleaning.

6

The house will be cleaner with coke as a fuel
becausb theie is no dirt to track through the
house.

7. No excuse need be made

by the user of GenCoke to his neighbor — he does not
pollute the air of his neighbor with Sootf
Smoke or Grime.
8. Only $8. per ton delivered into your fuel bin.
Compare this price with other high grade
uine Gas

fuels.

Michigan Gas

the Stereopticon

Buehler Bros..
Cash Market

wel-

The Food Emporium of Holland
Specials for Saturday
Pork Chops, center

cuts

Only
10c

...............

Choice Pork Roast ............................ 7c
Pork Steak Lean ................................
8c

Hamburger

or

Pork Sausage ....................6c
................... 7c

Bacon Squares, Sugar Cured

Beef Round best Cuts ......................... 0c
Boiling Beef,

Young

and Tender ................. 0c

Cheese, Cream or Longhorn ................... 15c
Nut Oleo, 2 lbs. for ............................
17c
Bologna, Liver Sausage or Frankfurters......... 8c

Me
Big Ben Laundry Soap, 6 bars for ........... Me
Government Inspected Meats. — Groceries of

Coffee

B. B., Special

2

lbs.

for

................

National Repute.

We

deliver anywhere in the City for 5 cents.
Phone

M51

mm

Buehler Bros.,

lac*

34W.8tli.

HOLLAND, MICH.

PHONE

3551

Hidden

by Absorbent Roller
Every foreign office In Europe
acts on the theory that an army of
spies Is constantlyon the alert P
steal Its secrets, and Infiniteprecau
Hons ore taken to baffle their ef
forts. Very shortly after the firs'
use of blottingpn|»er it was dis
covered that It was ipilte |Hiss|hleto

Chinese, Persian, Turk, in fact,
every nation on the globe followed
In his footsteps, each celebrating according to his own Ideas and cus-

cause a blottingpad to ghe up toms.
secrets hy simply holding li In
Omens of good and bad luck have
front of a mirror. Long after all
always been associated with the
the commercial world had forgotten
New Year, all founded more or less
the existenceof such a thing. lh»
Britishforeign office used a sand u|M>n the belief that supreme power
shaker to dry Its Import uni writ was vested In an unseen deity, who
ten documents, of wlih-h there are could bring good luck If properly
many despite the use *,-l the type- appeased or mete out punishments.
writing umeliine.Then specially The Romans named their New
manufactured black blotting pa|»er Year In honor of Janus, the twowas used, hut Mils was nor found to
faced god, who had the power to
be absolutely spyproofand a retort
to the sandsliaker was content look back over the past, and also
plated when some one suggestedthe in a propheticway could look Into
simple expedientof a small absorb the future. He was represented

Impressions.

Ing the leaning Tower of

Pisa
while a picture of the ruins of the
Coliseum was being shown on the
screen.

“Then there w»* the era ot

Electric Co,

arororomroromgcmmrosa

Iliiip

become of the stereop
(Icon lecturer?'*asks an old Wash
Ingtonian the other day.
“1 remember when they used t'»
be popular here In the city and
crowds turned out to listen to them
and to hmk at the slides.
“When tie wanted a slide changed
he would push n buzzer, clearly an
dlhlc to tlie audience.Sometimes
ent roller. These rollers have since
the operator of the machine would
been used for drying diplomatic doc
either In* asleep or talking ano
uments. When such a toller hn«
failed to hear It.
been run up and down and across
"This necessitatedn numlier ot
a document once or twice, the elev
extra sharp buzzes nn the button
erest spy In the world Is at liberty
We were patientwith him. though 4o try his hand al decipheringthe
even If occasionally he was descrlh
tins

&

Or Your Fuel Dealer

form of ceremony, not, however, on
the same date or In the same way.
The Druids celebrate the New Year
on the shortest day of the year, the
' time, in their belief, when the sun,
which Journeyed away from earth
during the cold months, turned
homeward bringing with It sunshine,
light, warmth and good cheer. The
superstitions that cluster around the
day began away back In the time
of these sun worshipers when the
priests led the people to the forests of the gods for small sprigs of
mistletoewhich would bring them
health and prosperityfor the year.
Young FinnncUr
Don't dismiss this as a mnde-np So Important was the event the peo
story, for It happens to be based pie marched In processionsto the
groves, led by the priests, selected
upon nn actual happening.
A hoy In n town not far awa> for the sacred duty of cuttingthe
cnlled at a store to say he had mistletoe, being armed with sickles
come to pay a bill owed by his fn of gold. And Just ns primitive man
ther. “No hurry about tt.'' said made his plans for the beginningof
the merchant “I will send him u
a New Year the Mexlcna. Japanese,
statement"
The hoy Insisted he was there to
settle the account, so It was figured
up and the money paid.
'
“Now give me the iwo rent* It
would have cost you to mull the
bill." suggestedthe lad. who would
seem to have In him the making of
a shrewd financier.He got the two
cents and went away sntlsfledBrockton (Mass.) Enterprise.

State Secrets

fuel to learn to

properly and economically.

DO YOU

KNOW?

GENERAL AUTO REPAIRING
Reasonable

Prices

All

Work Guaranteed

Located on West 8th Street-Hen Harrington Coal

with a key in his hand symbolizing
his power to open doors, and gateways, and this holiday was one of
great gnyetj lastingseveral days.
The festival was not observed In
midwinter, hut In the spring, when
the Roman year began, and had only HOUSES FOR RENT— K. Buur*
ten months. Later when two months
ma, 220 West Sixteenth street
were added to the calendar,Janu- Phone
3tc3
ary and February were placed at
FOR SALE— On easy terms, 7the beginning of the year, the New
room,
bungalow on
Year was celebrated on the first of
Twenty-first street. Price $2,600.
January.
Bessie R. Weersing,Real Estate,
Among the old superstitions are 8 East Eighth street
many quaint customs that hare been
observedfor centuries and have
FOR SALE— New cabinet heaters.
come down almost to this day and $28 and op; new 'coal and wood
age. Among them are the follow- ranges, $14 and un. Lowest prices

WANT ADS
3380.

modern

II

lustrated songs, when a sour lenoi

sung maudlin songs about some girl
who lived In a village by the sea.
They were foolishlysentimental
things, but we managed H get a
kick out of It. Of course we didn't
have the diversionsIn those days
that occupy us now. Imagine our
young generationattending a stere
optlcon performance." We can’t.—
Washington Star.

JohnH. Kammeraad

Questions — 35
What United Etates ship won

1—

a famous victory over what French
warship and when?
What American leader In the
Revolutionwas named the “Swamp
Fox"?
a— Who Invented the cotton gin?
4 — What date did Charlie Robertson pitch hla no-hlt game against
2—

in Holland. Trade in your old
To bring good luck one must wear stove. Niea Hardware Co. 40tfc
something new on the first day of
A conference for Sunday school
Naw Dad of Nob.
Detroit? ,
the year, according to old English
workers in the children’s division
FOR RENT— Upstairs. AH confi— What actor, critical disputes
Jod Tonkins says civilizationhas
1 me Wife • Servant
custom.
of Sunday schools of Ottawa counveniences includingcomplete bath;
notwithstanding,
lives In the tradiIts drawbacks. Every great me
ty will be held Tuesday evening,
A true wife In her husband' tions of the stage and of theater- In some parts of England and heated. 88 West Twenty-first
chanlcalImprovement brings along
Jan. 17, at 7:30 o’clock in Third Re- house Is his servant; It Is In hl>
33ptf FOR SALE— 1931 Ford coupe;
goers as the greatest America Scotland It Is supposed to be un- itreel, Holland,
some new kind of noise— Wash formed church. Miss lone Cotton,
heart that she is queen. Whutevet
good condition. 312 West Ninelucky to leave a house until some
tngton Star.
ever produced?
state superintendent of children’s of best he can conceive.It I* hei
SALE— Several pieces of teenth street
0— What city of the British em- outsider has first entered.
46tfc
division, will be the principal part to be; whatever of highest he
acreage, suitable for wood and
con hope, it Is hers to promise pire Is known as the "Modern There Is also an old superstition fence posts, located in the followspeaker.
Smilin’
Athens"?
all that la dark !n him she mas*
7-r.Whatgreat historical work concerning the weather told In an ing townships in Allegan county:
purge
Into
purity;
nil
that
la
fall
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Klungle
Heath, Manlius, Clyde, Monterey
had
to be rewrittenbecause old legend ns follows:
of West Seventeenth street enter- Ing In him she must strengthen
and Valley. Write for prices and
the
manuscript
was
accidentally
tained Monday evening with a Into troth; from her, through ah
Tf New Year night wind bloweth acreage desired. REX E. LAMB,
half mile west of Zeeland.
south,
New Year’s party at their home. the world’s clamor, he must win hlr burned?
Itc2
g— What are the most interesting It betokenethwarmth and growth; Buchanan,
A two-course supper was served, praise; In ber, through all tin and attractive of the ungulates of
If weat, much milk, and flih In tha
after which games were played. world's warfare he must fcd hh
The era of so-called“tolfain*’'
aea;
the Asiatic steppes?
About twenty-fiveguests were peace.— Rnskln.
is waning and people nre eonsid6— Is this sentence, correct Eng- If north, much cold and atom*
present
there'll be;
lish : "She could tell by the sound
If east, tha trees will bear much
of the engine that they were going
Jast Her Way
The annual meeting of the Sisfruit.
slower"?
ters of Bethany of Fourteenth
If northeast, flea It, man and brut*.’’
All In one evening, while dancing
10— What' I* the meaning of
Street Christian Reformed church, with me, she said:
"Lamb of God"?
was held Tuesday evening. Mrs.
•The Imll Is so hot. I'm conked.
EaiUnd's Oldest Houia
C. De Graaf was re-electedpresi"I'm crazy iihmit dancing."
__ bnt its wonderful value given
Minster abbey, In the Isle r.
Answers — 35
dent. Other officers elected were
“1 was petrified, when I saw
you food worth while.
Thanet, Is sold to be the oldest
Mrs. P. Slenk, vice president;Mrs. nlm."
Constellationagainst the L*
house
In
England.
It
Is
In
the
mar
A. Barveld, second vice president;
’That light Is so glaring
Insurgente, In 17W).
ket by order of the trustees of tha
Cleveland aad Pittsbargh
Mrs. P. Grevengoed, secretary; makes me blind."
Gen Francis Marlon.
late Lord Conynhum, the fifth
Mrs. Tom Butcr, assistant secre“Can't you shut the window? I’m
Cleveland, Ohio. Is named fi-i
g-Ell Whitney.
marquis. It Is said to be a line ex
tary; Mrs. George Tinholt, treas- frozen at IT."
Hoses neaveland.the founder <ri
4— April 30, 1022.
ample of an Eleventh century Nor
urer, and Mrs. G. Vanden Berg, as“You make me sick.’’
the city, but the extra "a" has been
0— Edwin Booth.
man
manor
house, renovated about
it
cort sistant treasurer. Mrs. De Graaf "I nearly had a lit when he told
eliminated Pittsburghhonor* the
0— Edinburgh.
1418, the house being built on tin*
of William Pitt. •presided.Following the business me about that Joke."
7 — Carlyle’s“French Revolot’
as
site of Kdburgn'smonastery ot
"Tbe last partner I hnd drove ,loB*
session refreshments were served
Saints Peter and Paul, founded
stir
by Mrs. Peter Unema and Mrs. W. me Insane."
0-Wlld horses and asses.
narly In the Eighth century and de
“1 simply died laughing."
Van Meeteren. About 'forty were
0— No: It should read "mora
* * • * "ntb hy r
as flf fellow
T was perfectly dumb."
dverb Instead of the ^tr(,yc
present.
“I’m so tired, Tni Just dead."
MW**
adjective.
Then when I looked at her ahe
Idea of
Henry Plakke of East Sixth
10— The
street was honored v/ith a surprise seemed as alive and healthy at
party at his home Saturday
ing:

Mich.

FOR

OurUe

without ooU*. Actually op#f*t« ch«*p*»
than cooL Hlqhoit quolHy.Fully •utoFoctory Toftod. Attf*div*and
SoMotionally low prk*d. Imtall

and
“What

The following scores were made

SPARROW GETS ANOTHER RAP

Recalling Old Times

heat to your satisfac-

you can be the judge.
Genuine Gas Coke is an easy
tion;

comed the New Year with some

Noxious Fish Catchers

around your property,see what improvements you need— and act, it’s

o

1. Guaranteed to burn and

OPEN a bank account at
New Year’s waa consid-

Almost every nation has

1

WhyYouShooldUse

GENUINE GAS COKE

YEAR

ered lucky In pid England, the custom growing
probably from the belief
of many centurlea that
whatever you do on the
first day of the year will
be an Indication of what will happen during the months to follow. So
deep seated was this superstition In
the minds of men that even after
the festival was declared a general
holiday, many clung to the old-time
belief, and to Insure work for the
coiningyear would set the pace by
spending at least an hour or two In
some useful pursuit.
The first day of the year has been
more generallyobserved than any
other holiday, and over a longer |»erlod, ns well, Us observance dating
back to the Druids In England and
to ancient Babylon when It was
made an occasion for a celebration
lasting from ten to twelve days.
With every nation this holiday has
been considered a time for tbe expression of good will and the renewing of old friendships. The effort to demonstrate the kindly spirit
led to the custom of making gifts,
often very expensive Jewelry and
large sums of money. But It was
not necessary to remember one's
friends In that lavish way for custom made It possible also to express
good wishes In a fitting and very
humble manner.

ter of distressand poverty. That eral

payrolls —

»F

Eight Reasons

—IWF

HENRY NOBEL IN CHARGE
OF HOLLAND SCOUT FETE
obligation

dends.
These millions owe an
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C. E. Alger, Holland agent of
the Goodrich Transit company,

Holland, Michigan
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Arthur Oudemolen, LaVerne
Vander Hill and Maurice Marcus
have returned to New Brunswick

Vroon will occupy the pulpit at 19 in a fast game agatr
Ends of Holland. The locals outEast Paris.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey De Vrce played their opponents throughout
On Sundav morning Misses H.
the game, both on the defense and
Ringewohl, John Lock and Gerrit and son of Holland, and Mr. and
offense. This was without doubt
Mrs,
Jacob
Peuler
motored
to
Neyboer were installedas elders
the best played game staged by the
and Messrs. Jacob Pculer, Henry Charlotte on Monday to call on local team. Although Ivan RogNynhuis and Jacob Krenze as dea- relatives there.
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Moekes of gen and Alvin Bourman led in the
cons.
New
Hope wore the week-end scoring every member of the team
ins and old folks. Those who were
Mrs. Lizzie Leekstra of Zeeland
guests
of their parents, Mr. and played in stellar form. Line-up
visitedwere Messrs. Henry Van- Is caring for Mrs. Anthony Van
was as follows:
served. Guests included Mr. and der Kolk and John Myaard and Bronkhorst who recently under- Mrs. Charles Bosch.
F. T. P.
Hamilton (34)
G.
Mr. and Mrs. R. Vander Molen
Mrs. A. A. Nienhuis, Mr. and Mrs. Misses Frances Pculer and Alice
went an operation.
0
12
.. fl
and family entertained at their Roggen, F .......
C. Fairbanks, Mr. and Mrs. G. Fetter, and Mrs. Hattie Roelofs,
5
Funeral services for Mrs. Her- home Mr. and Mrs. Lester DePree M. Kaper, F ............ 2
1
Schuiling, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Mrs. J. Nynhuis, Mrs. H. Hoppen,
3
bert
Hcyboer
were
held
on
Fri- of Zeeland, Mr. and Mrs. L. Van Bouman, C. -------- .. 4
11
Steffens,Mr. and Mrs. John K. Van Mrs. William Meyer, Mrs. William
0
6
day. Rev. William Van Purseum Ess and Mr. and Mrs. Henry El- Maxam, G .............. 3
Lente, Mr. and Mrs. Dick Van Kol- Ensing, Mrs. William Van Hait0
0
of Grand Rapids and Rev. S. ders on New Years Day.
W. Kemphcr, G. .. 0
ken, Miss Michielsen,H. Van Dyke, sma, Mrs. K. Roek, Mrs. R. VanVroom officiated.
The young people'smeeting was
George Van Dyke and Albert Bolks. der Molen, Mrs. Van Bronkhorst
4
34
Mr. and Mrs. Peter L. Van Ess led by Rev. Vroom on Sunday eveTotals .................15
Mr. and Mrs. Van Lente will en- and Mrs. R. De Jong. Mr. C. Bosch
F. T. P.
and
sons
of
Grand
Rapids
were
East
Ends
(19) G.
ning,
who
gave
a
new
year’s
talk.
tertain the group at their home, 80 read the scripturelesson, and Mar6
2
2
West Eighteenthstreet,on Feb- tin Ver Hage accompaniedthe the' guests of their uncle and aunt, Miss Ruth Rynbrandt of James- Plaggenhotf, F.
8
2
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Van Ess on town favored the audience with h Matchinski, F ..... .. 3
ruary 7.
singing with his accordion.
3
1
Monday.
reading. Specialmusic was a boys’ Hamelink, C .......... .. 1
The school and all society meet0
0
Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. Pculer and double quartet consistingof liar- Essenburgi G ...... .. n
ings will again begin their activi- children of Zeeland were enterZUTPHBN
0
2
old Peuler, Henry Roon, Arnold L. Zwemer, G ...... .. 1

Cleveland after spending the holi- of officers was held. Those elected
were Dick Klein, president; Mr.
days in Holland.
Huyser, vice president,and Dick
Bernard Dieters and Henry Ven- Van Kolken, secretary and treashuizen were on a business trip to urer. Officersfor the auxiliaryinclude Mrs. George Schuiling,presSouth Bend Tuesday.
ident; Mrs. Dick Klein, vice presiMiss Virginia Coster, student at dent, and Miss C. Michiclsen,secMichiganState college. East Lan- retary and treasurer. Games were
sing, spent the holidays at her enjoyed and refreshmentswere

Theological seminary, New Brunswick, N. J., to resume their studies
home here.
after spending the holidaysin Holland.

Dr. and Mrs. William Tappan rea
Warm Friend Tavern, is confined three-day motor trip into Indiana
and Kentucky.
to his home with influenza.

James Hoeksema, employe at turned Sunday evening from

liam Ensing a few weeks and also
spent several days with Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Sail and children.
During the past week several
young folks spent four evenings in
bringing a short program consisting of hymns, reading,psalms and
scripture lesson to the sick shut-

Roelo/s on Sunday.

garet Roggen played a
Kuite sang a
osephinrKui
and Jose
an
Miss Nellie Zwcmer gave ai
tercsting talk on

Daughtersin China.” Each _
was given a small Chriatraaa gift
as a favor. The meeting closed by
singing "Blest Be the Tie.’*

THEATRES
HOLLAND, MICH.

.....

HOLLAND

...

Conrad Smith, 361 Maple aveEarl Slagh has returned to St.
Louis, Mo., where he is a student nue, Holland, retired Saturday aftin the medical school of St. Louis er serving as caretaker of the
university, after spending the holi- First State Bank for twenty years.
He was presented with a chair by
days here.
employes of the bank. Mr. Smith
Bernard Arcndshorst has re- has been succeeded by Charles
to Harvard university to resume Eilandcr, clerk of Holland townhis studies in business administra- ship.
Mrs. Van Sietsema of Zeeland
tion, after spending the holidaysin
is spending a few days at the home
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Huyser en- of Mr. and Mrs. Harm Ringewohl
Holland.
tertainedbranch No. 474, post of- recently.
A. Donald Leenhouts, son of Dr. fice clerks and auxiliary, at their
Mr. Herman Ensing of Rusk is
and Mrs. A. Leenhouts, returned to home Tuesday evening. Election staying at the home of Mrs. Wil-

230

Matinee*daily at

.

ties this week.

At the

last consistory meeting
Mr. G. Hager made confession of
faith and will make public confession within two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Lynema of
Hudsonvillewere the guests of

Fisher No Draft Ventilation

tained at the home of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Pculer,
and family on Sunday.
Rev. Henry Rekkers, pastorelect of Dennis Avenue church of
Grand Rapids, will conduct the
serviceshero Sunday, and Rev. S.

Ends This Annoyance

i

Totals

Sat., Jan.

7

5

6,

7

Shearer and Claik Gable
in

10

The Strange Interlude
[At Popular AdmiaaionPricaa
Mon., Tuea^ Wad..
Jan.

Thun,

9-12

Helen Hayea, Gary Cooper and
banquet of The Kings Daughters
Adolphe Menjou
society of the First Reformed
church was held last Thursday
in
evening. The tables and room were
decorated in green and red, giving
a pretty effect with the snaded Farewell
lights and candles. Covers were
laid for twenty-five with Miss Nel[At Popular Admiaaion Price*
lie Zwemer as the guest of honor.
After the banquet Miss Josephine
Wed. Jan. Ilia GUEST
Kaper, presidentand toast mistress,
was introduced by the patroness, —Attend tha 9 o’clock performMrs. J. Roggen, who also welcomed
and remain a* OUR
to
the guests. Mrs. H. D. Strabbing
see
Marlene
Dietrich
in
Thi
responded by a toast to the daughters. Mildred Strabbing and Mar- Blond# V#nus.

-o—

prayer meeting* will be continued
on Wednesday evenings.

Mr. and Mrs. Ray Dangremond
and son were visitors at the home
of the former’s parents, Mr. and
Mrs. E. A. Dangremond,during the

For Lower Ottawa County

..
.................

John Kapcr, one of the leading
sang “Somewhere the Sun Is Shin- local players, was out of the game
ing,7, accompanied by Miss Anne! on account of illness.Two games
Heyboer. Mr. Charles Bosch and are scheduled for this week, WedMr. and Mrs. Boyd Mackus also nesday and Friday evenings.
sang a selection.
Mildred Lubbers has been visitMiss Marie Peuler of Grand ing at the home of her aunt, Mary
Rapids spent the week-end with Lubbers, for several days.
Mrs. G. Peuler and family.
The annual mothcr-and-daughter

HAMILTON

•

FrL
Norma

Ederween, Herbert Heyboer, Nich-

olas Bosch, Jacob Roon, Alvin
Ringewohl and John Sail, who

The week of prayer is being observed at the First Reformed
church this week. Meetings me
held every day. After this week

Will be

'Sr

To Arms

NIGHT

GUEST

past week-end.
Mrs. E. ArchambaultvisitedMr.
and Mn. Fred Thorsen of Ganges
Sunday.
Little Lois Kuite is recovering
13784 -Rap. Jan. 27
from a serious illness at the Zeeland hospital.
STATU OF MICHIGAN-The Probate
Rev. J. A. Roggen led the conCourt for the County of Ottawa.
gregational meeting of the ReAt > session of said Court, held at
formed church of Dunningville on
the Probate Office In the city of Grand
—Matinee* Dally at 1*0Tuesday afternoon.
Holiday festivitiesare again Haven in said County, on the 3rd
past. Saturday evening old year day of Jsn. A. D. 1983.
FfU Sat., Jan. 6*7
services were held at the First Pratent Hon.CORA VANDEWATRR.
Jnl&a
of
Probata
church with a large attendance.
Joan Blpndell, Warren William,
New Year servicesin both churchIn tha mattar of tha Batata of
Ann Dvorak and Bette Davie in
es were held on Sunday. A largeSK
I
H
NIBBSUNK.
Deceased
number of family gatherings were
held Monday. The youngsters did
it appearing to the court that the
not waste any time but they missed time for presentation of claims
the snow and ice this year. Tues- against said estate should be limited
day there was an early exodus of and that a time and place be apMon.. Tue*., Jan. 9, 10
students and teachers to various pointed to receive,examine and adplaces. The local schools resumed just all claims and demands against William Powell and Joan Blon*
work Tuesday morning. Everybody said deceased by and before said
dell in
has donned overalls, rolled up the court:
sleeves and has taken up the work
It is Ordered. That creditorsof
for the new year.
said deceas«»dare required to pre
Angie Zwecring of Holland was sent their claims to said court at
a guest of Gladys Lubbers during •aid Probate Office on or before the
the week-end.
3rd dsyel Msr.A.D. 1933
Wed.,Thur*.,Jan. 11-17
Prof, and Mrs. Arthur Knechele
and family of Allegan were enter- st ten o'clock In the forenoon, said
tained at the home of Mr. and Mrs. time and place being herebv appointed Double Feature
(or the examinationand adjustmentof
John Brink, Jr.. Sunday.
Matinees ALL SEATS 10c
Mr. and Mrs. William Ton Brink, all claims and demands against said
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ten Brink and deceased,
Evenings— Adult* 25c.,Child.lOc
children and Bud Ten Brink atIt is Further Ordered, That public
Feature No. 1
tended a family gathering at the

Open Daily

COLONIAL

From 8 A. M. to 5 P. M.

Henry Prins,

3 on A Match

Grocery 115 East 8th Street

4761

Phone

Holland, Mich.

The Lawyer Man

run outtt’ wind an* you
no time t' eat or sleep
•nd it would take ya a year and maybo more, t' qo around and personally
toll tvorybody uvtki* town about
your bartfamf . Bettor t' do tt
all innya minutes by callin'
up and buying a bit
Kewapaper Advtriisi-.*

I '•’You'd toon
'

wouldn't

j

i

Program

tfet

notice thereof be given by publication

The di»comr^rtwhich non-smokers have heretofore diagram to the left of the upper photograph,air rushed
had to endure when riding in a closed car with smokers in and eddied about in the car, carrying the smoke to
is eliminated completelyin the new Chevrolet can with all parta of the Interior. With Fisher Ventilationin
] Fisher No Dnft (t.C. V.) Individually ControlledVen- effect, however, looalhedair currents are ict up in the
ti'ation.The cause of this annoyance was the absence vicinity of each occupant— as indicatedin the lower
of any systematicventilation. As indicated in the diagram— svith the result shown In the lower photograph.
i

•

Here

Is the

Armored Tank That Can

Fly

GIFT OF ITALIANS

home of Mr. and Mrs. Don Schaap of a copy hereof for three auc- Robert Armstrong andConatance
of Holland.
cessive weeks previous to said day ef
Cummings in
Basket ball is in full swing. The hearing, in the Holland City Newa, j
Junior High team of Holland lost newspaper printed and circulated in
Billion Dollar Scandal
a close game to the Ju dor High of said county.
Hamiltonlast Wednesday evening
CORA VANDEWATER,
Feature No. 2
by a 30 to 31 score. The first
Judge of Probate
team defeated the Trinityteam, 33 A true copy—
Ginger Roger* in
to 32. On Friday the team secured
Harrier Swart,
another victoryby a score of 31 to

Taking on “Food”

The 13 Guest

R««Ut«r of PrnbtU

for the Navy’s

“War Dogs”

This fine statue of Christopher
Columbus Is the gift of the Italian
residentsof Chicago to the Century
of Progress exposition. It will cost
150,000 and will have a permanent
site in Chicago.

Above is shown the new flying tank invented by J. Walter Christie(left) and ready for tests by the United
State* army. When the armored tank alights its wings fall off and It travels on caterpillar tracks over rough ground
at a speed of 70 miles an hour. Reaching pared roads, the tracks are removed and on rubber-tired wheels It attaint t
speed of 100 mile*.

Those Dear Girls Again
“You'llbe Interested to know that
George has put his heart In my keep
Ing."
“Yes, poor boy, I suppose hell wan*

somebody to look after It— he told me
last week that I’d broken It.”

Beneath the shadow of three of their “loud niM'iikers,”bluejackets of the U. K. 8. California take on ammunition
at Sun Francisco In preparationfor the practice of short range, long range and anti-aircraft shooting in the water*
of the I’urlllc.

sarazen victorious

j

«Widcw»

Bite8 Death

VaUey

Scott:

isi&i

PURPLE HEART MEDAL

m

§
w*

.v

jP
fm

#

i

Death again struck ut Death Valley Scotty, or Walter
as be prospectedin the lower end of Death VaUey.
under an old blanket In a deserted shack and was bitten on
poisonousblack widow spider. Whether Jt was the weird dance
Indianato drive the devil out of hla foot or the kerosene be
Infection, Hollywoodphysiciansaoon declared the famous
danger. He is shown above resting his badly swollen leg.

••linracter.

of a drive to rid an area within a radius of 50 miles around

Sun

that destroy domestic animals, the state Mv&rmint'1
busy in Marin and Mendocino counties and bagged a
coyotes. Some of them are here shown
calves on a dairy ranch. v

'

r

Norman Daniels la captain of the
strong Universityof Michigan baskelball team. He waa a prominent member of the football aquad during the
past season, and is counted on to dieon the court*.

This la the insignia of the Order of
the Purple Heart that la awarded for
militarymerit The order originated
In the time of George Washington and
hat been revived thia year.

Gene Sarazen, American pro, who won
the British open golf championship at
Sandwich with a record score of 283.

w

p,
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MANY ZEELAND FOLK
VANDER MEULEN
ATTENDING HOPE COLLEGE
SPEAKS AT SOCIAL
PROGRESS CLUB

the high school at East Jordan.

will be held Thursday evening,JanThe Central Park choir sang at
Clarence Breem, who was home uary 12. The members whose Trinity Reformed church Sunday
for
the
holidays,
has
gone
back
to
“Every Time
terms of office expire this year evening.
Thirty-five Zeeland people arc Columbus, O., to take up his work are: elders, George Heneveld,
Took One Things
The Misses Augusta Heneveld
pe col- at the Ohio State university, where
The Social Progress club met enrolled
led as students at Hoi
George St. John and Dick Van Der and Edna Berkompas sane a duet
Looked Different”
hol- he is working on his Ph.D. degree.
pe;
Tuesday
evening
at
the
home
of
lege,
most
of
whom
spent
the
dozen .
Gordon Elferdink and Herbert Meer, and deacons, Henry Van at the church Sunday evening.They
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Bosch. Cor- iday vacation at their homes in
Eggn, doxen
DRINK — DRANK — DRUNK
nelius Vander Meulen, cashier of that city, and resumed school Lugers have returned to their stud- Den Berg and Justin Kronemcyc were accompaniedby Gerrit Zwiefat
WITH GRAMMATICAL
four renga on the trumpet; John SwieSAYS OFFICE SAVES COUNTY First State Bank, gave a review studies on Wednesday.Some of ies at the State Teachers’ college The first two, having served fo
“(stem and heifers) .....7-8c
VARIATIONS
of the internationalwar debt prob- these students stay in homes or in Kalamazoo after spendingthe consecutive years, arc not eligi- renga on the trombone, and Mrs.
THOUSANDS OF
4-4 %c
Pork, light ----------^ .....
ble for re-election at this meeting. Swierengaon the piano.
lem.
dormitories in Holland, but the holidays with their parents. •
DOLLARS
Says his wife says he:
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hopkins are
The
club will meet next on Jan. greater number drive back and
gSE No. U .........................
back home again after spending
17 at the homo of Mr. and Mrs. forth each day.
1 had twelve bottles of whiskey
Veal, No. t ____________________
the holidays In and around ChiLionel
Heap
of
Grand
Haven,
in
William
Slater.
J.
J.
Riemersma,
Miss
Mildred
De
Free,
French
in my cellar and my wife made
Spring lamb
lengthy communication,sets high school principal, will present teacher at the College High school, cago.
.....B-fic
me empty the contentsof each and
Mutton
futton
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Van Der Meer
100
10c.
Chicken*, hv. 5 lbs. and over 10-llc every Dottle down the sink, so I forth the reasons why County a paper on the federal jury sys- is the only Zeeland member of the
faculty. Sndy Grace Masselink and attended the dedicationceremonies
Chicken*, leghorn*
----------7-8c proceeded to do as my wife desired Farm Agent Milham and Miss tem.
Loot, home demonstrator, should
Bayer’s Aspirins
David F. Ten Have are enrolled of the new civic auditorium in
Lux Soap
Broiler*,2 lb*, average — ..... 8-9c and withdrew the cork from the
be retained in office.
t-fcraduates.
Other Zeeland Grand Rapids last Monday.
as post-.,
________
Turkey* ______ ____ ______ _________ 12-14c first bottle, poured the contents
Mr. and Mrs. George T. St. John
students are Miriam Baehr, Ada
down the sink with the exception First, that Mr. Milham as farm
Crain Market*
agent, has saved thousands to the
J. Berghorst, Donald De Bruyn, and family were entertained New
of one ylass which I drank. ,
Roger De Free, Marcellus De Year’s day at the home of Mr. and
I then withdrewthe cork from farmers because of the informa35c
Wheat
Jonge, Kenneth Do Jonge, Julia Mrs. Carl Erickson in Holland.
at Pecks
Limit 4
the second bottle and did likewise, tion he so freely gives to the
20c
Rye
i
Den Herder, Deon Dekker, Nella The week of prayer was observed
with the exception of one glass “tillers of the
30c
Corn, bushel
Mr. Heap at some length makes
De Haan, DeForestDoerner, Hen- at the local church with two spewhich I drank.
20c
Oats ...... .......................
ry A. Geerlings,Earl Goozen, cial meetings each night of the
I extracted the cork from the comparisons between other political
Camels
Luckies
Hide Markets
third bottle, emptied the good old offices and the importanceof a MONTHLY TEST SHOWS BIG Sherwin Hungcrink,Estella Kar- week but Monday.
...75c
Hone Hide. ----Rev. L. Russel Sandy, pastor of
booze down the bottle except a county farm agent. The balance, DECREASE IN FEED AND sten, Donald Kooiman, Lorenzo
„...lc
Beef Hides ___________
according to Mr. Heap, is in favor
glass which I devoured.
DAIRY PRODUCT; VALUE Meengs. Gilbert Plasman, Earl the Blackadore Presbyterianchurch
Miller, Earl Moerdyk, Dennis Roe- of Pittsburg,Pa., assistedRev. F.
I pulled the cork from the fourth of a county farm agent such as
ALSO LOWER
Chesterfields
Old Gold
lofs, Eugene Roelofs, Geraldine J. Van Dyk at the Communion
sink and pored the bottle down the Mr. Milham has proved to be.
The News has always admired
Roelofs, Martin Van Beck, Rich- servicelast Sunday morning when
glass when I drank some.
Cow testingassociationwork in
$1.25 Carton
I pulled the bottle from the cork the work of Mr. Milham. He has Ottawa county has been a big fac- ard Van Dorp, Henry Van Dyk, three new members were received
into
the
fellowship
of
the
church
been
painstaking,
economical
and
Ruth
Van
Dyke,
Jean
Van
Hoven,
of the next and drank one sink out
tor in helping its members make
of it and then threw the rest down surely obliging and in the ver- both ends meet under present con- Janice Van Koevering,Marjorie and the sacrament of adult bapMis* Elizabeth Arendshorst left the drain.
tism was administered.
nacular of slang "he knows his
ditions, says Agricultural Agent VanKoevering,Arloa Van Pourfor Boston, Mass., to resume her
sem,
June
Van
Peursem
and
Har1 pulled the sink nut of the next stuff."
The annual meeting of the conMilham. Due to regular monthly
studiesat Simmons college, where cork and poured the bottle down
Corner River and Eighth
The News was rather surprised testing, assistance in planning feed- old Weersing.
gregation to receive financialreshe is taking a course in domes- my neck.
o
ports and elect consistorymembers
when this office was abolished, al- ing rations,feeding according to
tic art and science. Her brother,
1 pulled the next bottle out of ways feeling that Mr. Milham, be- production,locating and removing LEGION HEARS TALK
Bernard,is in the same city at my throat and poured the cork
causj of his ability stood about as unprofitable cows, use of better
ON DEBT PROBLEMS
Harvard, taking up a course in down the sink, all but the sink,
strong as any man in the county. 8jrCs and other things, members
business administration.
which I drank.
Drastic economy, very necessary have proven the value of associaC. Vander Meulen, cashier of
I pulled the next cork from my no doubt, made supervisors feel tion work.
First State Bank, discussed the
The First State Bank recovered throat and poured the sink down that where there could be an aboIn a comparison of figurescom- internutionaiwar debt problem at
all of its robbery losses even in the bottle and drank the cork.
lition of offices temporarilyor piled by R. G. Wyant, tester, for a meeting of the local post of the
Well. I had them all emptied and permanently, such steps should be the last four years, he presents the
bonds because of the robbery some
American Legion in the city hall
four months ago. The cash taken I steadiedthe house with one hand taken. Undoubtedly tne committee following figures
Wednesday evening.
was returned to the bank within and counted the bottles which were has gone into the matter thorReturns for each dollar’s worth The legionnaires, who sponsored
five days after the event and the twenty-four,so counted them when ouhgly relative to the county farm of feed given cows: 1929, $2.73; the Santa Claus barrel drive, reinsurance company has recovered they came around again and I had agent and the home demonstrator, 1930, $2.57; 1931, $3.12; and 1932, ceived numerousletters of appreci$26,000 in bonds taken, and these seventy-four, and as the houses but it is really deplorable,because $2.34.
ation from persons who received
were returned to the bank this came around I counted them and of the benefitsreceivedthat these I Feed cost per pound butterfat holiday baskets.
week. There are $5,000 in bonds finally I had all the houses and bot- units are no longer a part of the I produced: 1929, 25c; 1930, 29c;
o
still out, but these the insurance tles counted and I proceededto county’s avenue for good.
1931, 23c; and 1932, 16c.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Galien and
company will settle for in cash if wash the bottles but I couldn’t get
Feed cost per hundred pounds of daughter, Cleo Joyce, of Passaic,
It is Mr. Heap’s contentionthat
not recovered shortly. The local the brush in the bottles, so I turned Mr. Milham. as farm agent, has'roilk: 1929, $1.27; 1930, $1.32; N. J., spent the holiday with relabank lost only the plate glass win- them inside out and washed and earned this county over one mil- 1931, 94c; and 1932, 65c.
tives here. Mrs. Galien and daughdow in the front door, the cashier wiped them all, and went upstairs lion dollars during the twelve
Reduction in feed —*•
costs was due ter will remain here for several
and
told
my
other
half
all
about
states.
years he has held office, an aver- to lower feed costs, culling cows, weeks, but Mr. Galien left for his
what I did, and, Oh, boy! I’ve got
age of over $80,000 a year. The raising better heifers and feeding home Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Deters and the wifest littlenice in the world. figures proving this are on rec- scientifically.A good cow can make
family of East Saugatuck, Mr. and
ord and are open for examination a profit for her owner in these low FOUR ARRESTED
Mrs. Henry T. Brinks and family
by any interestedparty, Mr. Heap priced times but a poor cow does
ON CHARGES OF
of Grand Rapids, Mr. and Mrs. with the state highway depart- states. Mr. Milham’s work in tu- not pay even in good times.
STEALING GASOLINE
From the annual report of OtMarvin Kooiker of Hamilton, Ar- ment for' the maintenance of state berculosis eradication in cattle
della and Elaine Hopp of West trunk lines in this county for brought $400,000 from the United tawa County Dairy Herd ImproveThree men and a youth were arTwenty-third street, Marguerite $29,993. This is slightly less than States governmentinto the pockets ment work, 1932. R. G. Wyant, testIf you need new bed linens—
rested today by Officer Peter
Leonard and Ernest of East Twen- the amount paid last year. The of Ottawa farmers. His increas- cr> Kave these figures:
Bontekoe
on
charges
of
stealing
tar-fourth street spent New Year’s heaviest work will be the recoating ing of the alfalfa acreage from
Average production per cow
if you’re running low on towels
day with Mrs. Henriette Morgen- of a section of US-16 between 317 acres to 3,500 acres means a among 236 cows was, milk, 8430; gasoline from automobiles in HolCoopersville
and
Denison
with
bistern and family.Mrs. Arend Hopp
— if you need additional blankyearly gain to Ottawa county of butterfat,349. Feed cost butterfat land.
tuminous material.
The four are Frank Ressequie,
is sick with the “flu."
$40,000.The Zeeland chick indus- per lb., 16.6c; milk, 65c per 100
ets— be sure to come and par32, and Archie Hays, 18. of GibMiss Leona Peelen and Arthur try acknowledges that, without lbs.
son. and Will Jofie, 35, and George
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sterenberg
Mr.
Milham’s
help,
that
industry
High
herd
in
milk,
W.
S.
BoynPeelen, who are making their
ticipate in this event.
Hamilton, 35, of Holland.
and family and Mr. and Mrs. Benhome here with Mr. and Mrs. Ray- would never have reached its pres- ton A Son, averaged 12,070 lbs.
Ressequie was arraigned this
jamin Holst and family of Graafent
important
position.
It
is
safe
High
herd
in
butterfat,
Wm.
mond Knooihuizen, have returned
morning before Justice Elbern
schap visitedMrs. Henriette Morfrom Sioux Center,la., where they to assume that, in spite of the de- Gross, averaged 409.5 lbs.
genstem and family last Thurs- spent the holidays with their par- pression Mr. Milham will continuej High cow in butterfat,Nora of Parsons. He was placed on protty afternoon.
to earn this county $40,00 per year, Greenvale Farm, produced 753.3 bation for 90 days and assessed
ents.
costs of $4.75. Hays was to be
Huge 20*40 size. Non-fade
lbs.
is the contention of Mr. Haep.
Mr. and Mrs. John Van Raalte
Mr. Heap also points out that
The average of two lowest herds arraigned in the afternoon.The
John C. Peion, graduate of Hope
blue, pink, green and
and children of Holland and Mr. college, and former Holland resi- at the Farmers’Institute at Hol- were 6965 lbs. milk and 262.6 lbs. other two appear before the jusgold
tice later.
and Mrs. William Schemer of Cendent, has accepted a call to First land where 1,600 farmers gathered, butterfat.Average of five lowest
o
tral Park were guests of Mr. and
cows
was
4511
lbs.
milk
and
167.5
it
was
resolved
that
the
work
of
Rotterdam Reformed church
ZEELAND
Mrs. R. Van Heuvelen at their New York.
Mr. Milham was indorsed and n lbs. fat.
70x80
home near Vrieslandon New Year’s
Herds averagingover 300 lbs.
similar resolutionwas passed at
day.— Zeeland Record.
Christian De Witt, 36, World
Plaid patterns, sateen borProf. Winfield Burggraaf of a farm bureau meeting also re- fat were: Wm. Gross, 409.5; W. S.
Son, 401.1; Tony war veteran and former resident
Western
Theological
seminary,
is cently held when a request was Boynton
The Ottawa county road comders, Blue, rose, helio,
confined to his home, 103 East made to reinstateMr. Milham as Zahm, 396.5; Henry Lubben, 382.3; of Zeeland, died Wednesday at
mission has renewed the contract
Ottawa county's agricultural County Infirmary,381.7 ; Greenvale Hines governmental hospital in
peach, green
Tenth street, by illness.
Farm, 368.6; Wm. Sehwallier, Chicago. Surviving are the widagent
Mr. Heap also makes a plea for 348.4; Ira Purchase, 344; Robert ow; his father, Peter De Witt of
The annual meeting of the Hope
36”
SPECIAL ON INNER TUBES Church Woman’s Missionaryso- Miss Loot, home demonstration Rasch, 331.7; Schoenborn Bros., Grand Rapids; a brother,Peter De
87 CENTS AT “RED AND ED’S"
Witt of California,and a sister,
was held Wednesday after- agent, where he states it is not so 327.6; J. Kishman, 316.5.
No starch, perfect for pilDOWNTOWN SERVICE STATION ciety
Owners and number of cows in Mrs. William Bustraam of Grand
noon. Devotions were in charge easy to appraise her work in dollow cases, sheets and bedof Mrs. Judd, who has worked for lars and cents, and for that rea- record of performance: Greenvale Rapids. Funeral services will be
33 years in China for the China son it possibly is more valuable. Farm, 42; Wm. Gross, Tony Zahm, held today, Friday, at 2 o’clock
ding
J**
Mr. Heap holds the health of County Infirmary,each 7. W. 8. at the home of Mr. and Mrs. John
Inland mission and is stationedat
present at Vancouver. Following littlechildren of more value than Boynton A Son, Henry Lubben, Hendricks, 45 East Central ave36”
devotions Mrs. Judd discussed her money and keeping them healthy each 5. J. Kishman A Son, 3. Ira nue, Zeeland. Rev. R. J. Vanden
purchase,Robert Rasch, Schoen- Berg, pastor of Second Reformed
work. The program was contin- is economy in the long run.
Soft, pure finished and
Mr. Heap points out that the bom Bors., each 2; and Wm. Siets- church, will officiate.The Ameriued by members of the Hope colcan Legion will conduct services
tested to withstand heavy ..J
lege Student Volunteer group. work of Miss Loot is illustrated in ema, 1.
Miss Marian Boot, presidentof the the fact that the Red Cross has
at Zeeland cemetery.
J.
Is
o
organization,gave a talk on China. picked her extension clubs as the COM ARISON OF PAST FOUR
YEARS
Miss Setsu Matsumobu discussed units of distributionof cloth and
SIXTH REFORMED CHURCHon a Sic bottle of Stearoex Vapor her Christian contacts in Japan garments throughout the rural
Returns per Cost 1 Cost 100
70x80 Plaid
Corner Lincoln avenue and
Treatment for head, nose and chest and sang “What a Friend We Have districts of the county.
Yr.
$ for feed lb. fat lbs. milk
Twelfth
street, J. Vanderbeck,
colds. Steamex is a volatile prepaGenerous size, double
2.73
1.27
She is the woman who helps to 1929
in Jesus," in Japanese. Abraham
pastor.
ration containingcertainmedicinals
2.57
1.22
Naoum from Iraq, Mesopotamia, make the homes attractive, which 1930
9:30
a.
m.—
Morning
worship.
thickness. Blue, rose,
that get to the seat of trouble when
2.32
.94
talked on missionary work in holds the family together, which 1931
Sermon topic for the morning:
pr.
inhaled with steam. The ingredihelio, peach, green.
2.34
.65
Arabia. Followingthe program, is surely more than to have unat- 1932
“All’s Well,-’’with the Lovers of
ents of Steamex are recognized as
0
•
•
electionof officers took place. tractivedomestic conditionswhich
God. Special music by the church
effective in the treatment of Coughs
DAIRY NOTES
Miss L. Boyd was elected presi- has a tendency to disssipatethe
Cloths
choir.
and Cold.-. *
Will
Sietsema,
Henry
Lubben,
dent; Mrs. P. E. Hinkamp, first family. In fact, Mr. Heap’s arti11:00 a. m— Sunday school.
This Coupon and 19c as an introvice president; Mrs. Anna Van cle points out the wholesome in- Ira Purchaseand County InfirmLuncheon cloths, size
2:15 p. m.— Junior Christian Enductory offer. None sold without
Zanten, second vice president;Mrs. fluence of Miss Loot on families, ary culled out 10% or more of their
coupon.
deavor society.
56x52. Blue,
w
C. J. Dregman, treasurer, and Mrs. especiallyrural, who do not have cows.
6:15 p. m— Intermediate ChrisTAKE THIS COUPON TO
George Pelgrira and Mrs. R. C. the advantages, sensibleguidance, Henry Lubben, Schoenborn Bros, tian Endeavor society.
green, gold
•
DeVries, members-at-large.
domestic science attributesthat and Greenvale Farms have safety 6:30 p. m. — Senior Christian Enbull pens.
others have.
deavor society.
81”
save on these
Store
On Tuesday evening, Jan. 10, Mr. Heap goes at some length Tony Zahm and Greenvale Farms
7:30 p. m.— Evening worship.
have
proven
sires
whose
daughters
Mr.
C.
M.
Daverman,
chalk
artist,
on
some
matters
relative
to
county
Sermon
topic
for
the
evening:
"Cut Rat* Drugs"
Hand torn to insure straight
of Grand Rapids, will present a officers, township officers and produce more than their dams.
"Those Sunday Blue Laws." SpeHenry
Lubben,
County
Infirm
hem after
y
program
in
the
Ninth
Street
Chrisother
units
of
government,
which
54 E. 8th tod 166 W. 13th
cial music by the church choir.
tian Reformed church. He will has largely been taken up by a ary and Greenvale Farms have
-o
Double
bed
J“#
“DRUGS FOR LESS"
be accompaniedby C. De Graaf, board of commissioners appointed sires they will keep until they are CENTRAL PARK CHURCH— Two
proven.
pianist. The talk is given under some time ago, who recently reand one-half miles west on USWm. Gross herd won the cun on
the auspices of the Daughtersof ported at Lansing, when these mat31, Rev. F. J. Van Dyk, minisCrinkled
the King class— silver collection. ters together with the revision of high herd in butterfat.His herd
ter.
of
pure
bred
Jerseys
has
averaged
80x105 inches. Lovliest blues,
[our tax system were fully gone inMorning worship, 10 a. m. SerRev. Winfield Burggraff. Nich- to and published and will be mat- 420 lbs. butterfat for past three mon, “A Christian's Experience,"
roses, orchids,golds
olas Burggraffand Mr. and Miss ters for the present session of the years.
Phil. 3:10. Anthem by the choir.
Greenvale Farm won cup permaMuyskens,all of Holland were legislatureto take up.
and greens.
Organ numbers, "Bencdictus," by
^ TabU Oilcloths— Well coatnently for high cow in butterfat.
New Year's Day guests of Mr.
Karg-Elert,and “Finalo" (Son*
Testing
regularly
and
culling
’•'tad, lustrous surface.Clearcolors.
and Mrs. John H. Bosch at their
MSss Henrietta Oudemool, su .
ata I), by Guilmant.
home on East Central avenue— Zee- pervisor at Blodgett hospital. East P1)*? careJful1fcedLnS rc,l1ur? COBt of
46inch
•
Sunday school at 11:30 a. m.
land Record.
Grand Rapids, spent a few days mil* arul butterfat and increases Classes for all.
Sheets
rthfu
Shaker
Flannel27
o
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. profit.
Junior Christian Endeavor at 2
inches wide. For pajamas and
FALLS 6 STORIES IN WHEEL Oudemool.
West Fifteenth 00”*n,9r Lubben s herd averaged p. m. Leader, Lloyd Heneveld.
Size 81x99. Bleached snow
382.3 lbs. more milk and 64.9 lbs.
CHAIR TO ESCAPE RADIO street.
•* F**
Senior Christian Endeavor at white, double bed
fat and W. S. Boynton A Son’s
Because a neighbor'sradio “made
6:30 p. m. Miss Mildred Schupancy
Outing
Flannel36
rd averaged 401.1 lbs. more milk
life unbearable," Mrs. Isabel Dudsize, hand-torn hems.
finches wide stripes. Checks
d 35.2 lbs. more butterfat per pert will lead the meeting on the
ley, fifty-five-year-oldinvalid, ROSE CLOAK HAS FALL
topic, “How We May Know God’s
cow
this
year
than
last.
worked her wheel chair to the win'//'light
pattei
10c yd
AND WINTER CLOSINGAll but two of the Ottawa county Will."
dow of her New York apartment
OUT SALE tested
m. Unbleached “Longwear"
Evening
worship,
7:30 p. m.
cows are high breds. Showand fell six stories to her death.
Sermon, “The Divine Ideal," II
II Sheeting— Ward’s best seller,
A note, addressed to the Coroner,
Today after closingyesterday in ing that high grade stock is by Cor. 3:18. Special music. Miss
l
far
the
most
profitable.
thus explained her suicide:
hard-wearing 64 x 64 thread
^reparation for a great sale, the
Schuppert will play by request
il W::
“I have been confined to my home
• ZQcyd.
Rose Cloak Store on East Eighth
“Berceuse," by Jamefelt, and for
for three years and to a wheel chair
street has launched its tremendous
the
postlude,
Bach’s
"Fugue
in F."
I]
Printed
Art
Ticking
- 32
for 19 months. “The incessant
fall and winter. Coats, dressesand
Annual congregational meeting
Tires
jfl inch Satin or Twill finish,
radio playing in the next apartment
furs sale— a slashing annual event
will be held Thursday evening and
has increased my nervousness and
guaranteedfeather-proof. Blue,
with this firm. Mrs. Taft has
will be opened with a brief service
made
life unbearable."
pink, orchid, green, tan . 25c yd
're
shown
her
usual artistic skill in HOLLAND CHRISTIAN TO
of
praise
and
prayer.
Consistory
Mrs. Dudley had suffered a spinal
the show windows, and Mr. Taft
MEET
G.
R.
FIVE
FRIDAY
members
will
be
elected
and
annual
Treasure Chest Sheet*—
injury in a fall, and had been unand his able staff of sales ladies
reports received.
able to walk since. Prior to her inSize 81x99. neatly hemmed, all
are ready to take care of the rush
jury, she had been a music teacher,
With a record of 6 victoriesin
*
CENTRAL PARK
and friends said that good music that is expected to arrive with the 8 starts, Holland Christian high
opening of this annual sale today, will make an appearance in Grand
Treasure Chest Cases— 42x
was her lifelong love.
Friday, at 9 o’clock.
The Willing Workers Aid socie
Wa're lira trouble preventers!
Rapids Friday to meet the Grand
36, all bleached to snowy white
ty met at the church Thursday aft
IMMANUEL CHURCH-Services The entire fall and winter stock Rapids Christian high quintet.
Quilts -72x84 blue, rose, gold,
I Of course we are always on
in the Armory, corner Central is included in this gigantic sale.
The local class C entry hold* ernoon. Mrs. Jacob H. De Free
orchid,
1.3“ ea.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Van
Den
Berg
avenue and Ninth street, Rev. J.
victories this season over Chicago
the job to help a customer
Laming,
pastor.
were
the
hostesses.
Bleached
All
Linen
TowelChristian
twice,
Greenville,
Benton
when he'a in trouble—but we
The Senior Christian Endeavor
9:30 a. m.— Prayer meeting.
Harbor, Fremont and East Grand
ing— 18 inch Highly absorbent,
aim to eliminate moat oi his
10:00 a. m.— Morning worshi
Rapids. A 2-pointdefeat by Grand society held its annual meeting
fast color borders, pure Russian
noad* for this kind of tire aer*
after
the
prayer
meeting
service
"Our Perfection
Haven and an upset by Bridgman
flax
vice by cetting to his troubles Christ."
are the only blots on the season Wednesday evening. Reports were
11:15 a. m.— Sunday school.
given by the retiringofficersand
record.
BEFORE THEY HAPPEN.
Rayon and Cotton Spreads
3:00 p. m.— Allegan jail services,
the following were elected to of—S0x 105, Blue, rose, gold, or
id 8.
Our tire inspection service groups No. 2 and
Coach Bud Hinga’s Hope college fice for the ensuing year: Presi98c ea
chid, green
6:30 p. m.— Young people’s meet- The Art Hall Building basketballsquad goes to Olivet -on dent, Miss Betty Nieusma; vice
it
Friday to meet the championship president,Alfred Berkompas; sec7:30 p. m.— Evening worship.
Olivet outfit in the opening^M.f. retary, Donald Van Lente; treaaLocated
at
the
Fair
Grounds.
Mr. Unting will continue in tho
A. A. conference game. Tfie im-'urer, Grace Teusink. The treasSunday evening messages in Size 70 x 200 ft. Will make proved showing by the Hingamen ury showed a substantialbalance
“Studies in the Book of Daniel,"
in the Central State Teachers’ and this money was voted to
•peaking on “Belshazzer’sLast two or more ordinary barns game gives the Hollanders an even spent for various necessities
Feast and Overthrowof Babylon." or houses. Can be moved in chance of beating the Comets.
the church.
Babylon."
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. S
sections.
Tuesday evening— Young men’s
All six southwesternMichigan Becksford at their home near J
Make us an offer.
meeting at the home of Ted Esconference basket ball teams will son Park, a son, named David *
•enburg.
swing into action Friday in the The child was bora Monday
Thursdayafternoon,2:30 o’clock
official opening night of the ning and is doing nicely, but
Inc.
—Women's Bible class in the Ar- J.
league. Muskegon and Muskegon mother is ill from a recent
mory. All ladies are invited to
Heights got the jump on the other of the flu.
Cor. 8th and College
schools by winning holiday games
a t u r d a y evening— Cottage
in the homes.
Michigan ISJicU™!"'1 Gr‘n,i
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HOPE FRATERNAL SOCIETY

>

PLANNING ITS CENTENNIAL

"Depots” Built to House INSURANCE CO. SETTLES
FOR CAR LOST IN RIVER
the Idle

The Fraternal society, Hope colsatisfactory settlement was
lege’s oldest literary fraternity, is
sponsoring plana for the celebration With the help of seven or eight made by the insurancecompany for
of its centennial anniversary in homes in the main population cen- the car belonging to T. McMahon,
1934. The society was founded in ters of the state, the Industrialwhich was found on Tuesday mornUnion collegein 1834 and was the Commissionof Madison, Wis. hopes ing in Grand river at the foot of
first of Hope’s fraternities to it will be able this winter to care the Clinton street bridge.The car
establish its own home in close for unemployedlabor, transientbe- was judged a total wreck and was

A

proximity to the campus with the cause of the depression.
purchase of the Wheeler homestead Four of the homes already have
a few vears ago. Irving H. Decker been establishedand an eaual numof Newburgh, N.Y., is presidentfor ber will follow. Technicallyknown
as “depots,"they are in fact hotels
the winter term.
where the unemployed can be
housed and fed.
CHIMNEY SWIFTS SWEEP
AROUND PET CHIMNEYS Grand Rapids is using an old
hotel on Monroe Ave. for that pur-

Sometimes in the early spring,
but more commonly in late sum-

sold for junk. The owner carried
fire and theft insurance.The insurance company was satisfied that it
had been stolen regardless of the
fact that the body of the person,
who evidently drove it into the
river, has not been found, or the
person,if he is alive has been iden-

Many See The
Poultry and
Rabbit

mer, large flocks of chimney swifts
Mrs. D. R. Drukker of Grand
have been observed to sweep in Rapids, well known in Holland is
great circles about a favorite chimvisitingher daughter and son-inney, then form a conical cloud relaw, Rev. and Mrs. Frank De Jonge
sembling a cyclone funnel and drop
of Prairie View, Kansas.
rapidly from the apex into the
chimney to roost for the night.
If they would beat their swords
Chimneysof abandoned factories or
public buildingsconstitute favorite into plowshares,they wouldn’t have
to beat their debts.
resortsof this kind;

Odd-but TRUE
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I

I

OATS
25c

Bulk

I

Peers

^

hand

picked

Snips

fresh

•

Country Club

Cookies

ib

an ur.usua! value

•

16-ot la.

assortedRe vers

ib

raisins

Seeded or seedless— Cellophane wrapped

Cigarettes 2

pkg.

Soda Crackers 2

25c

Easy Task CHIPS 5

Ib.

box

ib box

19c

I

25C

2

Bulk Prunes

RETURN TO HOLLAND: HAVE
POTLUCK PARTY BEFORE
GOING

!

2

ib. box

1

Com Meal

9c

Ibe

1

5c

5

lb. bef

1

3c

y«llow or whRo

Crisp end Reky

2 Ib.

Peanut Butter

^

Jar

'

SCRATCH FEED
LAVING MASH

a

100-lb.

100-lb. bag SI.

39

BANANAS

!

—

ET

larye

bunch

iur.wii««<.ia 3c

POTATOES 4

best in sweet

SC

Herd solid heeds

Hubbard Squash

_

P?faUl

'

|

Sweet end tender

Cabbage

^

—

Choice yellow fr»H— Rlponedto the peak of their Ravor

Carrots

ures.

'

Holland; third, Short Walters Rab- Chicago.
bitry, Holland.
Tuls and John Robbert led scorSugar and molasses are the
Michigan may not be represented
Standard Chinchillas:John Zek, ing for the Maroons with 13 and 8
at a proposed conference to con- cheapest sweets and are excellent
Grand Rapids — Senior buck, first; points, respectively. Olthoff of Chisources of energy. Molasses also
sider ways of reducing the 1933 poheavyweight doe, first. Rosewood cago scored 3 baskets for his team
supplies iron and other minerals.
tato acreage in
in the United States,
Rabbitry— Senior buck, second; and aided the Holland cause by
Honey and maple syrup are also
it was indicatedin shipping circles
senior doe, second. Edward Ilof- accidentallytipping the ball in the
valuable sweets if they can be profirs V ft .
(
ichigan
•crease
in
Ml
wrong goal. Tne Holland seconds this week. No decrease
Barred Plymouth Rocks, produc- stee— Senior doe, first.
duced at home.
^ ‘oneidered »<!"tion class: FairviewFarm— Cock,
New Zeeland White Rex— Tim downid the Chicago roKrvc. in the I
Just enough water in the pan
first; hen, first and second; cock- Zylstra, Vriesland— Senior doe,
P™1™1 M ^
„
In a recent speech before potato to cover the bottom of it, will alerel, first, second and fifth; old first and second.
low squash to be baked without
penr first; young pen, third. James
Castor Rex: Tim Zylstra — Senior
drying out The small amount of
11
L
SENTEN
Ce'gA
S
'aKSON
I ST
J. DeKoster, Holland-Pullet, first, doe, first.
water helps to steam the squash,
second, third fourth and fifth;
so that it is soft throughout.
Steele Flemish Giants: Arthur
Co., urged the callingof a goverThere need be no worry concerncockerel,third and fourth; young Bos — 6-8 month doe, first; senior
Jacob Essenberg, a real estate nors’ conference to restrict the
pen, first Robert Visscher, Hoi buck, first.
dealer of Holland, was committed acreage planted to tubers in 1933. ing food cooked in aluminum utenland— Young pen, second. P. HavSilver Black: Vans Rabbitry, to Ionia reformatory to serve 8 to Curtailed production,he Raid, was sils. The most carefullycontrolled
inga, Holland— Young pen, fourth. Grand Kapn
Rapids— Senior doe, first; 10 years for arson. Essenberg was essential to restore prices to a studies have shown tnat but an
1 Rhode Island Reds, production senior buck, first.
insignificantamount is dissolved
sentenced last Oct. 1 after convic- profitable level.
| class: Cherrywood Farm— CockNew Zeeland Reds: Otto Haylett tion of having fired a building to
Maine growers, working alone, during cooking and that this
• erel, first third and fourth. Ger-6-8 months doc, first and second. collect insurance, but commitment could not expect to accomplish the amount is not absorbed by the
ifit Beltman, Overisel—Cockerel, Best normal fur rabbit in show was deleayed to permit an appeal. higher price objective, Bowker body.
second.
won by Mr. Reed. Best Rex fur He failed to appeal and is now said.
I White Leghorns, production rabbit in show won by Mr. Zyl- serving.
Objectionto the proposal in COUZENS WANTS ARMY
I class: Fairview Hatchery, Zeeland stra.
CAMPS FOR JOBLESS
Michigan centers largelyin the be— Cocks, first and third places:
New Zeeland Whitts: Edward
fish” produces young
A bill to domicile200,000 jobless
lief that Michigannow is growing
hen, fourth place; cockerel, third Hofstee, Holland
Senior buck,
ALIVE
just about the quantity of potatoes youths in army camps over the
place; pullet, second and fourth first; senior doe, first. G. R. Reed,
it should produce. Shippers point country will be offered in a few
places;old pen, third place; young Grand Rapids— 6-8 months buck,
>u7.ensoi OTicniOne of the most peculiar aqua- out that Maine and Idaho growers days by Senator Couseiuof
pen, third and fifth places. Grand- first; 6-8 months doe, first. A. tic specimens is now on exhibitat would be the chief benefactors by gan, he stated today.
view Poultry Farm, Zeeland— Fairbanks, Holland— Senior buck, the London, Eng., ioo. It is a Mex- any decrease in Michigan’s crop.
provided food and Yhelterlo™^
Cock, fourth; hen, first and third; third; senior doe, second and third; ican aword-tailed fish. This fish,
ring the World
Only a few seasons ago, shippers nation's youth during
cockerel,second; pullet, first and 6-8 months doe, second and third; unlike the majority of fishes, does recalled, Maine and Idaho were war. The existing condition is
third; old pen, first John Van junior buck, first and second. Joe not spawn but produces its young shipping from 1,000 to 3,000 cars worse than war,’’ Coutens said.
Hula,
nuts, Holland— Cockerel, first,
urn, Katsma, Grand Rapids— Senior alive. Usually the young run about of potatoes a year into Detroit befourth and fifth; pullet, fifth; {buck, second. Rose Rabbitry,Grand 40 in number. Periodicallythe fe- sides many thousands of cars into
Many farmers in this
younf pen, first and second. Nick Rapids— 6-8 months doe, fifth. males tend to far outnumber the other middle western cities which have appealed to their
Lanmng, Holland— Hen, second; John Groeneveld, Holland— 6-8 males and then nature steps in to normally should draw their sup- to reinstateCounty
old pen, second; young pen, fourth. I months doe, fourth. Andrew Kam- balance the species. The sex of a plies from this state. .So long as Miiham and
CherrywoodPoultry Farm, Holland , pen— 6-8 months^ buck, second.
number of females, which have Michigan continues to grow crops Agent
Himalavans:H. Jolman, Muske- produced several families,is such as it harvested in 1932, ship- ular n
—Cock, second; hen, fifth.
* * *
gon— Senior doe, first; junior doe, changed and the fish takes on all pers declarethere will be no incen- appeal is
The officers of the Holland Poul- first; junior buck, first Edward of the male characteristics even to tive for Maine and Idaho fanners
try associationare: President,Wil- Hofstee— Senior doe, second and developing the long sword-liketail to plant potatoes in expectationof
liam Wilson; vice president,John third; litter, first Arthur Bos, peculiaronly to the males.
selling them in n
midwesterncities, in
Ter Vree; secretary,Ed Brouwer; Holland— Senior buck, third.
Michigan has a market for a 30,- board c
•
»
treasurer,James De Koster. DiRaymond Steketee of New York
Officers of the Holland Rabbit was the guest of his parents, Mr.
rectorswith the above are Herman
Bekker, Peter Havinga and John association are John Ter Vree, and Mr*. Andrew Steketee over the
haul to
, Nick Brouwer, vice presSas, Jr.
Paul Wojohn, secretary;Ru- him ifcflur as
Awards in the rabbit divisionsfus

Buff Wyandottes, standard class:
John Ter Vree— Cock, first; hen,
first.jjBd second; cockerel, first,
secoiMfthird, fourth and fifth; pul| let, first and second; young pen,
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exhibit showing that 57 ships
in the last year brought in wood
pulp and china clay from England,
Finland, Germany, Sweden, Norway and Canada. Tha products
are used extensively in the paper
manufacturingindustry in many
Michigan cities.
Rep. Ketcham said that the barlx>r now has a project depth of 18
feet, which figure he proposes to
establish as the minimum depth for
the port He said a resolution probably would be introducedpropoiing
-The
a new survey of the haroor.
Only a few yean ago South Haven was not considered a port of
ft TOO
great significance,in fact there
wasn’t evan a Chicago boat line for
i.
a number of years after the Eastland left However,with the grow•sviVi ns con
ing resort businesswhich is becomOf THE
ing tremendous there, and the effort
ohw f\rw
put forth to induce ocean-going
boats to unload there, this port has
TWtt
piled up a sizable annual tonnage;
M>T
in fact the barges have been coming
into that port in such numbers,
Washington has taken notice.
Grand Haven has also been receiving its share in gravel, coke,
CHRISTMAS SEALS SOLD IN wood pulp and iron ore barges,
which, together with the regular
i OTTAWA COUNTY car ferry and passenger steamship
help children in this
entries, have made the sum total
COUNTY
of the tonnage run into large fig-

Summaries on the 1932 sale of
It seems that Holland, with its
Christmas seals, compiled by the excellent harbor, should become a
Michigan TuberculosisAssociation,
best display in any one variety in a call to Bethany Reformedchurch,
little more harbor minded. We have
show a total to $614.76 received resort possibilities here second to
production class.
Kalamazoo,delivered his farewell
Sheriff Comelis Steketee,sheriff up to December 31 In Ottawa
• • »
none—a doaen miles of bathing
sermon Tuesday night before an of Ottawa county for the past four
county.
Fairview Poultry Farm, Zeeland,
t>each as fine as nature could ever
years,
moved
his
family
to
their
In co-operation with Dr. Ralph
won Harrington trophy to exhibit audience that taxed the capacity of
make it An inland lake that ia
winning highest number of points the church. The Beld Brothers quar- former home in Holland. Ben Rose- Tenllave and the Ottawa County becoming more attractive every
ma, sheriff-elect,who was sworn in Health Unit, funds from the
in prpduction class.
tet rendered special music.
shortly after midnight.Jan. 1, Christmas seal sale will be used year to yacht owners and adequate
Meat Scrap trophy for best
facilities for docking have oeen
Mr. Veldman is being installed in moved his family from Ferrysburg
to finance examinations of Ottawa started to make their coming to
cock,, cockerel,hen, pullet and pen his new charge this Thursday
to the county home Saturday. Sher- county childrenfor signa of tuberin productionHass.
Holland as welcome and as attracnight. Among those who are par- iff Steketee and his force remained
culosis. The Michigan Tuberculosis
* * *
tive as possible.
ticipating in the installation serv- on duty until midnight Dec. 31,
Association
is
putting
ita
services
James J. De Koster,Holland, won ices are Rev. Abraham De Young, when the new sheriff and his depuNow the securingof Ism barges
LievenseBattery Co. trophy for former pastor of Fifth Reformed ties took over the county police at the disposalof the health unit to unload in this port is also a matfor the survey work. The Associbeat male in production data. - eMfreh, now pastor of a church in
ter for earnest consideration.
It ia
> -a- *
ation’sportable X-ray unit will be
Edward Brouwer trophy for best Kalamazoo,and Rev. Henry Veldtrue that during the last year
In honor of their leaving, a group
take
X-ray
pictures
of
display of Barred Rocks produc- man, Muskegon, uncle of Rev. J.
of friends held a surprise potluck| JJ^^n Acting to 'the tuberculin partly through the good offices of
tion.
Veldman.
party at the home last Friday
Riven by Dr> TcnHave and Capt Austin Harrington — several
V * •
coal, coke and wood pulp freighters
Other former residentsof Grand night. Supper was served and
Harry Hough, Hartford, won the Rapids who are colleaguesof Pas- bridge was played during the eve- assistants.
have made this port so that is rathBy
revealing
disease
in
ita
very
P. S. Boter Co. trophy for best tor Veldman at Kalamazooare Rev. ning. There were sixteen in the
er encouraging. But more shiM, it
earliest
stages,
the
examinationa
vari-coloredpen in show.
seems, can be secured and efforts
James J. Burggraaff and Rev. party.
will in many cases save the need
Holland City State Bank trophy Abrtham Klerk. Bethany church,
The Steketee family and Mr. and in later years for expensive treat- should be made to gradually defor best display of Barred Rocks Kalamazoo,has a constituency of Mrs. Jack Markus return to 146
ment to arrest active tuberculosis. velop our lake ship volume along
exhibition.
178 families and a Sunday school of West 18th street, Holland, where
* • »
For economical and humane rea- these lines.
600 members.
they lived for 16 years before comHolland harbor has not been desons,
anti-tuberculosis
work is beH. J. Van HuU, Holland, won AsMr. Veldman leaves the Rich- ing to Grand Haven. Mrs. Markus ing concentratedon early discovery serted entirely. We still have had
sociation trophy for best pen in
our Holland-Chicagoboat line,
mond Street church, of which he has been the organist at the Second of the disease in children.
Mediterranean class production.
was the first pastor,in a flourish- Reformed church, Grand Haven for
thanks to the earnest efforts of our
Other ribbon winners in the ing condition. He served the church some time and has assisted many
friend,George F. Gets, and the
poultry show follow:
TWO MUST SERVE TIME
as student-pastorone summer prior circles with her ability to play
late Senator Smith, and H is hoped
• • »
to his ordinationand installation in either the piano or organ. She will
that by next spring there may be
Buff Wyndotte, production class:
May, 1928. The church then num- help the Grand Haven church until
Two sentences were meted out an adjustment there that will enJohn Ter Vree, Holland— Young bered 23 communicants, while now it is able to replace her.
by Judge Fred T. Miles to Delbert able the present boat line to conpen, first; pullet, first.
Jack Spangler, who has served
162 communicantsare enrolled. Mr.
tinue. Holland also retains the
Barred Plymouth Rocks, stand- Veldman was formerly on the Hol- the sheriff as undersheriffsince the McClure, age 19, 247 W. 20th St., beautiful steamers North and South
and Lows Vise, age 18, 104 E. 22nd
ard class: Harry Hough, Hartford land City News staff and is a grad- resignationof Marvin Den Herder
St, Holland, for violation of pro- America,the company having ea—-Cock, first; hen, first; cockerel, uate from Hope college and the last spring and who before that
bation. McClure was sent to Jack- tablished fine permanentproperties
second and third; pullet, first; old local seminary.
time was the chief deputy, went out
son prison for 5 to 15 years and at Montello Park.
ben,. first; young pen, first. James
with the Steketee regime. Peter
It is encouraging to note the deVise to Ionia for the same length
DeKoa ter— Cock, second; hen, sec- CAR DEATHS IN U. S.
Wierenger,who has been in the
velopment of the summer yachting
of time.
force
since
Mr.
Spangler’s
promoond land third; pullet, second and
14 PER CENT LOWER
The young men were arrested business here, largely because nation, also stepped out of office.
third,.P. Havinga— Pullet, fourth
following an attempt to hold up ture has provided such wonderful
Mr. Rosema installed Edward
ind fifth.
Automobile fatalities in 1932 in
Peter Van Huizen in his home near anchorage in this inner harbor and
Rycenga, former chief of police of
'White Plymouth Rocks, standHolland. McClure has been on pro- also because of our close proximity
Zeeland, as undersheriff,and Wil.ard class: G. Beltman— Cock, first;
bation since 1930. Vise was placed to Chicago and Milwaukee. Last
liam
Boeve
of
Holland
as
cheif
dephen, first and second; cockerel, cenv irom isoi, a laouiauon oi
on probation In 1932. He has served summer as high hs forty cruiser*
first; pullet, first, second and states and the District of Columbia uty. Tony Groeneveld of Holland time in the Industrial school at and small yachts were anchored in
third; young pen, first.
reveals. Of the more populated will be the Holland deputy.
Lansing, having been sentenced Black Lake at one time. It is evi: Lakenvelders,standard class: states New York reported 10.30
dent that a lot of good can be said
HOLLAND
from
the Er°b*te. w?irt “e.veral about our harbor and our resorts,
Henry Van Ham, Grand Rapids— per cent fewer deaths, MassachuCockerel,first; young pen, first.
setts, Z64, Illinois 14.81, New JerTRIMS CHICAGO
a c'L'cMeni" in fact, we have the nucleus here
Light Brahmas, standard class: sey 11.85, Pennsylvania 4.27, MichiMr. Van Huizen has since died of for wonderful developmentalong
Edward Koops, Holland— Cocks, gan 18.10, California9.37, Indiana Chicago Christian high dropped heart failure although this was not both resort and shipping lines and
23.25 and Ohio 13.03.
first; cockerel, first.
who knows but that when the “sun
ita first game of its invasion of attributedto the holdup which oc
Buff Cochin Bantams, standard
of better days’’ shines more
Michigan, losing a 36 to 16 decision curred several weeks Ijeforc.
class: Henry Beukema, Hollandbrightly again a permanent car
to Holland ChristianMaroons. The
ferry may loom up out of the mist
Pullet, first.
were as follows:
locals were in the lead all the way
Michigan Potato Is in
S. C. White Leghorn, standard
New Zeeland White junior does, to chalk up their sixth victory of
class: Fairview farm— Young pen, first and second, A. J. Fairbanks, the season and their second over
Better Standing
THINGS WORTH KNOWING

ROAST

PORK SAUSAGE

Dutch

w

^

STEAKS

In

The Michigan congressmanhas

production.
Rev. Jerry Veldman, pastor of
Peoples State Bank cup for best
Richmond Street Reformed church
display in production class.
Hayden Koopman trophy for at Grand Rapids, who has accepted

Woodbury trophy on best
specimenin largest class in show

dispatch from Washington

aid to ships bringing cargo, principally wood pulp and china clay
from foreign countries, into the
harbor.

FAREWELL
PARTY
to ntxr™ ciTir'nvnn

Tom

Choice chuck arts

Kiefer

i

VELDMAN DELIVERED
FAREWELL SERMON TUBS.

class.

ihenk heK

SLAB

A

shows that our neighbor,South Haven, ia alive to ita shipping interests for it is proposed to deepen
the harbor there and the matter will
be sponsored in the present session
of Congress by Senator Arthur H.
Van den berg and Rep. John C.

Ketcham.
Rep. Ketcham said that any improvements that could be made in
the harbor will be of tremendous

•

vronpriu
Asaociation trophy cup for best
specimen in^largest class production;. cup for best display in production class; cup for best display
in any one breed in production
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Grandview Poultry Farm, Zeeland,
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land Poultry association,although
on a more modest scale. The exhibition was well patronised and
Monday night saw the doae after a
County Treasurer John Den Hersuccessfulshowing over the weekder and family were guests at the
end, except Sunday, continuing unhome of Mr. and Mrs. Mat Witvliet til late Monday. There was no
on River Ave.
.admissioncharge the poultry fanciera getting behind the project
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Geerlingsand more as a labor of love.
daughter Mary Johanna from New
Th« exhibitionwas held in the
York, who were the guests of M$, Id West Michigan Laundry buildand Mrs. Henry Geerlings over th«
_ 1 (in West Eighth street and
holidays motored back home.
ier« were at least 875 entries of
poultry and rabbits together on exhibiL?lAt least fifteensilver cups
were won by contestants as follows: ..
Vanden Berg Bros. Oil Co. cup
was won by John Ter Vree, Holland: cup for best display of any
one variety,standard class. Three
other cups were won by Mr. Ter
Vree.
Brieve Biscuit Co. trophy for
best cock, cpckerel, hen, pullet and
pen in show, standard class.
John Pieper cup, for best pen in
American class, standard.
Merchants’ trophy for best pen
in show, production class; cup for
best pen in American class, production; cup for largest entry of
any one breed.

On

SOUTH HAVEN TO GET DEEPER PORTS BECAUSE OF ITS

RESUMPTION OF THIS EXHIBITION FEATURE IS A
FINE THING

VALUES!

BONELESS

Might Work

More Ships For
Holland Harbor

NEW YEAR'S
BEST

or

Nambtr 2

Show

After discontinuingthe regular
annual poultry show for the last
three years this fine educational
feature was resumed by the Hol-
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NEWS
Idol Railroad 't*k
Mrs. W. Wlchers entertained
about thirty relatives at her home ^ B pedes of the quebracho tree are
Monday evening. A pot-lucksup- used for railroad tie* In South
per was served. Gordon F. Van America. The name may be trapaEtnenaam and Stanley De Free lated as "ax breaker," and the hartgave an impromptu program of ness of the wood makes It Ideal for
songs. The remainder of the eve- aaDroad ties.
ning was spent in playing games,

Roy

CENTURY

Convenient

Local Ne-tys

Naber, Wilbur Brondyke
and Milton Maatman motored to
CadillacMonday on a hunting trip;

Fii-

Tha Women’s Relief Corps held ' Mrs. Lucy De Boer, 82, died Saturday morning at the home of
her
their
December birthday tea
« ___
M .... \|{U^W'vi*W
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Diekema day afternoon
at the homo of Mrs. granddaughter, Mrs. Milton Vickspent the week-end in Cincinnati,
Marvin Meengs, son of Mrs. MinMary Was, 252
Grand
262 West Twelfth
Twelfth pry, 1064 Rathbone atreet, Urana
nie Meengs, who is studying medi- Ohio.
street. Thirty members and friends Rapids, where she had been vistt--cine in Chicago, spent the holidays
Osakan la Warld War
Harold Klaasen, Russell Klaasen were present. Games were
Eailasd’* Olde*t Hoata
Mrs. De Boer was born in The
at his home here.
and
prises
were
awarded
-----1
Tbs selective servlet law In rogoe
and Lester Vander Pod spent the
Minsler ulilwy.In the Isle r during the World war provided ex
Blanche Tarbin and Mrs. Margaret Netherlandson March 13, 1819,
and came to this country and set- Thunet, is wild to be Hie oldest emptlon to “a member of a well roe
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W. Wrie- week-end in Chicago.
Lindberg.
Miss
Marian
Wiseman
of
Detled in New Richmond. Later she bouse In Knitlsnd. It Is In the mnr
den and son, Arthur, and daughter,
ognlxed religious sect or organtsa
troit spent the week-end visiting
moved to Holland *here she lived ket by order of the trustees of the Uon, organisedand existing on Maj
Kathryn, spent several days visitfriends
in Holland.
Miss
Dessie
Mamer
of
Grand
^r
nfty-three
years
late Ixtrd I’onynhntn. the fifth 18. 1917. whose then existing erted
ing in St Loi
Louis.
Rapids and Clarence Russell Olin, Surviving are one daughter, marquis. It Is wild to be a fine ex
or principles forbid Us members to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Newhouie
son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Olin of jjr8 ^ancy Hert* of Ottawa ample of an Eleventh century Nor
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Earle T.
participate In war In any form and
and Mr. and Mrs. Henry Newhouse Holland, were united in marriage
Jones of W«rm Friend Tavern, at
Beach, and three sons, Dick Dc man inamir house, renovated about wboee religious convictions are
attended
the
golden
wedding
anniThursday,
December
29,
at
South
Holland hospital, on December 28,
Boer of Pine Creek and Henry and 1413, the house being hollt on the
versary of Mr. Newhouse’s sister Bend, Ind The couple was attend- John Dc Boer of Holland; seven site of Edhurgu’i monastery ol against war or participation therea daughter, Patience.
and husband,Mr. and Mrs. J. J. ed by Mr. and Mrs. Summers of grandchildrenand eight great- Saints Peter and Paul, founded in." This selective service law ap
piled to Quakers n well as many
early In (lie Eighth centuryand de
G. G. Grocnewoud,county school Klaasen, at Grand Haven Monday Grand Rapids. The newlyweds are grandchildren.
other religious sects However
making their home at 19 East Ninecommissioner, of 219 West Fif- evening.
Funeral services were held on troyed In the Ninth by the Danes there were numbers of Quakers who t
teenth
street
Mr.
Olin,
a
graduThe
building
Is
speclflcslly
de
teenth street, is confined to Musserved In our ^ctlve fighting force*
Mrs. N. Hofsteen was called to ate of Holland High school, is em- Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock at
scribed In Domesday book asThanet
kegon sanatorium for treatment.
Madison, Wis., by the critical ill- ployed bjr the Damstra Plumbing Dykstra funeral home. Rev.
James Wayer, pastor of First Re- manor, and Is said to have been
•nd quickly inttalUd. TW« ara
ness of her sister,Mrs. Charles company.
Harris Westratehas left on an
formed church, officiated. Burial the only manor In the Island ir
complicatedwiring lyitami . . .
Blom, formerly a resident of Holengineeringtrip to the western
took place in Pilgrim Home ceme- Saxon times.
i troublesoma joint* or connaction*. It'*
land.
TAX COLLECTION NOTICE
About 90 members and friends tery.
.. quiat and claan a* it W economical states. He expects to be gone unCity *f
. . . actuallycheaper
chaaparthe
than coal Built til March.
of the Junior Christian Endeavor
A regular meeting of the EaBacoa aad ShakMptar*
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
QNCE and for all, banUh your haat- compactly of tha highait qualitymats- Lawrence Veltkamp,student at gles auxiliary will be held to society of Sixth Reformed church DAVID DAMSTRA AGAIN
rial* . . . attractivaly
fin'nhad . . .
There ure three iniiln point* upon
held a banquet Friday evening in
_
___ Tka saw Cantury Modal D
HEADS TRINITY 8. 8. which
Calvin college, Grand Rapids, spent night, Friday, at 8 o’clock.
Notice is hereby riven that the
thorougly
lh# factory. Your
the supposition(hat Bacon
the church. Following the dinner
wBti FLOATING FUME . . . that
the
holidays
with
his
parents,
Rev.
Ofa of Holland
Ctnhiry dealer invite* you to ••• it*
was In reality the author of Shake Tax Rolls for the City
Rev. J. Vanderbeek, the toastmas..... ..... , parfactad principlaof
have been deliveredto me for coland
Mrs. L. Veltkamp.
performance
for
younalf.
Compare
It*
speare's
works
are
based:
First
haniliig oil and air without fuel watta
ter, led in the singing of a numThe annual business meeting of
lection. I will be at my Office in
tantational low price. Don't delay.
ber of Christmas carols with Ber- the teachers and officers of the there are a few passages In Shake
, . . without nolta . . . withoutimoka
Mrs.
A.
D.
Goodrich
of
West
the City Hall during regular office
CENTURY ENGINEERINGCORP,
,
. sow U pricad within raach of
nard Vanderbeekat the piano. The Sunday school of Trinity Re- speare's works which are slmllai
Ninth street spent the week-end in
twyss. It’s amaxingly ilmpla. aa*lly Cedar Rapid*, Iowa.
program opened with guitar selec- formed church was held Friday to Bscon’*;second,the existence of hours, vix. 8 a. m. to 6:30 p. m.
Chicago with friendsand relatives.
on every week day until Jan 1,
tions by Herbert Vander Ploeg, evening.David Damstra, who was certain supposed ciphers In plays
1933, to receive such taxes.
:ed
if
which
have
been
Interpretc
r
after which Mrs. Ernest Penna en- re-electedsuperintendent,will beCorneliusDe Boe, student in CorThe City Charter provides for
A charming wedding took place tertainedwith two readings. Ber- gin his seventeenth year as head cryptic signaturesof Bacon; third
nell university,spent the holidays
a collection fee of 6 per cent on
.
..ngle sentence writtenIn a let
s sing
Saturday afternoon at 4:80 o’clock nard Vanderbeekplayed two piano of the Sunday school.
paid between Jan. 1 and
with his parents here.
in Grace Lutheranchurch in Fre- solos. Prof. E. Winter of Hop*-,
Other officers elected were ter to Bacon by Sir Toble Matthew* taxes
30 East Ninth
Holland,
Feb. 1.
at
some
date
subsequent
to
Janu
ran,
mont, O., when Miss Margaret L. college spoke to the childr
George Schurman, Vice superinNICHOLAS SPRIETSMA,
Roger Hale Borr, ten months’ old
Paul, teacher at Van Raalte school, stressing the fact that what onil? tendent; Ed Oonk, recording sec- nry, 1621.
E. P. Stephan,
City Treasurer.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Borr.
became the bride of Bernard N. gives, one usually will receive -ta retary; J. Steketee, assistant reis confinedto Holland hospital
Coster, son of Mr. and Mrs. Peter return. Following a brief talk by cording secretary;Miss Bertha
with a relapse of bronchial pneuDe Young, of Holland. Preceding Rev. Vanderbeek,the group re- Mkhmershuixen, corresponding
D30
TO THE TAXPAYERS OF
monia.
the ceremony,performed by Rev. peated the Christian Endeavor secretary;G. De Vries, treasurer; TO THE TAXPAYERS OF
PARK TOWNSHIP
A. H. Peffly, pastor of the bride, >enediction. Mrs. Lina Ter Louw E. Post, assistant treasurer; Mr*.
OLIVE TOWNSHIP:
E. C. Cotts of Holland will be an hour's program of wedding mu- was in charge of the dinner. She K. Essenburgh, choristerjG. Lokamong the party of several Kala- sic was given. Miss Lulu Dartgitx, was assistedby Mrs. L. W. White ker, librarian;W. Lundie, assistI will be at the Holland City
mnzoo managers and salesmen who of Blanchard, close friend of the and Mrs. G. H. Lcmmen.
ant librarian; Miss Genevieve Van
The treasurerwill be at Borculo State Bank every Tuesday, fedwill be honored at a celebration bride and teacher at Lincoln school,
4
Kolken, Miss Lois Geerds and Miss on Dec. 28, 1932, and Jan. 4, 1933, nesday and Saturday from Decemdinner on Jan. 17. as the result of sang two numbers. The bride, givMildred Essenburgh, organista, and at the First State Bank in Holland ber 10 to January 7, and Monday,
About
fifty
members
and
friends
his being one of the leading sales- en in marriage by her father,
Jacob
Rezelman,orchestra leader. on Dec. 24 and 31, 1932, and Jan. January 9, and at my home on Frimen in the company’s sales contest Emanuel Paul, wore a beautiful attended the annual New Year
Officers elected for the elemen- 7, 1953, and at his home each Fri- days during that period to collect
held throughout the United States. gown of rough silk crepe of a pas- party of the Eagle auriliarySat- tary department are Mrs. G. H.
day'until Jan. 9, 1933, to collect taxes for Park Township.
urday evening in the Eagle hall.
led an
tel shade of blue. She carried
Kooikcr, junior superintendent; taxes for Olive Township.
GEORGE W. STRAIGHT,
Cards
were
played,
first
prize
be, Mrs. William Peeks and sons. arm bouquet of Talisman roses tied
Mrs. D. Damstra, primary superWM. E. NIENHUIS,
Park Twp. Treasurer,
John and Arthur, have returned with a bow of satin striped tulle ing awarded to Mrs. Melva Row- intendent; Miss J. Brinkman, suRoute 6, Holland.
Olive Township Treasurer.
from a week’s trip to southern Ken- of light blue. Mrs. Ellsworth an, and second prize going to Mrs. perintendent of the beginners and
Blanche Vande Vusse. Miss Ann
tucky and Jackson.
Schneider of Elyria, life long friend
Mrs. H. Van Der Linde, head of
Heinecke was recipient of the
the cradle roll department
of the bride, was matron of honor.
Miss Winona Peterson, who is She was attired in a tea rose color quilt. Refreshmentswere served
Special music last evening conemployed in Detroit, spent the hol- rough silk crepe dress and carried by Mrs. Grace Vander Leest and sisted of numbers by a trio com-’
iday week-end with her parents, a boujuet of Briarcliffe rosses and her committee.
posed of Miss Mildred Baron, Miss |
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Peterson.
pink snapdragons.Miss Helen De
Agatha Kooyers and Miss Lucille
A meeting of the W. C. T. U. Schaap.
Young, sister of the bridegroom,
Police from Holland and west- was bridesmaid and wore a gown will be held today, Friday, and
After the business session reern Michigan are busy searching of yellow rough silk crepe. Her the theme will be ‘‘World’s Day freshmentswere served by Mrs.
for two Negroes driving a stolen arm bouquet consistedof Johanna of Prayer for Prohibition." Mra, A. Schaap, J. Post, Peter Schoon
'automobile, who ordered 13 gal- Hill roses and yellow snapdragons. Edith Walvoord will tell what t
and Marvin Schaap, all teachers.
lons of gasoline and two quarts of Joan Waters, five-year-oldcousin world W. C. T. U. is doing,
The closing prayer was offered by
I oil at the filling station of J.
Mrs.
Albcrtus
Pieters
will disc
of the bride, was the flower girl.
Rev. H. D. Ter Keurst.
Zoerhof. on the east limits of the
wedding reception was held at the work of the W. C. T. U. in tka
city Friday evening and then sped
the home of the bride’s parents. United States. Devotions will be
away without paving. The at- About fifty relativesand friends conducted by Mrs. T. E. Welmera
Too Exacting
tendant at the stationwas able to were guests. After the reception and Mrs. William Vandenbergwill
One day u fashionably dressed
WHITING
obtain the license number of the Mr. and Mrs. Coster left on a wed- sing. Mrs. Clara Klferdink is man entered Howell s music store
WILLIAMS,
machine. 611-268. which upon in- ding trip to Cleveland and other chairman of the tea committee.
In Bristol and asked to we sows
vestigation identifiedthe car as places east. The bride is a gradupiano music. Howell put hefort
mUtfylmiw* r*rW,
Young Financier
having been stolen in Grand Rap- ate of Fremont High school and of
Mm the latest sonatas, just pub
ids from Harry J. Sanford, Rowe the Oberlin Kindergarten Training
Don't dismiss this us n mmle-np llshed. The stranger looked at
hotel.
school in 1928. Since that time she story, for It happens to he bused them, then said:
“I do not cure for these. I d<
has taught in Van Raalte school. upon an actual happening.
The residence occupied by Mr. The bridegroomis a graduate of
A hoy In u town not fur away not like them, show me something
and Mrs. H. J. Lange an s, on a Holland High school. He later culled ut n store to say he hid better."
*.
farm on route 1, Holland, about studied with the R. C. A. institute come to pay a bill owed by Ids fa
“Somethingbetter?" Howell ex
six miles south of the city, was at New York City. At present he tlier. “No hurry nlmut it.'' said claimed rather Impatiently.“There
destroyed by fire last week Thurs- is doing retail work for the Meyer the merchant."I will send him a Is nothing belter! I nm sorry not
day afternoon. Neighbors aided music house. The couple will re- statement."
to be able to serve you. Good day
The boy Insisted he was there to sir."
in saving practically all of the fur- turn to Holland where Mrs. Coster
The strangersmilingly replied: “I
niture in the home. Origin of the will finish the semester as teacher settle the account, so It was tigured
have written these myself. I am
fire was undetermined,but was
the kindergarten department. up uud the money paid.
“Now give me the two cents It Haydn."
said to have sUrted in the rear of They will return to Fremont to
At which Howell fell on his neck
the building.The house was make their residence after Feb. 1. would have cost you to mall the
bill," suggested the lad. who would
overjoyedto make the ncqualntnnoowned by Dick Tyink of that secseem to have In him the making of of the great composer.They betion.
The pageant,“When the Star a shrewd financier.He got the two came fust friends.— Kansas City
Buy
Celebrated Dustless Coal
Shone,’’ by Lyman R. Bayard was
Henry Breuker reported to po- presented twice last week in Cen- cents and went away satisfied.— Star.
lice here Saturdaythat a battery tral Park Reformed church before Brockton (Mass.) Enterprise.
Working in overalls in factory, field
was stolen from his car Friday large audiences. The pageant was
Birdhou** in Priion
and mine, Mr. Williams knows the
night while it was housed in a ga- under the auspices of the Boosters’
Volcano'* Tempersture
Sing Sing prison has so man.'
rage at his residence, 194 West Sunday school class. Committees
In the volcano of Kllauea Ho tamed birds that an Imprisoned
problems of the working
from
Eighteenth street.
in charge were Prof. Clarence De temperature at the surface of Ho
architectIs now supervising the
Graaf, director;Mrs. D. Van Der lava Is In the neighborhood oi construction of n circular birdhouse
firsthand experience. He says:
Miss Wilma
Doesburg. Meer and Miss Mildred Schuppert. 1.000 degrees Centigrade.Basalt
of stucco and wood to care for 10b
275 East Eighth
Holland, Mich.
teacher in the South Haven school, accompanists; Ralph Van Lente, which Is the molten rock In Klluuei- pets. The birds Irelong to the In
^First among the worker’s tools is his
find Miss Luberta Van Doesburg. director of music; general chair- and many other volcanoes, may stllutlonand there are a gram
teacher in the Howell schools, spent man. Mrs. Teusink; assistants, Mrs. melt at either higher or lower tem
Phone 4651
many singers and handsome ones
telephone. By its help he is able to
the holidayvacation with their par- Knoll and Mrs. Appledorn;light- peratures.depending on their com
among thtoi. There are several par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. A. Van Does- ing, Mrs. Oonthank. George St. position. Thus the melting |H)iii' rots. TlJrblrdhouseIs nearly fort>
learn easily, and at slight expense, of
Dealers in Coal,
Coke,
burg, on the north side.
John. Mr. Appledorn. Henry Van of sandstone would l>e very high feet In diameter and provision wilt
any opportunitiesfor jobs which may
Den Berg and Theodore Knoll; cos- probably In the neighborhood m be made to accommodate 1,00b
Concrete, etc.
Miss Alice Boter has returned tumes, Mrs. James Cook. Mrs. Fred 1.000 to 1.7UU degrees CtEtlgrnd- birds.
be open in factories or shops within a
depending
on
their
purity.
to Ann Arbor to resume her studies S Bertsch and Mrs. J. De Free.
at the University of Michiganaft- Mrs. Leslie Knoll. Miss Ruth Har
radius of many miles.”
er spending the holidays with her kema and Mrs. Theodore Knoll ami
ushers. James Cook, S. Backsfort,
parents here.
B. Nyland and E. Teusink.
A chest clinic will be held Tues
day afternoon,Jan. 10, from 1 to 5
At a business meeting last week
o’clockin the old hospital annex of the Volunteers’ class of Sixth
Dr. J. A. Bartlett of Muskegon will Reformed church the following officers were elected: Miss Coralyn
he in charge.
Nivison, president; Miss Ettamae
Coster, vice president;Miss Geneve
Strong, secretary; Miss Julia Van
There are Four good Reasons
should join the
Wyk. treasurer,and Miss Jeanette
Van Eyck, assistanttreasurer. The
class is taught by Miss Anna Van
First Stale
Eyck.
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FOUR GOOD REASONS
why you

ADVERTISING

Baik Christmas Sarins flab

the •‘Public’s Screen”

Is

Forty couples gathered in the
Knights of Pythias hall Thursday
evening of last week for a bndg»'
party. High scire among the women went to Mrs. John Dykema.

a

If

misfortune,but

of your offerings,

your services.

and

prosper

make
and

yes,

his appeal for

whether they be merchandise or

And

if

you think it doesn’t “talk

GET RESULTS” just try:

Advertising Consistlently in
THE

Holland City
m

Cats

News

furnished Phone

more easy and are
most needed.

is

eliminates the

saving

is

as-

burden of Christmas giving and

wipes out the flood of after Christmas bills.

A bank

The

State Bank ia a friendly institution.
makes no difference whether you save

First

for everybody. It

twenty-five cents or twenty-five dollars. We’re just as glad to have

you

/

customer.

for a

A

spot cash

it is to

A

club for everybody.

Christmas saves you starting the

heavy burden of debt.

It’s so

much

New

Year under

a

easier to save for months ahead than

pay for months afterward.

SAVINGS CLUB FOR

1933 IS

Join that das. moat convenientfor your

NOW OPEN!

needs. Here

you have the

different Classes available:

ant treasurer.

the only “screen” on which he can

trade.

when

for

“spotlight”no business man can dodge

It’s a

...

It

FOURTH REASON—

reUry; Gerald Fairbanks,treasurer, and Clarence De Fouw, assist-

word

joining the First State Bank Savings Club you

when money

sured ample funds

THIRD REASON—

At the reunion of the 1929-1930
cl*s*e* of Holland High school in
the Knight* of Pythias hall officers
were elected after a varied program. The following officers were
named: Caesar Kalman, president;
Joe Nelis. vice president; Miss
Martha Slowinski,secretary;Miss
Katherine De Jonge. assisUnt sec-

it

pays interest while you are saving.

save in small amounts at a time

Mrs. Martha Vander Hill and
her committee were hostesses at a
public 500 and nedro party Fridav
night in Odd Fellow hall, sponsored
by the Erutha Rebekah lodge. Following the cards refreshments were
served.

the public turns to

it also

SECOND REASON-By

while H. S. Covell receivedthe prize
for the men. Refreshmentswere
served by Neal Van Duren and his
committee. G. M. Laepple was general chairmanof the affair.

INSTINCTIVELY

REASON-Like all good habits, the habit of regular saving has
double reward. Not only is a savings account an insurance against

FIRST

2020

A meeting of the teachers and
officers of the Maple Avenue
Christian Reformed church Sunday school was held Friday evening. The following officers wore
elected: C. J. DeKoster,superintendent; Alex Van Zanten, wsistant superintendent; Harry Bontekoe. superintendent of the classes
in Berean church; Harvey Grover,
secretary;Gerrit Appledorn, treas
urer, and Rav Mouw, assistantsec
retary and treasurer.Disbursements of 1325 during the year for
missions was announced. Of th s
amount $180 went to support an
Indian child in the mission field
in New Mexico. Awards will be
given 59 Sunday school members
for perfect attendances during the
year.

«eiun

Mrs. J. H. Van Zoeren, 205 W<*t
nth street, entertained the
— fibers of the Women’s League
Service at her home Friday

“*

CLASS

10

— Members paying

10 cent* a

week

for fifty

weeks will

recafro.
receive

CLASS 25— Members paying 25

cents a

week

for fifty

weeks

will

CLASS 50— Members paying 50

cents a

weok

for fifty

w*ks

will

receive

CLASS 100— Members paying $1.00 a week

for fifty

week* wifi

receive

CLASS 200— Members paying $2.00 a week

for fifty weeks will receive

CLASS 1000— Members paying $10.00 a week

CLASS 2000— Members paying $20 a week

for fifty

weeks will

receive

—

....... -

........

—

66.00

...................

$12,50

.............

|25*00

.....................................

$50.00

.....................................

..$10040

.................

—

...........................
..$500.00

for fifty weeks will receive.....................

$1000.00

]
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^
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THE HOLLAND CPTT NEWS

'he

WEEKS NEWS

CARL

-

R.

«.
the moon la proved hy the fact tha
at the time of an eclipse of the am
the moon’a limb la |ierfecllydart
and sharp, with no apparent dlatoi
Hon of the aun due to refraction Your family burial plot may be in
Similarly, when a atar la occulted • amall or large cemetery.It may
by the moon It dlsappearasuddenl) be in a beautifulpark or a roadside

In

HOFFMAN

ALWAYS SMILING -

Arnold
Johnoon, on* of tho bast known

of tha band maaatroa,who
broadcastaon a natlon-wlda CBS

chain thraa times a waak, wears
a smile that won't coma off, la
I winning naw plaudits with stags
lappsarancss In tha Naw Broad|

,way

area.

OZARK MOONSHINER

(»rorom&Mxm)4xm»«xm*m8c

No Alaaoaphara «• Mom
Tha abaeticoof atmosphere

and not aomewhat graduallyas

Otar Fria Book Etora

M

It

would If Ita light were being mon
and more extinguishedhy the at
moephere. Tliere are other Indlcn
Hone which lead to the some con
Huslona.

W. 8Ui SLPhont 4481

;

Cross

&

Ten Cate
Attomeys-at-Law

country burial ground. In either
case the grave of the dear departed
should be, sooner or later, appro-

Offiee— over the Fir* State

priately designated bv • monument
or some other memorial. . No doubt

Holland. Mich.

Bank

we can

advise you as to the best
thing to do. Let us show you the
In a plea fur more careful use ot design we have and give an estiEnglish, ProfessorJordan said:
mate of the cost
“A great many Aloertninfxpret
•Ions are directly contraryto whir
we really nienti. and the real reuMM
why the English are sometimes s*
perplexed when nr^ American trie- 1 Block North and One-Half Weet of
to say something The story oi 18 Weet Seventh

Of Court*

— Bob

Diekema

Gods Acre

)‘J

Copaland, 52, ona of two score
prisonerstaken by federal authorities In a raid through the
Missourihills. Copeland claims,
feeding and clothing hla ten
children necessitatedhla moonshins activities.

WANTED TO BUY
wood ranges of

old coal and
all kinds. Nias

Hardware Co.

how we sny

Expires March 11

8L
nmmmmw
Holland

mean

!' when w<
'look in.' Is a sample.
'lookout

Expire* February 11.

Monument Works
Warm

MORTGAGE SALE

Friend Tavern
Phone 4284

Notice is hereby given that a
mortgage dated June 10, 1929, given by Annous C. Hillebrands and

‘The other day. on the beach, t
Frances Hillebrands (signed Franheard a young girl ask: ‘If t were
cis Hillebranda),as husband and
drowning, would you help me?’
Kaagaroo Suporatitiona
wife, to Foppe visier and Ibeltje
"‘No.’
said
the
young
mnn,
evl
Default having been made in the
The Australianaborigines of cer Visser, aa husband and wife, or
conditions of a certain mortgage dently an Englishman.Td en
tain tribes hold a number of super to the survivor of them, and reBye, Ear, Nose and Throat
made by Ida M. Lindsay to Peter leavor to prevent you "
atltlona connected with the kongo corded June 29, 1929, in tha office
Specialist
Maaa, dated the 23rd day of Seproo. These atningeanimals are be of the register of deeds for Ot[Vender Veen Block]
OWANOCOLD DOESN'T
tawa county, Michigan, in Libar
lleved to give warning of danger.
tember, 1932, and recorded in the
Office hours: 9-10 a.
t-5p.tr
BOTHER HER— Member of
office of the Register of Deeds for
If • black-fellow of these tribes 153 of Mortgages, at page 117, said
Expirea Jan. 21.
Evening*— Tuea. and Saturday
e having
going along saw an old man knn mortgage
having been duly asthe County of Ottawa and State of
tha "Polar Bears," an organ7:80 to 9:00
>ppe Visser and Ibelgaroo hopping toward him It meant signed by Fox
Michigan, on the 29th day of SepNOTICE OF
isationof hardy folk who
that an enemy was near and It wiu tje Visser to Ralph F. Teerman on
tember,
1932,
in
Liber
140
of
mortswim tha year around at
MORTGAGE SALE
time to hove hla spear In readiness March 18, 1932, said assignment
gagea, on page 166, on which mortManhattan Beach, New York.
gage there is claimed to be due at
Default having t>een made in the NOTICE OF MORTGAGE SALE to strike. To dream that a number being recorded in the office of the
Miss Alice Speirs, of Brook
of 'roos were sitting around the register of deeds for Ottawa counthe date of this notice, for principal conditions of a certain mortgage
lyn went swimming as usual
camp was an omen of serious warn ty on March 21, 1982, in Libar 141
and interest, the sum of Nine Hun- made by W. Preston Scott, a widExpires Jan. 10
In tha ocean In spite of the
log that danger beset the camp. In of Mortgages, at page 492, upon
dred Eight and 65-100 dollars, and ower, of the City of Holland,Counheavy snow and cold. •
at least one tribe during their In which there is due and unpaid ona
an Attorney’s fee of Fifteen and ty of Ottawa and State of MichiDefault having been made in the Illation period boy* were not al
thousand two hundred twentyno-100 dollars, as provided for in gan, to Peonies State Bank of
conditionsof that certain mortgage lowed to drink out of a wnterhole
three and 44-100 dollar*, Including
said mortgage, and no suit or pro- Holland, Michigan,a corporation
dated the first day of July, 1918,
ceedings at Taw having been insti- organized and existing under and executed hy Gustav Pommerening unless through a hollow ’roo hone taxes and insurance,together with
sUtutory costs, will be foreclosed
tuted to recover the moneys se- by virtue of the laws of the State and Martha Pommerening,hix wife,
by a statutory sals of the premcured by said mortgage, or any of Michigan, dated the 19th day as mortgagors,to The Federal
CORN KING OF
ises therein described,to-wit:
of February, 1932, and recorded in
part thereof.
AMERICA— C. E.
Land Bank of St Paul, a body
E.J.
The south thirty-eightfeat
Notice is Hereby Given, that by the office of the Register of Deeds corporate,of St. Paul, Minnesota,
Troyer, 4b, of Laof the east eighty-«ixfeet of
for
the
County
of
Ottawa
mnriaRtr^
virtue
of
the
power
of
sale
conD.CnPh.
C.
fontaine, Ind., with
filed for record in
lota one and two and of the
tained in said mortgage,and the State of Michigan, on the 10th day the offi(| ®f^es Raster
Register of
of Deeds
De
the samples of
north one-half of lot three,
statute in such case made and pro- of September, 1932, in
0f
Ottawa
County.
Mi<
of
Ottawa
County.
Michigan,
on
the
Reid’s Yellow
CHIROPRACTOR
block twelve,Hope college advided, on Tuesday, the Fourteenth of mortgages, on page One on eighth day of July, 1918, recorded
Dent, that won for
dition to the City of Holland,
day of March, 1932, at 10 o’clock in which mortgage there is claimed in Liber 129 of Mortgageson Page Offiee: Hoilaad City SUta Baak
him the title of
Hours. 10-11:30aja.i 1-8 * 7-3 p.m
Michigan, excepting the south
the forenoon, the undersigned will, to be due at the date of this no- 22 thereof.
Corn King of
six feet thereof which ia reat the North front entrance to the tice, for principaland interest at
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
served for a public alley, all
America, at tho InCourthousein the City of Grand the date of this notice, the sum of That said mortgage will be foreExpires March 25
according to tne recorded plat
Haven, Michigan, that being the Six Thousand Seventy-Nine and closed pursuant to power of sale,
ternational LiveMORTGAGE SALE
of said Hope College addition
place where the Circuit Court for 6-100 dollars, and an Attorney's and the premises therein described
stock Exposition.
PONTIAC the County of Ottawa is held, sell fee of Thirty-Five dollars, as proon record in the offiee of tha
His corn produces
STRAIGHT EIGHT—
WHEREAS, default has been register of deeds for Ottawa
at public auction, to the highest vided for by law, and no suit or
The Southeast Quarter of
101 bushelsto the
Alexander L. H. Dar>
made in the payment of moneys
county, Michigan, at the north
bidder, the premisesdescribed in proceedings at law having been
irter of Secthe Southwest Qua
acre./
ragh, Tllden Technical
secured by a mortgage, dated the
front door of the Court Home
said mortgage, or so much thereof, institutedto recover the moneys
tion Thirty-five, Township Six
27th day of July, 1928, executed
High school teacher in
in the city of Grand Haven,
as may be necessary to pay the secured by said mortgage, or any
North, Range Sixteen West,
Michigan, that being the place
Chicago was one of
amount due on said mortgage, with part thereof, and Clarence Jalving lying within said County and State, and given by Gcrrit John Van ZoeARRESTED IN NEWARK, N .•*
for holding the Circuit Court
six per cent interest, and all legal having been appointed receiver of will be sold at public auctionto the ren and Anna Elizabeth Van Zoethe first to win an
—Robert Elliot Burns, author t '
of said county,on the 28rd day
costs, together with said Attorney’s said Peoples State Bank, by the highest bidder for caah by the ren, his wife, of Holland, Michigan,
automobile In the Bar
the famous story, “I Am a Fugi
of February, 1038, at ten
fee of Fifteen and no-100 dollars, Circuit Court for Ottawa County Sheriff of Ottawa Countv, at the as mortgagors, to the Ottawa
basol contest being
tive From a Chain Gang," was
§~;~Sr
o’clock in the forenoon.
the premises being describedin in Chancery, in a suit wherein Ru- front door of the Court House, in County Building & Loan Associaconducted by Slngln*
arraigned and held In $25,000
Dated: Nov. 22, 1932.
said mortgage as follows, to-wit: dolph E. Reichert, State Banking the dty of Grand Haven, in aaid tion, a corporationof the same
Sam, famous radio arCommissioner, is plaintiff,and the
RALPH F. TEERMAN,
bail. Warden John H. Hardy, Jr.,
Lot Twenty (20) of Vanden
County and State, on January place, as mortgagee, which morttist. Five cars a week
said Peoples State Bank is de- tenth, 1933, at two o’clock P. M. gage was recorded in the office of
Assignee of Mortgagee.
of the Troup County, Ga., chain
Bosch's Subdivisionof lots two
are being awarded In
fendant;
There is due and payable at the the Register of Deeds for Ottawa CARL E. HOFFMAN,
(2), three (3) and four (4), and
i gang, from which he escaped,
Notice is hereby given, that hy date of this notice upon the debt County, Michigan, on the 16th day
the contest
Attorney for Assignee of
parts of lots five (5), six (6).
icame to take him back, but he
virtue of the power of sale con- secured by said mortgage, the sum of August, A. D. 1928, in Libor 129
Mortgagee.
and
seven
(7)
of
Block
"B,"
was freed by Governor Moore.
tained in said mortgage, and the of $1,035.62.
of Mortgages,on page 553, on Business Addreas:
City of Holland, County of Otstatute in such case made and
which mortgage there is claimed to
Dated October eighth,1932.
Holland, Michigan.
tawa, State of Michigan, acprovided,on Monday, the 23rd day
he due at this time the sum of Five
The Federal Land Bank
cording
to
the
recorded
map
CH AS. SAMSON, M.D.
of
January,
1933,
at
10
o’clock
in
Thousand, One Hundred Fifty-two
of Saint Paul
CHAIN STORE TAXATION
thereof, on record in the ofT«nl Within • Tent
Expires March 11
28 West Eighth SL
the forenoon,eastern standard
Mortgagee. and 43-100 Dollars ($5,152.43),
IS PREVENTED BY
fice of the Register of Deeds
(Over IVkker’s Shoe Store)
"Several A'liitern ago I iKH-ume ac
time, the undersigned will, at the Clapperton & Owen,
principal
and
interest,
and
an
atDel UOIY COURT
for said Ottawa County, MichPost-Graduate
qunliileU wlili u method of wlulf
north Front Door of the courthouse Attornevs for the Mortgagee,
torney fee of Thirty-five Dollars
MORTGAGE BALE
igan, together with all teneEYE— EAR— NOSE— THROAT caniiiliigwhich I iielieve wns. ami
in the City of Grand Haven, Ot- Grand Rapids. Michigan.
($35.00),being tho legal attorney
In a suit brought by the Kroger
ments,
hereditaments
and
apGLASSES FITTED
Is. Just ahoui ns Ingenious ns om
tawa county, Mich., that being the
fee in said mortgage provided,and
Grocery
Baking company as Office Hours:
purtenances thereunto belongwould exiwet to meet with in man)
place where the Circuit Court for
WHEREAS, default has been
no suit or proceedings having been
plaintiffsto enjoin the enforce- 10-11:30a.
ing.
2:00-5:00 p. m. a moon.” writes ItuhertI’nge Lin
Expires
February
11.
the County of Ottawa is held, sell
institutedat law to recover the made in the payment of moneys
ment of an ordinance drafted by Saturday Evening, 7:00-9:00 p. m. coin In Forest and Stream. "A
PETER MASS,
at public auction, to the highest
debt or any part thereof secured
the City of Uamframck, Mich.,
Closed Wednesday Afternoons
Mortgagee.
trapper showed me the trick. It In
secured by a mortgage dated the
bidder, the premisesdescribed in
(by said mortgage, whereby the
which is part of Detroit, the court
MORTGAGE SALE
volved the use of two wall tents J. THOS. MAHAN,
said mortgage, or so much thereof,
30th day of December A. D., 1925,
power
of
sale
contained
in
said
ruled against the city in question
Expires March 25
The one lent us I remember It, was
as may be necessary to pay the
Attorney
for
Mortgagee.
executed and given by Bert Grinon the grounds that the tax was
MORTGAGE SALE
nine by eleven, while the other was
amount due on said mortgage, with
Address,
wis and Reka Grinwis, jointly and
unconstitutionaland beyond the
WHEREAS, default has been twelve by fourteen. The smsllei Business
6\4- per cent interest, and all legal m ado ^ in ^ t h if pa y m o n t of moneyarel
yj"
Holland, Michigan.
power of a city gr village to levy. made in the payment of moneys se- tent was erected Inside of the
severallyas husband and wife of
.costs, together with said Attor- cured by a mortgage, dated the 2nd
said power of sale, and In pursuThe City of Hamtramck, Mien., cured by a mortgage, dated the larger tent A good Job had been
the City of Holland,County of Otney’s fee of Thirty-Five dollars, day of August, 1924, executed and
of the statute in such case
which is part of Greater Detroit, 31st day of January, 1917, executed done of pegging down and stretch
the premises being described in given by John Vanden Burg and ance
Expires Feb. 18.
made and provided,the said mort tawa and State of Michigan, as
attemptedto impose a graduated and given by Veit Manufacturing log both of these tents. The re
said mortgage as follows, . to-wit: Henrietta Vanden Burg, his wife,
MORTGAGE SALE
gage will be foreclosedby sale of mortgagors,to the Holland City
tax on chain stores, beginning with
, .Company, a Michigan corporation, suit was that the outer tent was a
Lots Ninety-Eight (98), and Nine- of Holland Township, Ottawa
the premisestherein described at City State Bank of Holland, Michi|25 for the first store, $50 lor the . of Gran(j Rgpjds and Holland, windbreak par excellenceand that
WHEREAS, default has been ty-Nine (99), Jenison Park, ac- County, Michigan, as mortgagors, public auction to the highest bid- gan, a corporation organized and
second store, $75 for the third Counties of Kent and Ottawa, State even In the coldest winter weather
made in the payment of moneys cording to the recorded plat there- to the First State Bank, of Hol- der at the north front door of the existingunder and by virtue of the
•tore and $1,000 for each of four of Michigan, as mortgagor, to the the Inside wns well protected, the
secured by a mortgage dated the of, all in the Township of Parki’ land, Michigan, a corporation orcourthouse in the City of Grand laws of the State of Michigan, as
or more stores.
First State Bank of Holland, Mich- camp stove, a box affair, keeping 24th day of November A. D., 1931, County of Ottawa and State oi
ganized and existi%T under and by Haven, Ottawa County, Michigan, mortgagee, which mortgage la reIn Holland the Kroger company igan, a Michigan corporation,as an even temperature within."
executed and piven by William P. Michigan.
virtue of the laws of the State of that being the place where the corded in the office of tne Register
has four stores, so that if this tax mortgagee,which mortgage was
Scott, unmarried, of the City of Dated Oct. 26, 1932.
Michigan, as mortgagee, which Circut Court for the County of of Deeds for the County of Ottawa.
would have been valid the amount recorded in the office of the RegisCLARENCE JALVING,
Holland, Ottawa County, Michimortgage was recorded in the of- Ottawa is held, on Monday, the Michigan, on the second day of
of tax imposed could easily be ter of Deeds for Ottawa County,
as mortgagor,to Frank H. Receiver of Peoples State Bank,
fice of the Register of Deeds for
January A. D., 1926, in Liber 147
computed on that basis.
Michigan, on the 6th day of Feb12897— ExpiresJan. 6
Mortgagee. Ottawa County, Michigan, on the itfth day of March, A. I). 1933, at
Pifer and Mamie C. Pifer, his wife,
of Mortgages on Page 78, on which
two
o’clock,
eastern
standard
time,
The Wayne county circuit court, ruary, A. D. 1917, in Liber 102 of
residents of the Townshipof Park, ELBERN PARSONS,
14th day of August, A. I). 1924, in m the afternoon of that day, which mortgage there is claimed to be
holding in the City of Detroit, held Mortgages on page 382, on which STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate
Attorney for Receiver.
Ottawa
County, Michigan, as mortLiber
135
of
Mortgages,
on
Page
Court for the County of Ottawa.
premises are describedin said due at this time the sum of Three
against the right of a municipal mortgage there is claimed to be
gagees, which mortgage was re- Business Address:
394, on which mortgage there is mortgage as follows, to-wit:
thousand one hundred twentycorporation to collecttaxes under due at this time the sum of Nine
At a session of said Court, held at
Holland,
Michigan.
corded in the office of the Regisclaimed to be due at this time the
seven and seventy-seven one-hunAll that part of lot numbered
such an ordinance.This is the Thousand, Six Hundred Forty- the Probate Officein the City of Grand
ter of Deeds for Ottawa County,
sum of Three Thousand, Eight Four (4), in Block numbered dredths ($3,127.77) Dollars for
firtt case brought to test, the three and 50-100 Dollars ($9,643.- Haven in said County, on the 19tb day
Michigan, on the first day of DeHundred Three and 7-100 Dollars Sixty-six (66), City of Holprincipal and interest, and the furvaUdity of a law whereby a mu- 50), principaland interest, and an of Dec.. A.D. 1932.
Expires Feb. 4.
cember A. D., 1931 in Liber 161
($3,803.07), principaland interest,
ther sum of Twenty ($20J)0) Dolland, Ottawa County, Michinicipalityis empoweredto levy attorney fee of Thirty-fiveDollars Present: Hon. James J. Danhof,
of Mortna^es on Page 332, on
and an attorney fee of Thirty-five gan, which is bounded as follars for fire insurance premiums,
NOTICE OF
discriminatory taxes under such ($35.00),being the l,egal attorney Judge of Probate.
which mortgage there is claimed
Dollars ($35 00), being the legal
payment of which is in defaultand
lows, to-wit: Commencing on
[ordinance.
fee in said mortgage provided,and
MORTGAGE SALE
In the Matter of the Estate of
to be due at this time the sum
attorney fee in said mortgage prothe North line of said lot numhas been paid by the mortgagee unle Kroger company considers no suit or proceedings having been
of
Five
Hundred
Eighty-three
vided,
and
no
suit
or
proceedings
der the provisionsof said mortgage
bered Four (4), two hundred
an important victory against institutedat law to recover the FREDERICK E. STONE, Decesicd ($583.00), Dollars, and an attorDefault having been made in the having been institutedat law to
and the further sum of Thirty-five
forty-six (246), feet East;
It appearing to the court that the
a taxation of this kind.
debt or any part thereof secured
ney fee of Fifty ($50.00), Dollars, conditionsof a certain mortgage recover the debt or any part there($35.00) Dollars, being the legal
from the Northwestcorner of
The case was tried on its merits by said mortgage, whereby the time for presentation of claims agsinsl
being the attorney fee in said made by Louis Van Der Veen and of secured by said mortgage,
attorney fee in said mortgage prosaid lot running thence East on
in the Michigan court before Judge power of sale containedin said said estate should be limited and that
mortgage provided,and no suit or Catherine J. Van Der Veen, his whereby the power of sale convided, and no suit or proceedings
the North side of said lot fifty
Theodore J. Richter, circuit court, mortgage has become operative. a time and place be appointed to reproceedings having been instituted
to John Kammeraadand Ce- tained in said mortgage has become
(50) feet. Thence South to the
having been institutedat law to
who heard the evidence during a
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is ceive, examine and adjust all claims at law to recover the debt or any wife,
operative.
recover the debt or any part thereSouth line of said lot, thence
four-day trial. In his written hereby given that by virtue of the and demands against said deceasedby part thereof, secured by the mort- cilia Kammeraad, his wife, dated
the 28th day of March, 1931, and
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is
West on the South line of said
of, secured by said mortgage,
opinion Judge Richter said:
said power of sale, and in pursu- and before said court;
gage whereby the power of sale recorded in the office of the Reg- hereby given that by virtue of the
It i« Ordered, That creditors of said
lot Fifty (50) f(«t thence
whereby the power of sale con"There can be little doubt of the ance UI
of the
WIC Dstatute
LU LA: in
III such
OUV.ii case
contained in said mortgagehas be- ister of Deeds for the County of said power of sale, and in pursuNorth to the place of begintained in said mortgage has beunconstitutionalityof the ordi- made and provided,the said mort- d< cased are required to present their come operative;now, therefore,
ning. Accordingto the surcome operative.
nance itself. Whatever may be frage will be foreclosedby sale of claims to said court at said Probate notice is hereby given that by vir- Ottawa and State of Michigan, on ance of the statute in such case
the 31st day of March, 1931, in made and provided,the said mortTHEREFORE, notice is
veyed plat thereof, now on file '
the rights of the city to regulate the premisestherein described at Office on or before the
tue of the said power of sale and Liber 163 of mortgages, on page gage will be foreclosedby sale of
in the office of the Register
hereby given that by virtue of said
food stores they cannot, under the public auction to the highest bid19th Day •( AyrO. A.D. 1933
in pursuance of the statute in 198, on which mortgage there is the premises therein described at
power of sale and in pursuance of
of Deeds of said Ottawa Counguise of regulation or taxation, der at the north front door of the
such case made and provided,the claimed to be due at the date of public auction to the highest bidthe statutein such case made and
ty.
enact an ordinance calling for the courthouse in the City of Grand at ten o’clock in the forenoon, said said mortgage will be foreclosed by
this notice,for principal and in- der at the north front door of the
The mortgageemay elect to pay provided,the said mortgagewill be
payment of differentamounts for Haven, Ottawa County, Michigan, time and place being hereby appoint- the sale of the premisestherein
terest, the sum of Eight Hundred court house in the City of Grand any taxes due, in accordance with foreclosedby the sale of the premthe same privilege-That of op- that being the place where the Cir- ed for the examination and adjutt- described,at public auction to the
Fifty-sevenand 13-100 dollars, and Haven, Ottawa County, Michigan, the terms of said mortgage, prior ises therein described, at public
ment
of
all
claims
and
demand
erating one store — just because cuit Court for the County of Othighest bidder, at the east front an Attorney’s fee as provided for
that being the place where the to the date of said foreclosure sale. auction to the highest bidder, at
sg'inat
said
r
one, two, three or four stores may tawa is held, on Monday, the 27th
door of the courthouse in the City in said mortgage,and no suit or
Circuit Court for the County of
Dated this 28th day of Decem- the north front door of the courtbe operated in addition to that day of March, A. D. 1933, at two
of Grand Haven, County of Ot- proceedings at law having been inhouse in the City of Grand Haven,
one. This is an arbitrary, un- o’clock in the afternoon of that day, It is Furthar Ordered, That Pablic tawa, State of Michigan, that be- stitutedto recover the moneys se- Ottawa is held, on Monday, the ber, A. D. 1932.
notice thereofbo fciven by publics
13th day of February, A. D. 1933,
OTTAWA BUILDING AND
Ottawa County, Michigan, that bejust and illegal classification."
which premises are described in tion of • copy of this order for three ing the place where the Circuit cured by said mortgage,or any
at two o’clock,eastern standard
ing the place where the Circuit
LOAN ASSOCIATION,
The court ordered a permanent said mortgage as follows,to-wit:
successive weeks pevioas to said day Court for the County of Ottawa part thereof.
time, in the afternoon of that day,
Mortgagee.
Court for the County of Ottawa is
injunction against the City of
The following describedland and of hearing in tha Holland City Newt, is held, on the 20th day of FebruNotice is Hereby Given, that by
Hamtramck from enforcingthe premises, situated in the City of • newspaper printed and circulated \r. ary A. D., 1932, at two o’clock in virtue of the power of sale con- which premises are described in DIEKEMA, CROSS & TEN CATE, held, on Monday, the 13th day of
said mortgageas follows, to-wit:
Attorneys for Mortgagee.
March A. D„ 1933, at two o’clock
ordinance.
Holland, County of Ottawa, State said county.
the afternoon of that date, which tained in said mortgage, and the
The followingdescribed land
Business Address:
in the afternoon of that date, which
Messrs. Butzel, Levin and Win- of Michigan, viz.:
premises are described in said statutein such case made and proand premises, situated in the
premises are describedin said
Holland, Michigan.
JAMES] DANHOF,
ston of Detroit, «nd Nichols, MorLots three (3), four (4), five
mortgage as follows:
vided, on Tuesday, the 7th day of
Township of Holland, County
mortgage as follows:
A
true
JudA#
cf Probate
rill, Wood, Marx and Gintcr of
(5), six (6) and seven (7) of
The following described lands February, 1933, at two o’clock in
of Ottawa, and State of MichThe followingdescribedland and
Cincinnati,representedthe KroHope College Addition to the
and premises situatedin the Town- the afternoon, Eastern Standard
HARRIET SWART.
igan, viz: The North sixty
premises, situated in the City of
ger Grocery A Baking company.
City of Holland, and lots one
Register of Probate
ship of Park, County of Ottawa, Time, the undersigned will, at the
STATE OP MICHIGAN-Th. Pro- Holland, County of Ottawa and
(60) acres of the East half of
o
hundred eighteen (118), one
State of Michigan, viz.:
North Front Door of the Court
b«l« Coart for th* County of Ou«w*.
the Northwestquarter of SecState of Michigan,viz.:
Copy Doth to BUmo
hundred nineteen (119), one
Lot 146 and the east 20 feet
louse in the City of Grand Haven,
resiion of laid Coart, hold at
tion eleven (11), Township five
hundred twenty (120), one
Michigan, that being the place
of Lot 147 of Jenison Park
All that part of the South jKj
Whenever a blizzardcomes our
th*
Probat*
Offlc*
in
th*
City
of
Grand
(5), North of Range fifteen
Expires Jan. 7
hundred twenty-one (121),
where the Circuit Court for the
Plat, according
rding to the recordway from out of the north we have
Half (1-2) of the Northwest
H*v*n in aaid County, or th*l2th day
(15) West.
one hundred twenty-two (122),
County of Ottawa is held, sell at
No. 13758
ed plat thereof, in the Register
• ausplclon that a former Ooal dealQuarter (1-4) of the SouthThe mortgagee may elect to pay if December, A. D. 1932
one hundred twenty-three
public auction, to the highest bid
of Deeds Office, County of Oter la on the copy desk and heads
STATE OF MICHIGAN
any taxes due, in accordance with IPrcient: Hon. Jam*a J. Danhof, west Quarter (1-4) of Section
(123),
one
hundred
twentyder,
the
premises
described
in
said
Its arrival "Cold Snap."— Atlanta
PROBATE COURT FOR tawa and State of Michigan,
thirty-two(82), Town five
mortgage,or so much thereof,as the terms of said mortgage, prior lodge of Probat*.
four (124), in Bay View Adtogether with all tenements,
Constitution.
(5), North of Range fifteen
to the date of said foreclosuresale.
THE
COUNTY
OF
OTTAWA
In
the
Matter
of
the
Estate
of
may be necessary to pay the
dition to the City of Holland,
hereditamentsand appurte(16) West, which is bounded
Dated
this 16th day of NovemAt • session of said Court, held
amount due on said mortgage, with
according to the recorded plata
nances thereunto belonging.
and describedas follows: BeHENDRIK (HENRY) M.VAN
at the Probate Office in the City
6% per cent interest, and all legal ber. A. D. 1932.
thereof,together with the 12FRANK
C. PIFER,
KAMPEN, Deceased ginning at a point one hundred
of Grand Haven in aaid County,
FIRST STATE BANK OF
costs, together with said Attorfoot alley lying to the north
MAMIE C. PIFER,
fifteen and five-tentha(115.5)
HOLLAND,
MICHIGAN,
on the 7th day of December A. D.
lit
appearing
to
tha coart that the
ney’s fee of Thirty-fivedollars, the
Mortgagees.
of Lots one hundred eighteen
feet East and eighty-two (82)
Mortgagee.
.
time for presentation of claims againat
premisesbeing described in said
(118), one hundred nineteen
CHAS. H. McBRIDE,
feet South of the intersection
DIEKEMA, CROSS & TEN CATE, said estate ihoold be limited and that
Present: Hon. James J. Danhof,
mortnge as follows, to-wit:
Attorney for Mortgagees.
(119), and one hundred twenty
of the center lines of Michigan
Attorneys for Mortgagee.
Judge
of Probate.
a time and place be appointed to reLot
numbered
two
hundred
(120), which is now vacated or
Business Address:
Avenue and Twenty-sixth
Business Address:
In the Matter of the Estate of
ceive,
examine
and
adjust
all
claims
twenty-seven
(227),
Diekema
HolUnd, Michigan.
about to be vacated by the
(26th) Street; running thence
Holland,
Michigan.
Leonard Michielscn, Deceased.
and
demands
againat
aaid
deceased
by
Homestead Additipn to the
Dated November 24th. 1932.
City of Holland, together with
South fifty (50) feet; thence
Eva Michielsen,having filed in
and before said court;
City of Holland, all according
all buildings erected on said
West one hundred forty-six
said court her petition praying that
•0 Fagwvsd Shoots
to the recorded plat thereof on
property and all machinery,
TYLER VAN LANDEGEND lit is Order, That creditors of said and five-tenths
the administration of said estate
record in the office of the Reg75 Eavolopoi
shafting,belting, tools and imdeceased are requiredto present
Dr. J. O.
the east line of
be granted to- John Gelien or to
Mill
supplies, electric pumps,
ister
of
Deeds
for
Ottawa
plements, fixed and movable
their claims to said court at said
nue; thence in
some other suitable person,
plumbing
and
heating,
Un
and
the
Dentist
County, Michigan, all in
therein situated, or which may
Probate Office on or before the
erly directionalong the east
It is Ordered, that the
sheet metal work.
Count
Township of‘ Holland, County
Phone
Hoars: 8:80 to 12:00
hereafter be placed therein
line of Michigan Al
12th day *1 April, A. D., 1933
lOth day of January A. D. 1933,
of
Ottawa,
and
State
of
Michi6-4004
l:IOto8pjn
before the full payment of this
49 W. 8th ST. HOLLAND. MICH.
six and ona-tenth (56.1)
at ten o’clockin the forenoon, at
111 Mad. Arts BMf.
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, said
mortgage, it being understood
Phone 8204
thence East parallel
said probate office, be and is hereDated: Thia 4th day of NovemGRAND
RAPIDS.
MICH
time and place being hereby appelatthat all machinery for this
Twenty-sixth
»)
by appointed for hearing said petiber, A. D. 1932.
ed for the examination and adjustpurpose is to be considered
one hundred
tion;
JOHN
KAMMERAAD,
ment
of
all
claims
and
damands
and treated as real estate. *
tenths (120.8)
It is Furthered Ordered, That
CECILIA KAMMERAAD.
againatsaid deceased.
The mortgagee may elect to pay
H. R.
of
Wham Quality la wasted, you
public notice thereof be given by
Mortgagees.
PERSONAL
any taxes due, In accordance with
It la Further Ordered, That pubpublicationof a copy of this order,
LOKKER A DEN HERDER,
STEEL
the terms of said mortgage, prior
Drugs, Medicines and
lic notice thereof be given by pubonce each week for three succesAttorney for Mortgagees.
to the date of said foreclosuresale.
lication of a copy of thia order for
sive weeks previous to said day of
Business Address:
Toflet Articles
aluei up to $7.50
Dated this 29th day of Decemthree successiveweeks previous to
Zeekad Art Stadio
HolUnd. Michigan.
hearing, in the Holland City News,
ber, A. D. 1932.
aaid day of hearing, in the Holland
Itct your own dulgn
a newspaperprinted and circulated
City News, a newspaper printedand
FIRST STATE BANK OF HOLfar year finest Photographs
in said county.
Langdand FuneiaJ Bona
circulatedin said county.
LAND, MICHIIGAN.
DR. E. J.
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Page Pour
shal Martin Brown apd Chief Deputy Marshal Andrew Dowd, are at
Sault Ste, Marie, where Judge Ray
mond is holding the midwinter session of federal court for the upper
A motion was fllod by attorneys peninsula district.
for the defense for a retrial of the
Thirty-seven high schol alumni
malpractice
^practice suit brought
brought by Anthou
'
>nir Van der Die against
Dr. W. were present at the annual banR. Kool of Holland on grounds of quet of the group on last Thurs•U excessive verdict. The plaintiff day evening in the First Methwas awarded a verdict of |8750 sev- odist Episcopal church. Three mueral davs ago as damages for the sic numbers filled in between the
crippled arm of his 5-year-oldson, courses;a piano solo by Miss Ruth
Van Oss, a vocal solo by Miss Jean
Arnold.
Herman, and a violin solo by Richard Keeler,
Ceeler. After the dinner elecLots of times we’d think the per- tions were held. Sherwood Price,
former rotten if we didn’t know son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
that he gets $5000 a night
Price of West Fifteenth street,

1000 Cases

Of

Measles In
This County

in the church. Mrs.

L

Klevit had January 26.

noon with Miss Anna Geerts.
few days last wsek at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul {fchilleman Miss Janet Kooyers was a sup- Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Thayer.
\T~—
featured with two dialogues by a and Delbert Schilleman and friend per guest at the home of Miss JaSchool opened dgain Tuesday
group of children.Election
_____
of offi- were visitors at the home of Mr.
net Vinkemulderlast Sunday eve- morning.
cere will take place at the next and Mrs. John Diepenhorat on Wed- ning.
Mr. and Mrs. John Overbeek
meeting. Miss Mary Wichere and nesday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Hop visited
Gregg, landscape spe- Mrs. H. Van Dragt were hostesses.

Allegan County

IN6WS

Mr. O. I.
cialist from the Michigan State
college, will hold the third meeting
DR. TEN HAVE OF THE COUN of his series in the Griswold audiA “Happy New Year” to
Mr. and Mrs. Harm Looman atreceived his diploma at
TY HEALTH UNIT GIVES torium in Allegan on Tuesday, Chicago,
and
| tended the funeral of Mr. Benjamin
the graduationof the fall term mulder at CrWp.
INTERESTING REPORT
-o(J. Klinestekerat Holland list
Miss Hilda Kuipers spent Thun
Jan. 10, at 2 p. m., fast time. This class, December 22.
OLIVE
Klinestekerwadi a
day with Miss Gen<
will be an illustrated lecture on
_. jeva Van Den
' "0Below will be found rather an “Perennials and Their Uses."
brother-in-lawof Mr. Looman.
Hulst
ALLEGAN
CHILD
FALLS
interesting report from Dr. Ten
. I Mri* Franklin Veldheer, who has
These meetings are open to the
The school bells will again be
INTO CISTERN AT REAR
Mrs George Wedeven is sen- been ill with the grippe, is reHave of the health unit of Ottawa public and those interested in landringing
Tuesday
morning.
OF HOME AND DROWNS
county where a tabulation gives scape work are invited to attend
.
ported on the road to recovery,
The Misses Ixiuise Mokma, Jrene °UMy 1 ' j
some conception of communicable these meetings.
n
and Mr8; Martin Ziemenick, who has been
Bos, Janet Van Dyke and Florence Bell and children have returned very ill following an operation,is
diseases that Ottawa county had
Ralph Walters. 3, son of Mr. and
• • •
Diepenhoratspent Friday after- from Croton, where they spent a somewhat improved.
had to contend with during the
Miss Muriel Dundas, nutrition Mrs. Wilbur Walters, Allegan, fell
year ending October 1:
into a cistern under the back porch
will head the National Honspecialist from the Michigan State
Measles, 1,051 cases.
Tuesday at Allegan and was
college, will meet with the county
If only tree surgeons were or societyof Holland high school Scarlet fever, 87 cases.
for the coming year. Miss Marian
leaders of home economics groups drowned before his absence was
authorisedto trim family trees.
Chicken pox, 99 cases.
Luidens of 394 College avenue has
of Allegan count* on Wednesday, noted.
Diphtheria,8 cases.
Mrs. Walters went to the store,
been chosen vice president and
January 11, at 10 a. m., fast time,
Miss Nell Breen, mission worker,
Whooping cough, 208 cases.
Miss Margaret Dregman of West
in the Griswold Memorial building leaving the child at play. When
recently returned from Africa, Fourteenth street is secretaryand
Infantile paralysis,5 cases.
in Allegan. This is the third of she returned she could not find him.
where she was associatedwith Miss
Typhoid fever, 2 cases.
treasurer. Officers for the past year
the series of winter meetings on Panic-stricken,she suddenly saw
Johanna Veenstra in the United Suwhere he had been playing around
have been Miss Helen Eberhardt, Mumps, 126 cases.
'Nutrition.”
iE’, dan mission, will address two gathTuberculosis:
the cistern, and that the cover was
president; Miss Virginia Kooiker,
•
*
•
erings of women the coming week.
Clinics, 23; number attending
off.
vice president;Miss Helen SprietsMr.
and
Mrs.
Gerrit
Boeve,
EbenThursday evening she will speak at
The sheriff’soffice was called
ma, secretary and treasurer.Since clinics, 485; new cases found, 13; ezer, entertainedMiss Harriet
the Burton Heights Christian Rethe
inauguration of the National old cases returned, 104; contacts Boeve of Lansing over the week and officers recovered the body in
formed church, Grand Rapids, una few minutes.
Honor society at Holland high examined, 235; home visits,349.
end.
der auspices of the ladies mission
Immunization:
The Walters have another child
school in 1923, over 150 graduates
society. Maranatha. Friday evening
Children given treatments (three
2 months old.
have been selected to membership.
she will appear at the Coldbrook
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Van Valo Among those present were Miss doses of toxoid each), 630; children kenburg
Christian Reformed church.
celebrated their golden
Helen Eberhart, Miss Hester Pel- given Schick test, 3,440; children wedding anniversaryMonday of MRS. J. LEWIS DIES
legrom, Miss Ruth Van Oss, Miss vaccinated against smallpox, 870;
OF HEART ATTACK
Conrad Smith of Holland will re- Jean Herman, Miss Vera Damstra, children given Dick test for scar- this week at their farm home near
Ganges. Members of the Ganges
tire on New Year’s day, bringingto
let
fever,
33;
scarlet
fever
treatLeon Winstrom, Miss Adelaide Ebwoman’s home missionary society Mrs. James Lewis, 66, died suda close 20 years as caretaker at berhardt,Melvin Lievense,Richard ments given, 2.
First State bank. Mr. Smith moved
The health officer’s report cov- assisted the hostess in preparing denly Tuesday morning at her
Keeler,Miss Rose Witteveen, Miss
the cooperative dinner.f. Old
__________
friends home, 24 ^ West First street. She
to Holland 20 years ago from a
Beatrice Visser. Miss Marian Lui- ers three pages of closely typefarm in North Holland to take up dens, Miss Velda Blair, Miss Alice written figures,the highlightsof or neighbors gathered in large num has been a residentof Holland for
#
bers and it was a real neighborly the past five years, prior to which
his duties at the bank. He is in the
Boter, Miss Grace Bruireman, Miss which show the deaths from canaffair. The afternoonfeatured a
70’s and will retire after two decdifficulty of solving the railroad problem has been greatly increased by
Helen Sprietsma,Miss Sarah cer numbered 53; cerebral hemor- short talk, music and visiting. Mr. she lived in Bradley.
ades of service. He will be succeedSurviving are her husband; two
Lacey, Miss Margaret Dregman, rhage 60; hardening of the arter- and Mrs. Van Valkenburg are
the
development
of competing means of transportation by highway, waterway and
ed by Charies Blander, for many
ies 29; auto accidents 16; flu 15;
daughters, Mrs. Joshua Shagonoby
years township clerk of Holland Miss Olive Wishmeier, Miss Helena diabetes 11; premature birth 12. It among our highly esteemed resi- and Mrs. Isaac Shagonoby, both of airway, which are aided by subsidies by our national and state governments, and
Visscher, Miss Haiel Marcus, Sherdents, having lived here for many
township.
wood Price, Miss Katherine Boere, also shows that the heath officer ears. They have one daughter, Holland,and four sons, John Lewis, by exemption from such regulation as is applied to the railroads. The importance
Miss Luberta Van Doesburg, Miss attended 2,289 health meetings ll rs. Vera ________ ____________ Lexis Lewis of Wayland, Richard
Parrish of Detroit and
Gordon Alexander’sthree and Wilma Van Doesburg, Miss Edith during the year, distributed1,778
of the railroads to the economic welfare of the country is such that constructive
Lewis of Mt. Pleasant and William
one-halfyear battle to win a diplo- Boeve, Miss EsUier Kooyers, My- different bulletins, also receiving one granddaughter,Marlene Par- Lewis of Holland.
rish.
efforts
to solve the problem must be made at once, confronted as we are by evima from Hope College next spring ron Kollen, Miss Jean Bosman, much publicitythrough the newsserviceswere held
has been ended by failing eyesight. Miss Mae Beekman, Miss Delia papers. He has made 1,206 visits
Thursday noon at the home here, dence of the effects produced upon the entire industry and commerce of the counAn excellent example of sand- after which the body was taken to
Fraternitybrothers for some time Helder, Miss Eva Tysae, Willard to schools, made 534 calls to the
had read Alexander’s assignments Meengs, Ervin Hoffman,Miss Es- homes of school children, gave 1,- dune control by forest plantingmay Bradley for services in the Method- try by the decline in railroad earnings.
aloud to him after he became albe found at Saugatuck, Mich., ist Episcopal church there.
ther Harris, Miss Bernice Van Spy- 569 physical examinations, found
IS INDISPENSABLE
most blind in the hope that their ker, Miss Emma Hoekje and Su- 1,333 defectivein one form or an- where Old Bald Head mountain,
o
efforts would aid him to graduate.
300
feet
high
and
boasting
an
erodLING
OF
perintendentof Schools E. E. Fell. other, especially the eyes, teeth
You Can’t Kill Eagles
Alexander has returned to his home
ing area of four acres, is being held
and tonsils.
in High Bridge,N.Y., to seek treatare the facts as to the decline in railway earnings during this depresThe financial report states as in place with trees, federal forest
MOTHER OF DAN
ment for his eyes.
ers reported this week. For some
follows:
Just because golden and bald- sion. The gross earnings in 1929 were $6,360,000,000 vyhile in 1932 they will
PAGELSEN DIES Assured from Jan. 1, 1933, to time the dune had been encroaching headed eagles are not mentioned
on the channel of the Kalamazoo specifically by name in the general approximate only $3,200,000,000.Railroad operating expenses are 45 per cent
An exhibit staged in Holland by
July 1, 1933:
river and threatening cottages near
the Michigan state police this week
game laws of Michigan, many less than they were in 929, a decline of $2,052,000,000. This was effected by the
State,
$1,150;
United
States
pubMrs. Ernestine Pagelsen, widow
its base. Under the direction of R.
Is Droving to be of unusual interest
of the late Hon. Charles T. Pagel- lic health service,$500; Rockefel- F. Kroodsma,extension forester at persons believe that these two
and is attractinglarge crowds. Inreduction in the number of employees by about 620,000 and in the total wages
sen, died Monday at the home of ler Foundation, $375; total, $2,025. Michigan State college,the dune birds are considered predatory and
cluded in the display, arranged in
may
be
killed
at
any
time.
This
Dr.
Ten
Have
closes
his
report
her daughters in Detroit at 4 p. m.
was planted to trees in April, 1931. belief is strengthened by the fail- paid them about $ ,325,000,000. Purchases of fuel, materials and equipment have
eight glass cases, are confiscated
in part as follows:
Black locust, honey locust, pon- ure of our migratory bird treaty to been cut about $1,430,000,000.The total reduction in wages paid, and purweapons, narcotics, transmitting Mrs. Pagelsen was one of the pi“Durii
_ ng the past year not a sinoneers of Grand Haven who was
derosa, white, Norway, jack, and
methods of police, police equipment,
among
the
best
known
women
in gle case of diphtheriaor small pox pitch pines were planted, along protect eagles.However, eagles are chases, exceeds $2,750,000,000.
important cases investigated, police
this city for many years. She was has been reported in Ottawa coun- with large-sizedwillow and poplar protected in Michigan, in the same
training and identification. These
ty. The entire county has been cuttings. Carloads of brush were manner as are robins, blue herons
recovery of the railways k; eccrntial to the recovery of national prosare on exhibitionin the De Vries- one of the founders of St John’s
or gulls. They are considered micovered thoroughly so that every
Lutheran
church
together
with
her
hauled up by cable and spread over
Dorabos Furniture Go. show winperity and they cannot recover unu:> governmentpolicies that promote every kind
husband and she was a constant parent has had an opportunity to the sand between the seeming trees. gratory non-game birds, which
dows.
and devoted member of that or- have their children immunizedand The villageagain planted trees in covers hundreds of other species of competitionwith them and at the tame time impose every kind of restriction upas well as eagles. The only birds
vaccinated.An extensive survey of
1932. A high percentageof the that may be killed or captured in on the steam lines to prevent them from meeting this competition.
Three members of the class of ganisation.
all of the rural schools of the counThe
deceased
was
bom
in
Ger1888 will mark the fiftiethannivertrees survived,natural weed growth
Michigan, outside of game birds,
ty has been made of Schick testsprung up and the dune now is consary of their graduation from Hope many Jan. 19, 1838, and came to
are English sparrows, crows, blacking, for the purpose of finding the
this
country
in
1856.
She
had
lived
sidered under control.
college at the June commencement
birds, starlings,hawks and owls.
IN
The trio — Rev. Evert J. Blekkink in Grand Haven continuously since number of pupils still susceptible
That is the complete list, and when
to
diphtheria.
Two
thousand
three
of Holland, Dr. Henry Hulst of that time with the exception of the
ALL
OF
Announcement has been made of a gunner brings in anything else,
Grand Rapids and Rev. Albert OR- past several winters which she hundred twenty-six (2,326), have the marriage of Mr. James McVea,
except game birds during the legal
been
Schicked.
All
children
with
spent
with
her
daughters
in
Demana of Japan
simultaneously
vigorous action by national,state and local executives and legisnegative Schick tests have been prominent Ganges farmer, and Mrs. hunting season, he makes himself
will mark the forty-seventh anni- troit
Cora Reynolds of Fennville,at Al- liable to arrest.
lators
is
required.
They
alone have the opportunity and the power to enact and
given
cards
stating
that
they
were
Dan F. Pagelsen, Grand Haven
versary in their life careers. Of the
legan, on Christmas dav. It was a
protected from diphtheria.
flight members in the class four attorney,is a son.
enforce
the
remedial
legislation
on taxation and regulation so necessary in this
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. LeRoy, Jr., of
Parents have been more inter- surprise to their friends,who exentered the ministry,of whom Mr.
tend felicitations and best wishes.
Ann Arbor spent the Christmas va- extreme exigency.
ested in getting children of preBhkkink is the only survivor;two ALLEGAN YOUTH SHOT
« • •
cation with Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Leschool age immunized and vaccithe medical profession, one as medGUNNING FOR TURTLE nated. It cannot be stated that a Stuart Ruley, formerly well Roy. Sr., of 192 West Twelfth
forthright action the tide can be turned, and by bringing back the
ical missionary in Dr. John A. Otte,
known to many Saugatuckpeople,
who died in China; one as Reformed Wallace Lubbers, 15, of East satisfactorynumber of pre-school is now attending the University of street.
railroads' purchasing power, and by their larger employment of labor, all industry
miarionary in Japan in Dr. Albert Saugatuck was in the Holland hos- children have been immunized or Hawaii, according to word received
will
be quickened simultaneously. Every man, woman and child in tha country
pital
as
the
result
of
a
bullet
wound
EAST
NOORDELOOS
vaccinated.
The
physicians
of
the
Ottmans, who now is secretary for
from the Island University.While
Japan of the American Mission to he received while attemptingto county are supplied with toxoid for in Saugatuck last year, Ruley
would be benefited by this correction of basic causes.
The NoordeloosChoral society
Lepers, and the eighth a Japanese capture a turtle in a creek near diphtheria immunizationand the pulled the stroke oar on one of the
in Tametsue Matsda, who later died his home. After the lad had fired hospitals have been supplied with local boat club teams. He is now & has been asked to give a miscelin his native country. The ministers at the turtle,he attempted to reach vaccine with recommendations, member of the University of Ha- laneous program at the Prospect
who died were Rev. Jacob Dyke, it by breaking the ice with the butt urging mothers to have their in- waii R. O. T. C. band. Ruley’s home Christian Reformed church on
Rev. E. W. Staplekamp and Rev. of his gun. A bullet in the wea- fants vaccinated against smallpox is in Pensacola, Florida.
pon dischargedand entered the
P Dirk Scholten.Mr. Blekkink spent boy’s groin. The slug has been re- before being discharged from the
hospital. This is the most satis26 yean in Reformed pastorates
Miss Helen Orr of Holland spent
f and 16 years as professorin West- moved and the conditionof the boy factoj7 age for vaccination. Vac- the holidays at her home in Bravo,
was
reported
as
improved,
ern Theological seminary. He recinationa few days after birth and Allegan county.
o
tired in 1928. — Grand Rapids
immunizationat six months will
SOUTH OTTAWA REAL
Press.
eliminate smallpox and diphtheria.
Those who have been ill with
ESTATE TRANSFERS A great deal of work has been lu”
at Ebenezerlately were Mrs.
Louis B. Dalman spoke at the
done in connection with tubercu- J. C. Van Leeuwen, Mrs. Ethelyn
William Vander Ven et al to Lu- losis control. Clinics have been
Senior Christian Endeavor meetVan Leeuwen, Mr. and Mrs. Hering of Sixth Reformed church on cas Smith and wife, lot No. 1 of well attended.A county-wide tu- man Kortering. La Grippe is quite
Sunday evening. His topic was LawndaleCourt, City of Holland. berculintesting campaign has just prevalent nowadays.
Fred Van Wieren and wife to been completed.Ottawa county
“Looking Ahead, or Facing Life
Gallantly.w Miss Genevieve Ter Reka Bronsema, lots No. 65 and 66, has a remarkable record in case
Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. Pag have
Haar led devotions. !Miss Ger- Lake Park Subdivision of SE 1-4, and death rates of tuberculosis. At returned to Flint after being the
trude Huizenga sang two selec SE 1-4 of Section 22, T. 5 N., R 16 present there are fourteen cases of guest of Mr. and Mrs. John Holtions, “Serve the Lord” and “Ivory W., Township of Park.
tuberculosis in Muskegon county land of Fillmore.
Our Christmas Club Offers a Practical, successfulfway to have a stated amount of extra cash at the end
Foppe Visser and wife to Jacob sanatorium. Ottawa county is very
Palaces.” She was accompanied
of
the
year
by the easy method of small weekly deposits. You can deride now how much you want as a Christ'
by Dr. John Sterenberg.About W. Hobeck and wife, lot 6 Vanden fortunate in having a sanatorium
ZEELAND
thirty-fivemembers and friends Bosch’sSubdivisionof lota p, 3 and as near as Muskegon.Dr. F. H.
mas Fund and plan definitely to have it by joining the—
4, and parts of lots 5, 6 and 7, block Bartlett, who is in charge of the
were present.
Coach L. Roberts of Zeeland
B, Addition to city of Holland.
sanatorium, is also in charge of the
Harm J. Slag, Jr., to Gerrit Kam- clinics. This makes it very con- High School debating squad receivCoroner Covert Van Zantwick
was called to Marne yesterday by phuis and wife, part of N 1-2 of venient to follow up contacts of ed notice today that the local team
will meet Portage High training
the sudden death of Lucille Sobes- N 1-2 of SW 1-4, section 29, T. 6 patientsat the sanatorium as well
-----------school on Jan. 13 at Portage. The
ki. 18, in Wright township, who N., R. 15 W., and other lands,
as checking up on cases after they locals will uphold the negative side
had been ill with pneumonia but Township of Olive.
are discharged from the hospital.0f the state
Robstate question.
question. Coach
... .......
.
IS
TIME to become a member for 1933. You can enroll by making the small first dethree days. As there was no phyGerrit Estie et al. to H. Matilda
There have been two cases of erts has selected as his team Esther
sician the coroner was called. He Lippenga, part of lot 53, Post’s typhoid fever this year. Both cases
posit in the class you select. When you receive a check from us next December, you’ll be glad you joined!
Van den Bosch, Donald Van Liere
decided death was due to natural Second Addition to the City of Hol- contracted the disease outside of
and Lester DeKoster.
; cause*.— Grand Haven Tribune.
land.
the county and no other cases ocMiss Helen Clark of Zeeland was
Bessie R. Weersingto John Voss curred. Typhoid fever with proper
entertained as a house guest of
Judge Fred M. Raymond of U. S. and wife, lot No. 6 and part of precautions and proper sanitary
Mrs. Jane Peter of Grand Haven.
district court and court attaches, lot 62 of Slagh’s Addition to City measures can all be eliminated.
A dinner was given in her honor
includingClerk Orrie Sluiter, Mar- of Holland.
Classes
It is hope that during this next attended by a dozen young folks.
year a more efficient plan will be Both Miss Peter and Miss Clark
devised to give medical aid to in- are students at the University of
$2. a
digent families. The quality of Michigan, living at Betsy Barbour
medical care has been called “The Hall where Mrs. G. J. Diekema is
Index of a Civilization.”Our phy- in charge.
sical and mental health is perhaps
The negligent homicide case
the nation’sgreatest asset.
brought by the people against
-o
f Grand Rapids,
__________ _____ _ 10-year-oldboy,
for the death of a 16-year-oldboy,
Albert Zylatra, living near Zeeland,
Increasing
several months ago, was dismissed
on account of insufficient evidence.
1
1c the first week, 2c the secThe action was taken following a
Question*—38
5— Pay 5c the first week, 10c the
motion filed by Attorney Cornelius
Whfll Is now the only living
ond
week,
increase
1c
Hoffius of Grand Rapids. Mr. Stansecond week, increase 5c
representative
of the dog tribe of
ton is a well known Grand Rapids
carnivoresIn Britain?
week, for 50 weeks and get
man, over 70 years old. At the inweek, for 50 weeks and
I
Who has been called ‘The quest it was not proved conclusively
Spanish Shakespeare"?
Pay 50c the first week, 49c the
whether the boy was killed by the
8— Who defeated William T. Til$2.50 the first week, $2.45
car or whether death resultedfrom
den for the tennli championship?
second week, decrease 1c
$1
his fall onto the curb. Judge Miles
4— At what battle waa the great
the second week, decrease 5c each
dismissed the case.
Indian Tecumaeh killed and when?
week, for 50 weeks and
I£el
Dr. William Masselink of Grand
fr— At what battle waa “Rememweek, for 50 weeks and
I
Rapids Is giving a lecturein Zeeber the Alamo 1" the aoldlera1 war
land this Tuesday evening in Third
CLASS 2— Pay 2c the first week, 4c the seccry and when?
CLASS 10 -Pay 10c the first week, 20c the
Who Invented the machine ChristianReformed church. He
Two bmi lo a aMfafl and a tarasr aid Ms boy to
ond
week,
increase
2c
each
gun?
a nwlkr car bad Mopp'd on a country rood for
second week, increase 10c
CjQ
What Norwegian composer
a short disevtonn of burini to ganaraLTha
week, for 50 weeks and get
took as a basil for an orchestral
farmer aid one of the men from town were old
Bible class.
week, for 50 weeks and get
suite that has become famous, a
friends. The other was unknown to him.
Zeeland churches,with the.~rjr
excepdrama by Ibsen?
2A—
$1 the first week, 98c the
“Qrire Mr. Hartkr one of yoor cards, Bob,' sue*
lion of First Reformed,held thei.
;
10A— Pay $5.00 the first week, $4.90
What la the second largest old year services Saturday night.
ntoed tha (annarrafrisnd. M Yoa ought to do soow
river In Africa?
second week, decrease 2c
$2
IJQ
businesswith Mm beforelong.”
First Reformed held theira Friday
What la the matter with the
second week, decrease
night Monday morning the two ReNow, If Bob bad prasenisdhis card to Mr. Hartphrase: “From whence came you?”?
week, for 50 weeks and get
formed churches united in a union
ley, there woidd be little of totereat to us fa the
week, for 50 weeks and get
What la Whitsunday?
meeting in Firet Reformed church
trawacdon.SsrBetdVmfAeNacarJirffaMa/
which was addressed by Dr. S. C.
Wh atom your
or professionmaybe,
Answer*— 38
Nettinga of Western Theological
j«a cart afro to ba without a supply of personal
seminary. Many of the Christian
The common fox.
Interest
to
Totals if
are
pads. Yoor burinea is buSt by maktog y ounslf
Reformed churches also held servPedro Calderon.
known favorably to a lot of people. When folks
E0r
ices
Monday
morning.
8-Bene La Coste of France.
jasd, or consider,aomstfatog to your line, you
Classes for 1933
Allegan beat Zeeland,80 to 16 at
Your first deposit
Battle of the Thames, 1818.
•waXIhamisftoitqfyM
If thaybavyyour card
Allegan, retaining the lead throughBatUe of San Jacinto, 183K
the chaooa are in your favor.
out Until this victory, the Allegan
Richard J. GaUIng.
now being formed
will enroll you
r place fa tMs commuMtytojet
Grelg; his “Peer Gynt” suits, team had dropped four straight
games.
Hale
and
Finn
led
the
Alle1 business social or
The Congo,
'• '’1
a tMs newspaperoffice. Our
9—Tbe “from” Is redundent, gan offensive with 10 and 6 points,
i you just as much a the cards.
“whence” meaning from what respectively, while Borst was high
point man for Zeeland with 7.
place.
Yee imd ihm NOW I
Whitsunday la in contrast Twenty-six fouls were called in the
with Lent, in that no fasting was game. The Zeeland reserves took
enjolnod,and prayer waa offered over the Allegan aeconda, 24 to 17.
On Tueaday evening the Miaaion
standingrather than kneeling
circle of First Reformed Church
held a meeting on home mlMiona
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The Problem of the Railroads
THE

Funeral

-
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THE SERVICE OF THE RAILWAYS
THE GREAT BULK
OUR COMMERCE

FOR HAND-

HERE

1

1

THE

EXPERIENCE AND COMMON SENSE DICTATE THAT EQUALIZATION OF TAXATION AND EQUITABLE REGULATION ARE NEEDED
BRANCHES
TRANSPORTATION.
IMMEDIATE

—

THROUGH

MICHIGAN RAILROADS’ ASSOCIATION

WITH A PLAN

SAVE

,

—

CHRISTMAS CLUB

1933

|
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NOW

AND A PURPOSE

THE

FIFTEEN

WAYS TO A MERRY CHRISTMAS
Even Amount

Pay 25c a week and get $12.50 Pay

-

Do You

week and get $100.00

Pay 50c a week and get 25.00 Pay

$3. a

week and

get $150.00

Pay $1.00 a week and

$5. a

week and

get $250.00

Pay $10.00 a week and

get $500.00

Know?

get 50.00

and Decreasing Classes—

CLASS —Pay

1—

Pay

CLASS

each

75

each

get

2—

Give

CLASS 1A—

Him One of

each

get

\ourCards,Bob!

6—

0

Hr

---

CLASS

$ro np

J

Pay

get . w# J
each tyjfj

CLASS

8—

each

. yw* u

CLASS 5A-Pay

*
*25.50

7—

7C

J

10c.

9—

*127

50

10—

1—

3V2%

Added

These

ALL Payments

Promptly Made!

2—

4—

5—

6—

7—

•

8—

10—

HOLLAND CITY STATE BANK
THE BANK WITH THE CLOCK-ON THE

NEWS

